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ABSTRACT
This report describes and discusses the containment accident progression and the important
severe accident containment thermohydraulic phenomena. The overall objective of the
report is to provide a rather detailed presentation of the present status of phcnomcnological
knowledge, including an account of relevant experimental investigations and to discuss, to
some extent, the modelling approach used in the MAAP 3.0 computer code. The MAAP
code has been used in Sweden as the main tool in the analysis of severe accidents. The
dependence of the containment accident progression and containment phenomena on the
initial conditions, which in turn are heavily dependent on the in-vcssel accident progression
and phenomena as welt as associated uncertainties, is emphasized.
The report is in three parts dealing with:
I.

Swedish reactor containments, the severe accident mitigation programme in Sweden
and containment accident progression in Swedish PWRs and BWRs as predicted by
the MAAP 3.0 code.

II.

Key non-encrgeticex-vessel phenomena (melt fragmentation in water, melt quenching
and coolability, core-concrete interaction and high temperature in containment).

III. Early containment threats due to energetic events (hydrogen combustion, high pressure melt ejection and direct containment heating, and ex-vessel steam explosions).
The report concludes that our understanding of the containment severe accident progression and phenomena has improved very significantly over the past ten years and, thereby,
our ability to assess containment threats, to quantify uncertainties, and to interpret the
results of experiments and computer code calculations have also increased. Certain remaining phcnomcnological uncertainties should be given continued attention. These uncertainties include some aspects of hydrogen combustion, high pressure melt ejection and direct
containment heating, core debris coolability and melt-coolant interactions.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background
The Swedish Government's requirements on the mitigation or consequences from severe
accidents, including core melt, in nuclear power plants, initiated research programs which
were conducted to identify plant conditions which could potentially lead to large releases,
in order to establish the design basis for the mitigation devices and to determine the
efficiency of such devices. The major research programs were conducted as joint efforts
between Swedish authorities and utilities. In addition, analysis was also carried out
separately by the utilities, ultimately aiming at an optimal design of accident mitigation
measures.
The research activities were initiated with the FILTRA project. The objective was to
evaluate the performance of containment venting and filtering by a gravel bed filter for the
Barsebäck plant, for which early installation of mitigation systems had been required. The
research continued with the RAMA projects, which were conducted in three consecutive
phases, to develop and assess analytical tools used for plant-specific analysis.
In addition to the domestic research and analysis, the RAMA projects also benefitted from
participation in several international experimental and analytical programs which helped
to improve the understanding of the processes occurring during severe accidents.
Severe accident consequence mitigation devices have now been installed in all the Swedish
nuclear power plants according to the government requirements. New Accident Management Guidelines and Emergency Operating Procedures have also been developed and
implemented, including appropriate education programs.
This report is a part of the RAMA-III final documentation. The other reports in the final
documentation arc:
1.

RAMA-III 89-1: Handbok över haveriförlopp i svenska reaktorer (in Swedish)

2.
3.

RAMA-III 89-2: Severe Accident Analysis in Sweden - Methods and Results
RAMA-III 89-3: In Vessel Thermal Hydraulics and Structural Degradation during
Severe Accidents

4.

RAMA-III 89-5: Release and Deposition of Fission Products and Actinidcs

The objective of the RAMA III final documentation is to structure the knowledge gained
during the series of research projects, to describe the state of the an in severe accident
phenomena, to provide references to relevant experiments and codes and to provide an
assessment from a Swedish perspective. This means that those phenomena and issues which
arc important for Swedish reactors are highlighted, taking into account their specific design
properties, the accident mitigation measures taken and the operational culture of the
Swedish utilities.
This report deals with the containment thermohydraulic phenomena. In-vessel thcrmohydraulic phenomena and fission product and actinide behaviour are discussed in
RAMA III reports 89-3 and 89-5, respectively. The 89-2 report, /RAM 89/, describes in
some more detail the methods applied and gives the overall assessments and results
concerning the whole area of severe accident research.
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Objectives
Although the objectives of the different projects in the FILTRA-RAMA series have been
somewhat differently worded, the general objectives were to:
* Establish a knowledge base, needed by the utilities for their design of preventive
and mitigating features and by the authorities to review and assess the features and
procedures for severe accident prevention and mitigation that were proposed by
the utilities.
* Concentrate the research efforts on issues of importance to accidents in Swedish
nuclear power plants in view of the selected strategy.
* Acquire and validate an internationally recognized integrated code package,
around which the phenomenological knowledge can be structured, and which can
be used for plant-specific calculations.
To meet these objectives, the MAAP (Modular Accident Analysis Program) computer
code, developed by the US Nuclear Industry, was chosen as the bask tool. This code has
been adapted to Swedish plants. The code has also been subject to substantial sensitivity
analyses, benchmarking and comparison to other codes. Swedish participation in international research programs, eg. the USNRC Severe Fuel Damage Program, the LOFT
experiments, the Marviken V, LACE and ACE projects has given access to experimental
and analytical knowledge on the basis of which the assessments have been made.
A more comprehensive description of the working methods and contents of the projects is
given in the RAMA III 89-2 report /RAM 89/.
The RAMA projects were concerned with postulated accident sequences assumed to cover
the complete set of loads exerted on the containment and related release risks. Scoping
probabilistic studies in terms of event trees and plant damage states were made by the
utilities outside the scope of RAMA as part of their development of specific accident
mitigation measures at each plant.
The objective of this report is lo compile and structure the knowledge gained concerning
containment thermohydraulic phenomena during severe accidents. The compilation shall
include the knowledge from the whole series of projects from FILTRA through RAMA. It
finally aims a t providing references to relevant experiments and analytical descriptions.

1.3

Scope
The containment is the last barrier preventing the release of radioactive substances and
therefore the performance of the containment system, including containment protection,
engineered safety features, and the integrity of the containment structure, is of central
importance to safety. The Three Mile Island accident clearly confirmed this statement. The
containment function can be lost as a result of temperature and/or pressure loads on the
containment. Also, the containment will not fulfill its function if it is by-passed. However,
the by-pass scenarios, which include interfacing-system LOCAs, steam generator tube
rupture and failure to isolate the containment, are not addressed in this report.
The time at which containment failure is predicted to occur is one of the most important
parameters in assessing the environmental consequences of a severe accident. There are
two reasons for this. Firstly, the amount of radioactive material removed from the containment atmosphere by the various deposition mechanisms (such as gravitational and
Brownian deposition) increases with time. Secondly, the likelihood of restoring the con-
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tainment spray, and thereby achieving an effective washout of the aerosols from the gas
phase, also increases with time. Therefore, the late containment failure (say 10 to 20 hours
after initiation of an accident) would lead to significantly less severe consequences than
containment failure in the early phase of an accident, e.g. in connection with reactor vessel
meltthroiigh.
The late containment threats are due to:
1.

slow pressure increase, caused by the decay heat steam production, n&n-condensible
gas generation due to metal-water interaction and core-concrete interaction, and
compression of the gas in the containment (mainly in BWRs) when it is filled up with
water,

2.

hydrogen combustion (in PWRs),

3.

basement penetration as a result of core-concrete interaction, and

4.

high temperatures in the containment.

Gradual pressurization of the containment followed by restored containment spray or
filtered venting is considered to be the most probable accident scenario in a Swedish plant
/RAM 89/. These scenarios are discussed in Chapter 4 on t he basis of MAAP 3.0 predictions.
The approach used in the MAAP 3.0 code in modelling some key ex-vessel phenomena is
briefly addressed here.
Swedish reactor containments and the mitigating features installed are described in Chapters 2 and 3.
The key non-energetic containment phenomena and issues, such as melt fragmentation and
coolability, core-concrete interaction, high temperatures in the containment and the effect
of containment spray, are discussed in Chapters 5, 6,7 and 8. The phenomena of core-concrete interaction will be addressed briefly, and the issue of aerosol behavior in the containment is omitted; however, both of these issues are discussed in rather great detail by
Liljenzin, /Lil 89/, in the context of the source term issue.
The early containment threats are mainly due to energetic events which may cause dynamic
loads on the containment boundary and various in-containment structures. Hydrogen
combustion, direct containment heating and molten fuel-coolant interactions, including
steam explosions, are some of the phenomena that could challenge the containment
integrity early in the accident. Potentially, hydrogen combustion may occur any time during
an accident, as soon as the composition of the containment atmosphere is within the
flammability limits. Direct thermal attack by the molten or hot core material on the
penetrations through the containment boundary in some reactors also belongs to the
category of early containment threats. Since the above-mentioned phenomena could lead
to a sharp increase of the containment pressure (on the time-scale of a few seconds), they
would not be mitigated by the implemented mitigative devices. Therefore, the early containment threats deserve special attention. The early containment threats are discussed in
Chapters 9,10 and 11.
Chapter 12 contains a discussion and conclusions concerning the containment thermohydraulic phenomena.
We shall address the initial conditions for the containment phenomena, and show that they
depend strongly on the in-vessel accident progression and phenomena, including the mode
of the reactor vessel failure and state of the corium melt at the time of vessel meltthrough.
There are large uncertainties in accident progression and in some key severe accident
phenomena. Extensive international research efforts has been carried out in recent years
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to reduce and quantify these uncertainties. The NUREG-llSO risk study /USN 90a/ is an
example of how the uncertainties in the severe accident phenomena can be treated in
comprehensive probabilistic risk analysis.

1*4

PARTI
REACTOR CONTAINMENTS,
ACCIDENT MITIGATION AND
CONTAINMENT ACCIDENT PROGRESSION
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REACTOR CONTAINMENTS
There arc twelve nuclear reactor units in Sweden. Nine of these arc B WRs and three PWRs.
The B WRs are of two types: the first generation is equipped with external circulation pumps
and the second generation with internal circulation pumps. The containments of these two
types of BWR reactors differ in a very significant way from the containment accident
progression viewpoint. In the first generation of B WRs, the condensation pool covers the
whole bottom area of the containment, sec Figure 2.1. Therefore, after failure of the lower
head of the reactor pressure vessel, the core debris will first fall onto the pedestal floor and
from there be drained to the condensation pool, where the water depth is about 7 meters.
A certain amount of core debris will slay on the pedestal floor, possibly resulting in some
core-concrete interaction and heating of the containment atmosphere. In the containments
of the second generation BWRs, the condensation pool is annular and the compartment
below the reactor vessel (lower drywcll) is dry, sec Figure 2.2. Thus, the corium would drop
onto a dry bascmat floor where it would attack, and probably damage, the electrical and
mechanical penetrations in the lower drywell unless mitigating features were installed.
Therefore the lower drywcll compartment will be flooded by water from the condensation
pool, as shown in Figure 3.2, and the penetrations have been provided with special
protections, as shown in Figure 6.10.
The PWRs have large, dry containments, see Figure 2.3. Following reactor vessel
meltthrough, the molten core material will drain into the reactor cavity region. The depth
of the water pool in the cavity at the time of reactor vessel failure depends on the accident
sequence.

Figure 2.1
Reactor containment for a BWR with external
redrculation pumps

Figure 2.2
Reactor containment for a BWR with internal
recirculation pumps
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TABLE 2.1
Unit

Containment

Ringhals 1

Pressure suppression

0.5

0.75

Opening of roof-cylinder joint

Forsmark 1/2

Pressure suppression

0.55

0.02

Longitudinal cracking

Forsmark 3

Pressure suppression

0.6

1.25

Cracking in roof and pool region

Ringhals 2

Dry

0.5

1.2-1.3

Longitudinal cracking

Ringhal»3/4

Dry

0.5

0.69

Cracking in base plate

Pressure
Design

(MPa)
Failure

Failure mode

An important difference between the containments of BWRs and PWRs is that the
containments of the former arc incrted during normal operation, i.e. filled with nitrogen,
which makes hydrogen combustion impossible. Hydrogen combustion is thus only possible
in PWRs; BWRs are subject to the same risk only during short periods in connection to
start up and shut down, when they arc operated with air filled containments.
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SEVERE ACCIDENT MITIGATION PROGRAMME IN
SWEDEN
After the TMI-2 accident, it became dear that the possibility of an accident with a severely
da.nagcd core and a large release of radioactivity from the fuel had to be taken into account.
The containments in the Swedish plants arc, in themselves, a strong barrier in many
accidents as a result of the design basis used. The consequence of a breach of the containment barrier as a result of malfunction of safety systems far beyond the design basis and the
resulting loads, including severe accident phenomena, was considered to be unacceptable
without further improvements in terms of consequence mitigating features. In 1979, these
considerations, along with a number of other areas where safety improvements were
desirable, were put forward by a special committee set up to review safety in the Swedish
nuclear reactor program in the light of the TM1 accident. A crucial item was considered to
be the strengthening of the possibility of keeping the containment barrier intact. Given a
release of radioactivily to the containment, as a result of core damage, this is, of course, of
top priority for the protection of the environment. An important consideration was that,
in a case were the containment barrier was threatened by pressure build up, the controlled
release of limited amounts of radioactivity was prefcrrable to a possible catastrophic failure
of the containment structure with a large and uncontrolled release as a result. In some
preliminary studies filtered venting of the containment was found to be feasible. In this way
most of the radionuclides of importance for long-term land contamination could be kept
within the containment and in the filter and the consequences to the environment would
mainly be those from released noble gases.

3.1

FILTRA
In 1981, the Swedish government required filtered venting of the containments of the
Barsebäck reactors to be implemented by 1985. Some directives were given concerning the
pressure level for ventilation and the filtering efficiency. It was stated that at least 99.9 %
of the core inventory of each radioactive isotope, cxluding noble gases, should be retained
in the containment and in the niter in the case of venting during a severe accident. In 1982,
the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate gave guidelines for the design of the filtered
venting installation at Barsebäck, commonly known later on as FILTRA. The general
design objective was that the installation should be capable of protecting the containment
from ovcrpressurization in accident sequences, including core meltdown, which could be
considered to dominate a risk for release to the environment. It was also stated that the
installation should be able to fulfill this goal as a passive system for at least 24 hours
following the initiating event. Since the design of FILTRA required the use of new
knowledge, some comprehensive research efforts were started as early as in 1980.
The accident sequences that were chosen as bounding for the design purpose were of two
kinds /FIL 82/. The first was a large LOCA in the primary system in combination with
insufficient pressure suprcssion capacity in the condensation pool due to bypass. This
sequence requires a large and early venl capacity. Also, a loss of auxiliary power was
assumed, whereby the core was left uncoolcd and subsequently melted down following the
early release of steaming primary coolani to the filter/condensor. Aerosols, that are released
to the containment, are later on slowly transported to the filter/condenser as a result of
residual heat-up of the containment. The second sequence was a total blackout sequence.
After meltdown of the core, the containment will slowly pressurize due to the residual heat.
During subsequent venting, aerosols will be transported to the filter/condenser with the
blow-down. This sequence requires a substantially lower vent capacity.
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The FILTRA installation in Barsebäck, Figure 3.1, completed in 1985 is thus characterized
by:
* High venting capacity, and
* passive function for 24 hours.

Figure 3.1 Schematic layout of FILTRA

3.2

The RAMA Research Projects
When the design for FILTRA at Barsebäck was determined, research efforts were directed
towards the other ten reactor units. With the deadline set for the end of 1988, some time
was available for working out better analytical tools to be used in the analysis of those units.
The RAMA project joined with IDCOR efforts in the United States and the MAAP and
RETAIN codes became available. Special MAAP versions were set up for each different
design of the Swedish plants to enable plant specific analysis. Coordinated by the RAMA
project, Swedish participation was also arranged in a number of international research
programs (sec section 1.2). The final report of the RAMA project was published in 1985,
/RAM 85a/.
The RAMA project was followed by the RAMA II project. The aims of the latter were:
* To develop an analytical tool for the analysis of severe accidents, to be employed
by the utilities in their plant specific studies.
* To validate the analytical tool and to consolidate the scientific basis of the conclusions of the RAMA project.
Again, the MAAP code was found to be the only one that could be used in the project work.
The RAMA II project was reported in (he final report published in September 1987
/RAM 87/. The knowledge at this stage formed the basis for the design of the mitigating
systems in the remaining ten units.
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The last research project in the RAMA series, RAMA HI, was initiated in 1987. The results
were primarily used by the Nuclear Power Inspectorate, as a basis for review of the features
and procedures for severe accident prevention and mitigation that were proposed by the
utilities.

3.3

Severe Accident Mitigation Measures in Ringhals, Forsmark, and
Oskarshamn Plants
Based on probabilistic safety analysis (PSA), the frequency of the core melt and the
probability of containment failure for Swedish reactors have been estimated. This analysis
has provided guidelines for the choice of the design sequences and mitigation features used.
Two accident sequences were defined, namely:
1.

l'WRs and BWKs: Loss of all AC po\ cr and sieam-drivcn auxiliary feedwater system
for 24 hours (TMLB* accident sequence).

This sequence is considered lo be an envelope (o several sequences which dominate the
probability for core damage and which can lead to release of radioactive material to the
environment. In order to verify that the other accident sequences would not lead to a larger
source term than the design event, a number of sequences have been analysed. In addition,
the analyses were performed assuming that the mitigative systems did not operate as
intended, e.g. containment venting is initiated too early or the containment spray is
unavailable.
2.

Only BWRs: LOCA in containment combined with degraded pressure suppression
function caused by maximum break of one blow-down pipe (leakage area of 0.3 m2).

In this case, it is assumed that the emergency core cooling is operating normally.
Design criteria stipulated for the severe accident mitigation measures in the Ringhals,
Forsmark and Oskarshamn plants arc similar to that for the Barsebäck plants. There is,
however, one important difference which influenced the design of the mitigation measures
in the BWRs. Credit could be taken for manual operator action "within reasonable time",
which was interpreted as 8 hours, as compared to the 24 hour passive function requirement
on Barsebäck.
In order to prevent containment overpressurizaiion the following mitigation measures have
been implemented and are operable since the end of 1988:
1. l»WRs and BWRs
* Enhanced, high reliability containment spray system. The system uses back-up
sources of water and has connections to diesel- driven pumps in the fire water system or mobile pumps. In addition to cooling the containment and removing the
radioactive aerosols from the containment atmosphere, a possible function of the
containment spray is to flood the containment up to upper core level.
* Filtered venting to prevent late containment failure. Containment pressure relief
can be initialed cither manually or automatically (rupture disc). The filter consists
of a submerged multiventuri scrubber system (MVSS).
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2. Only BWRs
* Unfiltered venting to the atmosphere to prevent early containment failure. The
system consists of a large capacity pressure relief line comprising a rupture disc
and valves for reclosure after activation.
* Flooding of the pedestal compartment in the modern BWRs (i.e. with internal circulation pumps), using suppression pool water, on indications of core melt accidents. Additionally, local devices have been installed to protect containment
penetrations against core debris attack.
The mitigation systems are schematically shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 for BWRs and PWRs,
respectively.

Diversified
containment spray

Containment
water filled

Figure 3.2
Swedish BWR mitigation measures

Filtered vent
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Figure 3.3
Mitigation measures for PWR
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4.

CONTAINMENT ACCIDENT PROGRESSION AND
RESPONSE

4.1

introduction
In this chapter, we describe and discuss containment accident progression and response, as
predicted by the MAAP 3.0 code, before and after reactor vessel failure, and separately for
PWRs and BWRs. The way in which the MAAP models some key containment phenomena
will be briefly addressed. It is important to stress that our objective here is to give an
illustration of the expected containment accident progression. One should remember that
containment accident progression and containment phenomena are sensitive to the particular accident scenario and uncertainties in the in-vessel accident progression. Another
important objective of this chapter is to provide a reference frame and background for the
more detailed discussion of some key ex-vessel phenomena (Chapters 5 through 11).
The integrity of the containment boundary or interior containment structures can be
challenged either by a direct thermal attack of the molten or hot core material or by the
pressure and/or temperature loads. The latter threats are due to mass and energy deposition
in the containment atmosphere. As noted earlier, the pressure loads can be static, quasidynamic or dynamic in character. Obviously, containment failure resulting from direct
thermal attack of the core material can only be possible if the core material has been
released from the reactor pressure vessel. The mass and energy deposition in the containment atmosphere is, on the other hand, possible even if an accident has been terminated
before vessel meltthrough. The severe reactor accident mitigation procedures aim, above
all, at arresting the core meltdown progression and preventing reactor vessel meltthrough.
Therefore, in discussing containment loading and response during the course of an accident
it is convenient to divide the time scale into two domains, namely before and after vessel
failure.
As mentioned above, the description of the containment accident progression and response
presented in this chapter is based on the results generated by the MAAP 3.0 computer code.
The MAAP code has been used in Sweden as the main tool in the analysis of severe accident
phenomena, both in-vessel and ex-vessel. The modelling approach used in the MAAP code
is sometimes relatively simple. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, the code was developed
with the aim of being fast running and, therefore, the mechanistic modelling of certain
complex phenomena was not possible. Secondly, our present understanding of some key
severe accident phenomena is incomplete, thus making the detailed modelling either very
difficult or impossible, or unjustified concerning the large uncertainties involved. In order
to verify that simplifications used in MAAP are acceptable, and/or that no key phenomena
were overlooked, the MAAP predictions have been compared with the predictions of other
codes, sensitivity studies have been carried out and some important phenomena, such as
hydrogen transport and combustion and direct containment heating, have been investigated
using other, more mechanistic codes, such as CONTAIN.
The output variables from the MAAP analyses that are relevant to our further discussion
are the following:
1.

containment pressure

2.

temperature of the containment atmosphere

3.

amount of hydrogen produced in-vesscl and ex-vessel

4.

temperature of water in the suppression pool or in the cavity
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rate of concrete erosion in the cavity region

Containment Load and Response Prior to Reactor Vessel
Mettthrough
The containment response, in terms of the pressure and temperature loads, prior to reactor
vessel failure is basically determined by the relatively simple energy and mass balance. The
main sources of energy and mass are the steam and hydrogen released from the primary
system. Also the energy losses to the containment atmosphere through the primary system
insulation have to be taken into account, especially in the long-term. The walls of the
containment boundary, the various interior containment structures (concrete or steel) and,
in the BWRs, the water of the supprcsion pool are the major heat sinks in the containment.

4.2.1

PWR
To exemplify the response of a large, dry PWR containment during a severe accident we
will show the containment pressure and temperature as well as the amount of hydrogen
released to the containment, as calculated by the MAAP code, in the Ringhals 3 reactor
unit for two accident sequences, namely the Total Station Blackout, Le. the total loss of AC
power and feedwater (so-called TMLB' accident sequence) and the LOCA with complete
loss of AC power. The results from MAAP analyses presented below are taken from the
Final Safely Reports / Miil 87, Mill 88/.
Figure 4.1 shows the containment pressure and temperature and the amount of hydrogen
in the containment atmosphere, respectively, as a function of time for the Total Blackout
accident sequence. Figure 4.2 shows the same variables for the LOCA with complete loss
of AC power accident sequence. Reactor vessel mcltthrough is predicted to occur 2.5 and
0.9 hours after the initialing event in the Total Blackout and LOCA sequences, respectively.
The maximum containment pressure prior to reactor vessel failure is about 0.25 MPa for
the Total Blackout sequence, and 0.35 MPa for the LOCA sequence. These pressures are
significantly lower than the design pressures for Swedish PWRs (see Table 2.1 in Section
2), and, therefore, pose no threat to the integrity of containment building. The containment
pressure in the Total Blackout sequence starts to increase following failure of the rupture
disk on the pressurizer relief tank - this occurs about 1.1 hours after accident initiation. The
steam and hydrogen from the primary system arc then released to the containment building.
The containment pressure increases despite the fact that the containment atmosphere is
cooled via condensation of steam on the containment walls and interior structures. One can
see that, after reaching its maximum value, the containment pressure decreases up to the
time of vessel meluhrough.
The temperature of the containment atmosphere in the Total Blackout and LOCA sequences are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. We can see that the maximum temperature
before the vessel meluhrough is about 400 K or lower.
Knowing the temperature of the containment atmosphere and the total containment
pressure, and assuming that the steam is saturated,one can estimate the volume concentration of the steam. For the Total Blackout sequence, the steam concentration is about 50
vol. %, and for the LOCA sequence it is about 90 vol. %. This shows that hydrogen
combustion is impossible in the latter and very unlikely in the former case as a result of the
steam incrting.
The amount of hydrogen produced in-vesscl and released to the containment atmosphere
is shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for the Total Blackout and LOCA accident sequences.
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respectively. It can be seen that this amount is about 140 kg in both cases, which corresponds
to a degree of in-core Zr oxidation of about 17 %. The volume concentrations of the
hydrogen in the containment atmosphere, assuming homogeneous distribution, can be
easily obtained since the total pressure and gas temperature are known. For Total Blackout
accident sequence we obtain a hydrogen volume concentration of about 1.8 % and for the
LOCA of about 1.3%. Considering that the minimum hydrogen concentration necessary to
support combustion is about 5 vol. %, we may conclude that the hydrogen combustion
before reactor vessel mcltthrough is impossible according to MAAP predictions. It is
important to point out that large uncertainties are connected with predictions of in-vesscl
hydrogen generation /San 89/. These uncertainties are partly due to incomplete understanding of the in-vesscl phenomena, and partly due to uncertainties in the accident
scenario. The latter is connected with operator actions during the course of an accident.
Thus, if the cooling water were to be injected to the overheated core repeatedly, the extent
of Zr oxidation might be considerably increased. This is what happened in the TMI-2
accident, where the extent of Zr oxidation has been estimated at 40-60 % of the total core
inventory of Zr. The hydrogen concentration in the containment atmosphere prior to
hydrogen combustion in the TMI-2 containment has been estimated to be about 8 vol. %.
Oxidation of 50 % of the Zr content in the Ringhals 3 core would produce about 400 kg
hydrogen. Even if the amount of hydrogen in the containment building were to be higher
than that predicted by the MAAP analysis, combustion would be unlikely due to high steam
concentration in the containment. Obviously, activation of the containment spray would
lead to steam condensation and thereby the composition of the containment atmosphere
could change from inflammable to flammable. This fact is an important consideration in
the context of the accident management strategy.
Considering the great importance of the hydrogen issue to the safely of PWRs duringscverc
accidents, separate studies of the various hydrogen combustion phenomena in the Ringhals
3 reactor unit including deflagration, local detonations and hydrogen distribution in the
containment building have been performed by the Swedish State Power Board (the results
of these studies are also applicable to the Ringhals 3 and 4 reactor units). In these studies,
described in Chapter 9, the amount of hydrogen in the containment atmosphere was treated
in a parametric way, whereas the thermohydraulic conditions in the containment were
obtained from the MAAP calculations.

4.2.2

BWR
To illustrate the severe accidet progression in a BWR containment, we will look at some
relevant MAAP 3.0 results for the Total Blackout accident sequence for Ringhals 1 (reactor
with external circulation pumps) and Forsmark 1 and 2 (reactors with internal circulation
pumps). Again, the MAAP results presented here are taken from the Final Safety Report
for Ringals I /Ene 88a/ and Forsmark I /Jun 87/. We will not discuss the second design
sequence for BWRs, i.e. large LOCA with degraded pressure suppression function, since it
is not a core melt sequence. The design and calculated containment failure pressures for
these reactor units are given in Table 2.1. The large capacity unfiltercd pressure relief line
will be activated by failure of the rupture disc when the containment pressure has reached
0.6S MPa in Ringhals 1 and 0.75 MPa in Forsmark 1 and 2. The rupture disc in the system
for filtered venting will fail at the containment pressure of 0.5 MPa and 0.55 MPa in
Ringhals 1 and Forsmark 1 and 2, respectively. Reactor vessel mcltthrough is predicted to
occur 3.4 hours and 1.7 hours after accident initiation in Ringhals 1 and Forsmark 1 and 2,
respectively. This large difference between reactors in time calculated to vessel failure is
primarily due to differences in the lime when the automatic deprcssurization is initiated,
the amount of water in the vessel per MW reactor power, and thermal reactor power.
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Figure 4.3 shows the containment pressure, the containment temperature and the amount
of hydrogen in the containment respectively, as a function of time, in Ringhals 1 for the
Total Blackout accident sequence. The containment pressure just prior to vessel meltthrough is less than 0.15 MPa. The maximum temperature in the containment before vessel
failure is about 360 K, Le. 87 °C. Pressures and temperatures of this magnitude pose no
threat to the containment integrity.
The amount of hydrogen produced is about 180 kg, which corresponds to an oxidation of
about 8 % of the total amount of in-vessel Zr, and the amount of non-condensible gases in
the containment increases by about 25 %. Since the containments of the Swedish BWRs
are inerted, i.e. nitrogen-filled, during normal operation, hydrogen combustion is impossible. On the other hand, the hydrogen contribution to the total containment pressure may
be significant due to the small volume of the BWR containments. The MAAP code
underestimates the rate of in-vessel hydrogen production under certain conditions in the
vessel, especiaty in late phases of core degradation. The uncertainties in this case are of the
same character as those mentioned in the previous section. In any case, hydrogen generation
will affect, to a greater or lesser degree, the time at which containment venting will be
initiated. In order to investigate the effect of higher than predicted by MAAP in-vessel
hydrogen generation rates on the containment accident profession a MAAP analysis was
performed in which it was assumed that containment venting is initiated at an earlier time.
Figure 4.4 shows the containment pressure, containment tempera t ure, amount of hydrogen
in the containment and temperature of water in the suppression pool, respectively, as a
function of time for the Total Blackout sequence in Forsmark 1 and 2. One can see, that
the pressure and temperature histories are quite similar to those in the Ringhals 1 case. The
mass of hydrogen produced up to the time of reactor vessel meltthrough is 140 kg.
The water temperature, or more exactly, the degree of subcooling, is an important
parameter which affects the molten fuel-coolant interactions. The fragmentation of the
melt as it falls through the water and the likelihood of a spontaneously triggered steam
explosion strongly depend on the water subcooling. Large subcooling makes a spontaneous
steam explosion more likely - this question will be addressed in Chapters 5 and 11. Water
subcooling (in the water below the vessel) at the time of reactor vessel meltthrough can be
substantial.

4.2.3 MAAP Modelling and Concluding Discussion
Modelling in the MAAP code of the "bcfore-vcsscl-failure" ex-vessel thermohydraulic and
heat transfer phenomena, appears to be based on the standard methods, which often use
correlations of experimental data. An important MAAP subroutine is one which calculates
the heat transfer coefficient for condensation of steam on containment walls or interior
containment structures. The main uncertainties in quantifying this phenomenon are the
effect of non-condensiblc gases on heat and mass transport and dependence of the heat
transfer coefficient on the orientation of the surface. In general, the uncertainties in the
containment response are dominated by the uncertainties in the in-vessel core melt
phenomena, in particular the extent of in-vessel hydrogen generation. As noted earlier,
predictions of the in-vessel accident progression during a "real" accident are complicated
by the fact that our present possibilities of analyzing the consequences of the various
operator actions, i.e. rcflooding the damaged core, are rather limited.
Finally, one can conclude that the likelihood of containment failure prior to reactor vessel
meltthrough is very small. We would like to repeat here, that the containment response was
calculated under the assumption that the containment heat removal systems arc not
available.
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Containment Load and Response After Vessel Failure
Failure of the reactor vessel lower head and subsequent release of the core material into
the containment marks a dramatic change in the course of the severe accident. From the
viewpoint of the containment loads, there are two reasons for this. Firstly, the molten or
hot core material may now threaten the integrity of the containment boundary or interior
containment structures by direct thermal attack. Secondly, there may be a broad spectrum
of pressure loads on containment structures, ranging from purely static to highly dynamic,
including impulse-type loadings. The containment response is now likely to depend upon
a number of complex phenomena, such as fragmentation, quenching and cooling of the core
debris in water, core-concrete interaction, direct containment heating, hydrogen distribution and combustion, and energetic molten fuel-coolant interactions. Consequently, the
modelling difficulties increase considerably, as well as the phcnomcnologica! uncertainties.
The accident progression after vessel failure depends greatly on the mode of the reactor
vessel failure, primary system pressure at the time of melt discharge, and the state (composition and temperature) of the discharged core material. These initial conditions are
particularly important for the high pressure melt ejection accident scenario and direct
containment heating phenomena, which are discussed in Chapter 10. Another important
consideration is the amount and temperature of the water, if any, present below the reactor
pressure vessel at the time of vessel failure. Furthermore, activation of the containment
spray and/or containment venting will, of course, affect the accident progression and
consequences.
As stated in the Introduction, the early containment threats are addressed separately in
Chapters 9,10 and 11. In the following sections, we continue our brief presentation and
discussion, based on the predictions of the MAAP 3.0 code, of the containment response
during expected accident progression. We will also briefly address the way in which the
MAAP code models some of the important ex-vessel phenomena. The next section starts
with a brief discussion of the modes of reactor vessel failure.

4.3.1

Modes off Reactor Vessel Failure
The way in which the lower vessel head fails and the core material is released into the
containment is of crucial importance for the subsequent accident progression. Determination of the initial conditions for vessel failurcand failure modes belongs to in-vessel accident
progression analysis, /San 89/. With regard to the containment accident progression and
response, one can distinguish between local and global (sometimes called catastrophic)
vessel failure, and failure at low or high primary system pressure. Local vessel failure is due
to the local mcltihrough of one, or several, penetrations through the lower head wall
(control rod guide tubes or instrumentation lines). The global vessel failure means that the
lower vessel head fails as a whole due to weakening of the vessel wall around the periphery.
Local Vessel Failure
It is possible that local vessel failure will lead to release of the core material in the form of
a more or less coherent liquid stream or jet. The rate of melt flow out of the vessel is
determined by the primary system pressure and the size of the breach in the vessel wall. The
initial size of the breach will be about 4 cm in P WRs and 7 cm in BWRs. However, the hole
may be substantially enlarged by ablation mechanisms so that its final diameter may be
aboutSOcm.Theablation process is further discussed in Chapter 10. At high primary system
pressure and high melt temperature (large superheating), theablation rate is high and large
quantities of the core material can be released within a short time (less than 1 minute) from
the vessel.
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Assuming that the primary system pressure at the time of vessel failure is close to the
containment pressure, the breakup of the discharged melt is likely to be small, if one
disregards breakup caused by the various structures present below the reactor vessel
(especially in BWRs); this breakup mechanism is certainly very important during the initial
phase of melt release. If the jet diameter is small and the jet velocity low, the jet stability
will be governed by capillary forces and breakup length can be estimated with the help of
Rayleigh theory /Ray 78/. The breakup length in this case would be large and the size of the
melt droplets of the order of jet diameter.
If the jet diameter is large but the jet velocity small, as may be the case when the primary
system pressure is low but the ablation rate is high, the jet breakup may be quite limited
and, depending on the depth of the water pool, melt temperature and composition, and the
degree of water subcooling, the molten jet may penetrate the water pool to a substantial
depth without complete breakup. This issue is further discussed in Chapter 5.
Local vessel failure at high primary system pressure would most likely result in significant
melt breakup due to acro-hydrodynamic forces and/or violent release of gases dissolved in
the melt. This issue is closely related to the direct containment heating phenomena and is
discussed in Chapter 10.
Global Vessel Failure
Global vessel failure is not expected in the Swedish reactors La. due to penetrations in the
lower head. To reach prerequisites for global failure, corium must quench in the lower
plenum, boil off remaining water and reheat after dryout. This scenario is judged unlikely
and would take considerably longer time than the more probable local meltthrough, thus
increasing the probability for successful operator actions.
The consequences of a global vessel failure has not been analyzed in any detail. The analyses
is difficult and includes large uncertainties especially concerning the amount, composition
and temperature of core material in the lower head at the time of vessel failure. Should it
occur, however, severe loads, both of mechanic and thermohydraulic character, can be
expected. Should it occur at high reactor pressure, the vessel could even constitute a missile.
MAAP Modelling and Concluding Discussion
Reactor vessel failure in both PWRs and BWRs is modelled in the MAAP code only as a
local meltthrough. In calculating the outflow of the core material from the reactor vessel,
the MAAP code accounts for the ablation of the initial breach in the vessel wall. The MAAP
code does not model the influence of the structures below reactor vessel on melt relocation
and breakup of the molten stream.
As stated above, the likelihood of the global failure of the lower head is considered to be
small in the Swedish reactors. However, since scenario-related and phenomenological
uncertainties in the in-vesscl late-phase melt progression - including the phenomenon of
melt slumping and quenching in the lower plenum • arc rather significant, the possibility of
the global vessel failure cannot be completely ruled out. In order to investigate the
containment response to loads resulting from postulated global failure, a study of the
Forsmark 3 reactor unit was performed /Jon 89/ using the Source Term Code Package
(STCP), which models the global vessel failure. According to this study, quenching of the
large mass of solid and molten material (lower head wall, molten and solid fuel and
structural material) would lead to a small pressure spike in the containment. The long-term
pressure history in the containment would be similar to that following the local vessel
failure.
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Containment Loads and Response
In this section, the containment accident progression and response following vessel failure,
as predicted by Ihc MAAP 3.0 code, will be presented. Thermo-hydraulic phenomena which
may now potentially influence the containment accident progression and loads are new and
complex. Quenching and coolability of the molten or hot core material, hydrogen transport
and combustion in the containment building, direct containment heating, core-concrete
interaction and energetic molten fuel-coolant interactions (steam explosions) are some of
these phenomena. However, these phenomena are not specifically addressed in this section
as this will be done in Chapters 5 through 11. Our objective here is to again illustrate the
expected accident progression and to briefly discuss the approach used in the MAAP code
in modelling some important containment phenomena.
Containment response after vessel failure is shown in Figures 4.1 through 4.4 (sec section
4.2). As in section 4.2, the PWRs and the BWRs are treated separatly.
PWR
Containment response in Ringhals 3 and 4 reactor units is shown in Figure 4.1 for the Total
Blackout accident sequence, and in Figure 4.2 for the LOCA accident sequence. Before
turning to these figures, we should point out that the primary system pressure at the time
of vessel melnhrough in the Total Blackout accident sequence is high, approximately
17 MPa. This means, that deprcssuri/ation of the primary system, either via operator action
or failure of the primary system boundary prior to lower head mcltlhrough, was not
modelled in the MAAP analyses considered here.
After the lower head failure, the containment pressure increases to about 0.3S MPa and
0.43 MPa in the Total Blackout and LOCA accident sequences, respectively. The rate of
pressure increase is higher in the Total Blackout sequence as the result of high primary
system pressure at the time of vessel failure. In both sequences, the containment pressure
increases rather rapidly until the core material has been quenched in the cavity. Subsequent
containment prcssurization is caused by the water boiling away in the cavity due to decay
heat. When containment pressure reaches 0.5 MPa venting is activated by the rupture disc
failure. We can sec that containment venting occurs much earlier in the LOCA sequence,
at 2.7 hours, in comparison with the Total Blackout sequence, where it occurs at 6.5 hours.
This large time difference is a result of much earlier lower head faiiure in the LOCA
sequence (0.9 hours in LOCA vs. 2.5 hours in Total Blackout), and the fact that containment
pressure is higher in the LOCA seqence al the lime of vessel failure.
There is also another important difference between these two accident sequences, not
explicitly shown here, namely, the extent of the core-concrete interaction. Thus, in the
LOCA accident sequence there is quite substantial concrete attack by the molten core
debris which leads to erosion of about 1 meter of concrete and the generation ofabout 170
kg of hydrogen; sec Figure 4.2. In the Total Blackout accident sequence, however, there is
no core-concrete interaction. The reason for this difference is the fact that in the LOCA
case, the cavity becomes dry much earlier than in the Total Blackout case. Therefore, there
is enough lime for the solidified core debris to heat up, re-melt and consequently attack the
concrete in the LOCA case before the containment spray is initiated at 8 hours. Actually,
according to MAAP calculations, the cavity becomes dry even in the Total Blackout
sequence shortly before (he spray i.s started but the temperature rise of the debris i.s loo low
lo initiate core-concrete interaction. Therefore, there is no ex-vessel hydrogen generation
in the Total Blackout accident sequence, see Figure 4.1.
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Concerning the temperature of the containment atmosphere we note that in the Total
Blackout sequence, the temperature in the cavity region rises under a short period of time
to about 500 K, see Figure 4.1. The maximum temperature in the upper compartment in
both sequences is about 420 K. After start of the containment spray, the temperature
gradually decreases.
BWR
The containment response for the Ringhals 1 reactor unit is shown in Figure 4.3 and for
the Forsmark 1 and 2 reactor units, in Figure 4.4. Examining the pressure history first we
can see a sharp pressure increase immediately after vessel failure. Two phenomena contribute to this pressure spike, namely, flashing of the in-vcssel water upon vessel failure and
rapid vaporization of the remaining in-vcsscl water when it contacts molten core debris
outside the reactor vessel. The latter mechanism operates only in Ringhals 1, where some
fraction of the corium stays on the pedestal floor. Flashing of the in-vessel water is the result
of the pressure difference between the primary system and containment (0.2 to 0.5 MPa),
which in turn is the result of the way in which the ADS valves operate. Quenching of the
melt in the condensation pool (Ringhals 1) and in the flooded lower drywell (Forsmark 1
and 2) also contributes to containment prcssurization, but not significantly.
Following a period of pressure decrease due to steam condensation on the containment
structures, the containment pressure starts to increase again when the water reaches the
saturation temperature corresponding to the containment pressure. This gradual pressure
increase is terminated when the containment spray is activated at 8 houres.
The temperature history is quite similar in both reactors. The maximum containment
temperature is about 430 K and 460 K in Ringhals 1 and Forsmark 1 and 2, respectively.
As illustrated by Figures 4.3 and 4.4, there is no ex-vessel hydrogen generation. It is expected
that hydrogen will be produced when the melt is quenched in water, however, this
mechanism is not modelled in the MAAP 3.0 code (sec below).
Finally, Figure 4.4shows that the incrcascof the water temperature is relatively small during
the accident.
An interesting parameter is the corium temperature when it settles down on the containment floor after falling through the water. According to MAAP predictions, the core
material is quenched to the water saturation temperature corresponding to the prevailing
containment pressure.
MAAP Modelling and Concluding Discussion
The general phenomenology subprograms in the MAAP code, relevant to the subject
discussed here, arc grouped into four categories, namely: thcrmohydraulic phenomena,
heat transfer phenomena, corium phenomena, and combustion phenomena. The
phenomena belonging to the first two groups arc, with some exceptions, reasonably well
understood and amenable to relatively simple modelling approaches.
The phenomena that arc characteristic of and unique to the severe accidents are the corium
and combustion phenomena. The principal modelling of the combustion phenomena in the
PWRs and BWRs is similar. However, modelling of the corium phenomena is plant specific,
Le. different in the PWRs and BWRs, and also different in the various BWRs because of
the differences in the containment geometry, which affects the melt relocation path in the
containment. In this context, the presence and locations of water pools in the containment
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is of crucial importance. Consequently, the plant-specific MAAP models have been
developed for all Swedish reactor units. We have already (Chapter 2) pointed out the
difference in melt relocation path between BWR reactors with external and internal
circulation pumps. An important consideration here is the fact that in the reactors with
external circulation pumps some fraction of the core material will stay on the pedestal floor
which could potentially lead to core-concrete erosion, hydrogen generation and direct
heating of the containment structures and atmosphere.
Concerning MAAP modelling of the PWR phenomena, the following comments arc
warranted:
1.

The core debris dispersal from the cavity region during high pressure melt ejection
(HPME) is not modelled, Le. all core debris is retained in the cavity. Actually, there is
a possibility in the MAAP 3.0 code of simulating core debris transport from the cavity
into the lower containment compartment, but there is no model of direct containment
heating (DCH) in the MAAP 3.0. It was found that when the DCH phenomena are
not considered, the assumption that the core debris is wholly retained in the cavity
region leads to more conservative containment loads. Obviously, in the light of our
current understanding of the high pressure melt ejection and direct containment
heating phenomenology, the approach used in the MAAP 3.0 code is not satisfactory.
Therefore, supplementary investigations, experimental and analytical, of the HPME
and DCH phenomena in the Swedish P WRs have been performed by the Swedish State
Power Board. This work is described in Chapter 10. We would like to mention here
that a simple model of Direct Containment Heating phenomena is included in the
MAAP 3.0B code.

2.

According to MAAP, the core debris is always coolable in the cavity as long as the
debris is submerged in water. This conclusion is based on the energy balance calculations and assumption that the core debris is evenly distributed over the entire cavity
floor. It appears that given this assumption the approach used in MAAP is acceptable.

3.

Comparisons between predictions of core-concrete interaction model in MAAP and
experimental data, as well as predictions of more mechanistic codes, indicate that
MAAP underestimates the rate of concrete erosion and associated hydrogen generation.

4.

The modelling of hydrogen combustion phenomena in the MAAP and NRC severe
accident codes, such as HECTR, is quite different. The recent HECTR-MAAP
comparison of incomplete burning in the containment and in-cavity oxidation
/Won 88, Won 89/shows some significant discrepancies between code predictions. The
reason for these differences is not clear at present. However, it seems that the approach
used in the MAAP 3.0 to account for steam inertization effect is not satisfactory
/Ply 89/.

Concerning MAAP modelling of the BWR phenomena, the following comments are
warranted:
1.

As mentioned earlier, the interaction between core material and structures immediately below reactor vessel is not modelled in the MAAP 3.0 code.

2.

There is no hydrogen generation during quenching of the core material in water.
However, experiments show /You 88/,/ Spe 87/, that there may be significant hydrogen
generation during molten fuel-coolant interactions; see Section 5.7.

3.

The minimum sizeof melt droplets generated during the quenching process is obtained
from a non-mechanistic, so-called film fragmentation model /IDC 83/. The model is
based on the assumption that in order to ensure that the melt particles (which are in
film boiling) are surrounded by water, the film boiling heat flux cannot exceed the pool
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boiling critical heat flux. The applicability of the Him boiling fragmentation model to
ex-vessel situations has been questioned on experimental and theoretical grounds.
The issues addressed above will be discussed in more detail later in the report.

4.4

Concluding Remarks
We would like to emphasize here that the containment accident progression described in
this chapter only applies to accident sequences selected by us and the assumed status of the
containment protection engineered safety features. For example, we have not considered
containment response to accident sequences in which core cooling functions but not the
residual heat removal system. In this situation, there is a possibility of containment pressure
increase and eventual deprcssurization via filtered venting before core meltdown and vessel
failure. With regard to the containment protection engineered safety features, the time at
which spray cooling of the containment is initiated in PWRs is an important parameter
since it could affect the time of hydrogen combustion as a result of deinerting (Le. steam
condensation) containment atmosphere.
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5.

MELT FRAGMENTATION IN WATER

5.1

Introduction
During the course of a postulated core meltdown accident, the molten core material may
fall into water present in the lower plenum of the reactor vessel or in the containment.
Contact between molten material and water will in most cases result in greater or lesser
fragmentation of the melt. If the water pool is sufficiently deep, the molten fragments will
be quenched, freeze and settle on the bottom of the pool forming a bed of paniculate debris.
This is expected to occur when, following reactor vessel meltthrough, the molten corium
flows into the suppression pool (old BWRs) or into the flooded lower drywell (new BWRs),
where the depth of the water pool is 4 to 9 meters. Occasionally, an energetic interaction
between molten material and water - a steam explosion - may occur during the quenching
process, see Chapter 11. There are two effects of a steam explosion which have to be
considered in the safety analysis, namely: generation of dynamic loadings on the reactor
vessel and containment structure, and production of very small core debris particles. The
latter effect is of great importance for the debris coolability issue to be discussed in Chapter
6.
Our objective in this section is to briefly review the experimental and analytical investigations into the phenomenon of melt fragmentation in water, in the absence and presence of
steam explosions. We start with a very brief discussion of the initial conditions which, as for
the most of the ex-vessei processes, to great extent depend on the particular accident
scenario and the in-vessel accident progression. Next, we address the experimental particle
size distribution, experimental and theoretical investigations into breakup of the molten
jet in water, modelling of melt fragmentation in steam explosion codes and finally mitigation
of fine-scale fragmentation by suppressing steam explosions with the help of surfactants or
by increasing the viscosity of the coolant.

5.2

Initial Conditions
The phenomenon of breakup and fragmentation of the molten corium in water is strongly
influenced by the following parameters:
1.

primary system pressure at the time of reactor vessel meltthrough

2.

rate of melt release from reactor vessel

3.

melt temperature and composition

4.

water temperature (degree of water subcooling)

5.

depth of the water pool

Moreover, the structures present between reactor vessel and water surface will significantly
contribute - at least during the initial phase of melt discharge - to melt breakup before it
enters the water pool.

5.2.1

Primary System Pressure
The magnitude of the primary system pressure at the time of reactor vessel meltthrough
will affect the fragmentation process both before and after the melt enters the water pool.
If the velocity of the molten stream is high as it leaves the vessel, say 40 to 60 m/s corresponding to the primary system pressure in the range 6 to 16 MPa - then extensive
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melt breakup is likely to occur as a result of mechanical interaction between the melt and
structures present below the reactor vessel. In addition, erosion of the jet surface, before it
enters the water pool, due to aero-hydrodynamic instabilities would generate small melt
droplets. These droplets may be subject to secondary breakup by the action of areodynamic
forces, resulting in the stable droplet size of about 100/im /Pil 81/.
The pre-fragmentation of the melt before water entry would affect both the quenchability
and coolability of the melt and the likelihood of a steam explosion. Unfortunately, it is very
difficult to quantify this effect. It is, however, reasonable to assume, that extensive melt
fragmentation and dispersion would reduce the likelihood of a coherent, large-scale molten
fuel - coolant interaction. On the other hand, a large-scale steam explosion may be more
likely if the extent of melt pre-fragmentation is such as to enhance the pre-mixing of melt
and water.

5.2.2

Rate of MtK Release from Reactor Vessel
As discussed in Section 43.1, the vessel may fail in two principally different ways. In the
case of global failure, a very large and coherent quantity of core material could be released
into the containment during a very short time. On the other hand, if the vessel fails locally,
which is much more likely for Swedish reactors, the release rate of molten core material
would be smaller and the release would take longer. Considering that the effectiveness of
the various mechanisms of hydrodynamic fragmentation increases with an increase in the
surface/volume ratio of the melt mass, one would expect considerably more breakup in the
latter case. We will see (Section 5.4), that the diameter of the molten jet discharged from
the vessel is an important parameter in modelling fragmentation processes.

5.2.3 Melt Temperature and Composition
These two parameters play an important role in the processes of coarse fragmentation and
steam explosions. The temperature of the corium melt determines the stability of the vapor
film covering the molten fragments during quenching and thereby the heat transfer rate
between the melt and water. It also determines the likelihood of triggering a steam
explosion, since it is belived that triggering is caused by destabilizalion of the vapor film. In
addition to the melt temperature, the degree of melt superheat, i.e. the temperature excess
above the melt solidification temperature, is a very important parameter. The higher the
degree of superheating, the longer the melt will stay in the molten state. Therefore, if the
melt superheat is high and the depth of the water pool is small, relative to the characteristic
size of the melt (for example, jet diameter), then the core material may reach the bottom
of the pool in the molten state. On the other hand, a high degree of superheat will normally
imply stable film boiling, thus making the likelihood of a spontaneously triggered steam
explosion smaller.
With regard to the corium composition, the content of unoxidized metals, in particular Zr,
is important for the two following reasons. Firstly, it is believed that the hydrogen produced
due to metal-water reaction stabilizes the film boiling, thereby reducing the likelihood of
triggering a steam explosion. Secondly, the energy released due to the oxidation process
would heat the melt and, thus, delay its freezing.
The gases dissolved in the corium melt arc likely to play a role in the behavior of the melt
stream during the high pressure melt ejection scenario. Thus, if the melt is gas supersaturated upon its discharge from the reactor vessel, the rapid evolution of dissolved gases
would contribute to melt disruption and fragmentation (see Chapter 10).
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Depth of the Water Pool
The processes of fragmentation, quenching and free/ing of the high temperature melt arc
time dependent and, therefore, in turn, dependent on the depth of the water pool. From
the viewpoint of safety and accident management considerations, it is of interest to know
the minimum depth of the water pool which would ensure complete fragmentation and
quenching of the core material. Unfortunately, it is practically impossible to answer this
question due to the complexity of the phenomena involved, uncertainties in initial conditions, and the siochasiical nature of the process.
The cross-section area of the water pool is also a pertinent parameter, because it will affect
the rate of steam flow out of the pool during melt quenching. A high steaming rate would
enhance hydrodynamic fragmentation leading to debris particles smaller than one millimeter, even in the absence of a violent melt-coolant interaction (see Section 5.4).

5.2.5

Water Temperature
The temperature of the water, or more exactly the degree of water subcooling, has a
significant effect on the processes of melt fragmentation and melt-water mixing. The
stability of film boiling is a function of water temperature - stability increases with decreasing subcooling. Therefore, the probability of extensive melt fragmentation due to energetic
melt-water interaction is lower with small subcoolings. On the other hand, the steam
production may be significant with small subcooling, leading to dispersion of the nclt and
enhanced hydrodynamic fragmentation. However, if the diameter of the melt stream is
large, then the thick vapor film covering the melt could prevent direct melt-water contact
and, in this, way increase the breakup length.

5.3

Experimental Particle
Size Distribution
A considerable quantity of
size distribution data for
debris produced by meltcoolant interactions has been
reported in the literature.
Many different pairs of interacting liquids have been
studied over a broad range of
initial and boundary conditions, such as temperature,
mass, geometry and contact
modes. In general, the debris
is spherical in shape and the
size distributions arc quite
similar regardless of the
properties of the interacting
liquids. Some representative
size distribution data arc
shown in Figure 5.1.
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from both explosive and non-explosive melt-water interactions.
The experiments at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) were conducted in the FITS (Fully
Instrumented Test Site) chamber/Mit 86/. The melt used in these experiments was prepared
by a metallothermic reaction and consisted of 5Sw/% Fe and 45 w% AI2O3 at a theoretical
(maximum) temperature of 3100 K and an energy of 3.3 MJ/kg.
The results of experimental studies at AEE Winfrith have been analyzed by Fletcher /Fie
87/. Two series of experiments, the SUW and WUMT series, have been performed in the
Molten Fuel Test Facility (MFTF). In both experiments, up to 24 kg of thermite-generated
uranium dioxide/molybdenum melt (81% UO2,19% Mo) at an initial temperature of 3600
K was used. In the SUW tests, the melt was released under the water surface, whereas in
the WUMT tests, the melt was poured onto the water.
Fletcher found that so-called upper limit log-normal distribution is the most appropriate
in describing the particle size data. This distribution accounts for the fact that there is an
upper bound on the particle size. Fletcher pointed out that the most striking feature of the
results obtained is the wide range of experimental outcomes (violent boiling to slow boiling)
which give debris with an upper limit log-normal distribution, in experiments where there
was a steam explosion, the mass median is typically in the range 100-1500^m, depending
on the amount of material participating in the interaction. For experiments where there
was no explosion, the median is in the range 2-8 min. These results also apply to size
distribution data from other experiments. In general, the particles produced by steam
explosion are approximately one order of magnitude smaller than particles produced by
non-energetic fuel-coolant interactions. However, it should be pointed ~>ut that the nonexplosive interactions may also produce debris particles smaller than 1 mm (see next
section).

5.4

Breakup of the Molten Jet in Water
It is possible that the molten core material will enter the water pool as a more or less
coherent jet, especially if the primary system pressure is low at the time of melt discharge.
Therefore, breakup of the molten stream in the deep water pool deserves our attention.
Typical stages of jet breakup in liquid are schematically shown in Figjre 5.2.

5.4.1

Experimental Investigations
The stability of a corium jet as it flows downward through the water pool was investigated
experimentally by Spencer et al. /Spc 85/, /Spe 86/, /Spe 87/, Wang et al. /Wan 89a/, Saito et
al. /Sai 88/ and Marshall /Mar 88/. These studies also included an examination of the various
models of jet b r c up based upon interfacial instabilities dominated either by the liquidliquid contact or by the liquid-vapor contact.
Spencer et al. /Spe 87/ conducted a comprehensive experimental study of the ex-vessel
corium behavior in a PWR. The study comprised ten CWTI (Corium/Water Interaction)
tests, but only in two of these tests, CWTI-9 and CWTI-10, was the water pool relatively
deep, approximately 14 jet diameters. We therefore restrict our attention to these two tests.
The melt (about 4 kg) used by Spencer et al. was a corium composed of 60% UO2,16%
ZrO2 and 24% stainless steel by weight; the initial melt temperature was 3080 K, 160 K
above the oxide phase liquidus temperature. The corium pour stream was a single-phase,
2.2 cm diameter liquid column which entered the water pool in film boiling at about 4 m/s
(gravity drop). The water subcooling was 6 °C in CWTI-9 and 75 °C in CWTI-10. The
median particle size in the test with small water subcooling was about 0.78 mm, which is
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reported to be consistent with the calculated stable size based on Wecrii * 12 for the corium
jet entering water at about 4 m/s. Steam generation was vigorous and caused substantial
boilup in the water pool. It seems that this agitation of the water pool enhanced the breakup
process as well as hydrogen generation.
In the test with large water subcooling, i t was not possible to obtain particle size distribution
data because the debris particles were very fragile and easily broken into small fragments.
However, Spencer reported that the size of the spherical particles typically ranged from 1
to 5 mm diameter with a small number as large as about 8 mm diameter. These particles
were atop a less fragile debris layer. There was no net steam production and the water pool
was relatively quiescent.
The various theoretical models of jet breakup distances were examined by Spencer et al.
/Spe 86/ in experiments involving Wood's metal (an alloy, consisting of 50% bismuth, 25%
lead, 12.5% tin and 12.5 % cadmium, with density of9200kg/m3 and melting point of 73°C).
Spencer et al. concluded that jet breakup occurred largely as a result of spreading and
entrainment from the leading edge of the jet. The erosion of the vertical melt column was
attributed to the Kelvin-Hclmhollz instabilities and related disengagement of droplets from
the jet into the surrounding fluid. It was found that for conditions of liquid-liquid contact,
the breakup length is 20 jet diameters. However, when substantial vapor is produced at the
interface between the jet and the water, the breakup length was found to range to 50 jet
diameters.
Wang et al. /Wan 89a/ conducted six Corium-Coolaot Mixing (CCM) experiments with the
objective of establishing a data base, using actual reactor materials, from which one could
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address the fragmentation and quench behavior of the corium melts in the form of one or
more long, slender streams passing through a deep pool of water (simulating the contact
mode that supposedly occurred in the TMI-2 core relocMon). A number of important
phenomena were addressed in the study, including breakup of the melt stream, melt-water
mixing, quench rate, generation of steam and hydrogen and pressurization of the test vessel.
The corium had the same composition as the corium used in the CWIT tests (see above)
and its mass was in the range of 2 to 13 kg. The maximum jet velocity at the water surface
was between approximately, 2.5 m/s and 8.7 m/s. The jet diameter was in the range of 2 to
5 cm and the depth of the water pool was 1 meter, except in the CCM-2 test where it was
60 cm.
Some of the important findings reported by Wang et al. are:
1.

There was no steam explosion in any of the tests.

2.

For the tests in which the thermocouple data was unambiguous, the jet breakup
lengths ranged from approximately 10 to 19 jet diameters.

3.

The total fraction of available melt energy, i.e. corium thermal energy plus chemical
energy from the metal-water reaction that was converted into water heating and steam
generation during the corium's fall through the water, was between 55% and 72 % in
subcooled water, and considerably lower in saturated water.

4.

The metal oxidation fraction ranged from approximately 2% to 35 % of the maximum
possible values, and was dependent upon water subcooling, being higher in saturated
water due to the high steam volume fraction, which enhances the oxidation.

5.

The post-test examination of corium debris indicated that a debris bed of solidified
and substantially quenched particles, was formed on the vessel bottom.

6.

The characteristic dimensions of the debris particles ranged from between approximately 1 to 5 mm and showed a log-normal distribution (by mass) in all tests.

7.

The results of the CCM tests suggest that the most important parameters affecting
corium stream breakup and quenching are jet geometry (i.e. single jet vs. multiple jet)
and water subcooling.

Wang et al. also compared the observed jet breakup lengths with those predicted by the
analysis of Epstein and Fauske and the correlation of Saito et al. (see below). The Epstein
and Fauske theory and the Saito et al. correlation both overpredict the observed breakup
lengths; in the former case by a factor of 5-10 and in the latter case by a factor of 2-5. Possible
reasons for these discrepancies were discussed.
Saito ct al. /Sai 88/ performed an experimental investigation of the penetration of a hot
(90 °C) water jet into Frcon-11 and liquid nitrogen. The authors characterized the nature
of the observed molten fuel-coolant interactions as mild. The jet velocity was in the range
of 2.5 to 15 m/s and the jet diameter in the range of 0.4 to 4 cm. The purpose of using liquid
nitrogen was to examine the effects of density difference between the jet and the coolant on
the jet penetration behavior. It was found that the penetration length of the jet into coolant
increases with the jet velocity, the jet diameter and the density ratio between the jet and the
coolant. The experimental results, expressed in terms of the mean jet penetration length,
L, - definied as a mean value of the depth of the leading edge - were correlated by the
following equation:
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where Dj is the initial jet diameter,/?; andpf are the densities of the jet and coolant material,
respectively, and Fr is the Froude number given by

»•£
where Uj is the initial jet velocity and g is the gravitational acceleration.
According to Saito et al., the above correlation provides a good prediction of the Wood's
metal jet breakup data of Spencer et al.
Saito et al. concluded that the vapor generated during the jet quenching process play an
important role in the jet breakup process. Two effects were noted. The jet blanketting by
the vapor produced at the leading edge of the jet prevents direct liquid-liquid contact and
thereby mitigates jet erosion by hydrodynamic instabilities. However, when there is the large
vapor production, the relative velocity between the vapor flowing upwards in the vapor film
and the jet surface increases the hydrodynamic instabilities. These phenomena are addressed below.
It should be pointed out that the above correlation was obtained for jet and continuous
phase liquids of comparable density. Therefore, its application to the corium water system
may be questioned and it should be used with caution.
Marshall et al. /Mar 88/ conducted experimental studies of the mixing of isothermal, i.e.
non-boiling, and boiling jets with water. The depth of the water pool was about 1.S m.
The objective of the isothermal jet experiments was to evaluate the transient hydrodynamic
mixing of two immiscible fluids, namely single jets of FREON-TF and water. The initial
diameter of the isothermal jet was between 0.12 and 7.62 cm. The jet entrance velocity into
water ranged from 1.2 to 3.0 m/s. The experimental data were correlated in terms of a Weber
number.
The objective of the boiling liquid-liquid jet experiments (EJET Series) was to investigate
the coarse mixing of molten iron/alumina jets falling into water. The temperature of the
melt, which was produced by a mctalothcrmic reaction between iron oxide and aluminium,
was about 2700 K and its heat content, about 3.6 MJ/kg. The diameter of the molten stream
was about 4 and 8 cm and its velocity ranged from about 0.7 to 1.0 m/s. No pre-fragmentation
of the jet in the air was observed and it was assumed that the jet entered the water as a
coherent stream with the diameter and velocity given above. Three experiments were
performed: EJET-0, EJET-1 and EJET-3, using 47 kg of iron-alumina melt, except EJET-0,
where 37 kg of melt was used. Besides the jet diameter, the main difference between these
three experiments was the water temperature, which was 303 K in EJET-0, and 362 K in
EJET-1 and EJET-2. Since the experiments were conducted at atmospheric pressure, the
water was highly subcooled (by about 65 degrees) in EJET-0, and almost saturated in the
other two tests.
The process of melt fragmentation and melt mixing with water was studied using the
high-speed films. It is reported that the jets rapidly fragmented into particles with diameters
which were much less than the initial jet diameter and that the diameter of the mixture
region expanded as the jet penetrated the water. This expansion was larger in tests with
saturated water. Marshall et al. concluded that the coarse-mixing of an isothermal system
is significantly different from that of a boiling system, which is what one would expect. The
breakup and mixing of the molten jet was explained by hydrodynamic instabilities of the
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Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz type in the case of the non-boiling system, and by
the generation and flow of the steam from the mixture region in the case of the boiling
system.
The EJET experiments have provided valuable insight into the behavior of molten jets in
saturated and subcooled water. However, it is difficult to make a qualitative interpretation
of these experiments since breakup and mixing processes were only observed visually. This
especially applies to the late phase of the fragmentation process, in which the core of the
jet was obscured by the melt-water mixture at the edges.

5.4.2

Modelling
The models of melt jet breakup and coarse fragmentation have been developed mainly for
incorporation into integrated models of molten fuel-coolant interactions. The major
objective of these fragmentation and mixing models is to establish the initial conditions for
the explosive melt-water interaction, e.g. mixture volume, fractions of melt, water and steam
in the mixture and size of the melt particles. In some models, however, the panicle size is
not calculated in a mechanistic way but is assumed (often 1 mm).
The process of melt breakup is usually analyzed using the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) or KelvinHelmholtz (KH) theories of hydrodynamic instabilities, and the theory for boundary-layer
stripping. According to the RT theory of instability, the interface between two immiscible
fluids of different densities is unstable if the acceleration of the interface is directed from
the lighter to the heavier fluid. The RT instability can be applied to the leading edge of the
molten jet, or to any melt mass, when it is decelerated in the water. The RT instability theory
is also used in modelling the breakup of melt droplets accelerated in the water due to
passage of the pressure wave from a steam explosion. The size of the melt droplet produced
by the breakup process due to RT instability can be estimated by the size of the fastest
growing linear phase wave:

where a is the interfacial surface tension, pi and ps are the drop and ambient densities,
respectively, and a is the acceleration of the interface.
KH type instability occurs in a system where there is a relative velocity between two
immiscible fluids with a common interface. The KH instability theory is applied in modelling the erosion of the vertical surface of the molten jet as it moves through the containment
atmosphere or water. The size of the melt fragments produced by the KH instability can be
estimated by the wave length of the fastest growing linear phase wave:

where V is the relative velocity between the fluids.
The concept of boundary layer stripping is very often used in the modelling of drop breakup.
It is assumed that the flow over the melt droplet induces a thin laminar boundary layer on
the surface of the drop and that this boundary layer is stripped from the periphery of the
drop /Pil 81/. The size of the fragments produced by drop breakup as a result of boundary
layer stripping is estimated to be about 1 percent of the initial droplet diameter.
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Breakup of the low viscosity, high velocity jet was studied by Levich, /Lev 62/. Levich found
that the jet breakup length is given by

Epstein and Fauske /Eps 85/ used linear Kelvin-Helmholtz instability analysis to examine
the stability of a steam sheet generated when molten reactor core material is postulated to
fall into water. The physical model used by Epstein and Fauske is schematically illustrated
in Figure 5.3.

WATER
WATER-STEAM
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VAPOR FILM (STEAM)

CORE MELT-STEAM
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CORE MELT
Figure 5.3:

Schematic of stability model (from /Eps 851)
The analysis was simplified by considering the two limiting cases: thin steam blanket and
thick steam blanket. Assuming that the velocity of the vapor in the film is small as compared
to the jet velocity, the jet penetration distance, Z, obtained by Epstein and Fauske is:
Thin steam blanket

Thick steam blanket

where/) is the density, Dj is the diameter of the core-melt jet and subscripts w, c and s refer
to the water, core-melt material and steam layer, respectively.
The criterion for thick vapor films is
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where U c is the velocity of core-melt jet, q is the radiation heat flux from the surface of the
core-melt jet, hvi is the latent heat of the evaporation of water and a is the interfacial tension.
Considering that ^ = 104 the jet penetration distance for the case of thick vapor layer is
about 90 times the jet diameter.
Assuming that U c = IS m/s, q = 4 MJ/m2s (if the jet temperature is 2900 K and emissivity
of unity), hvi = 2257 KJ/kg (saturated water at 0.1 MPa) and o = 0.5 N/m we find that the
criterion for thick vapor film is satisfied if D, > 10 cm.
If the containment pressure is higher, say 0.3 MPa, then D will be slightly smaller, since hvi
is slightly smaller.
The important conclusion drawn by Epstein and Fauske is that the stability of the surface
of a high temperature, large molten-core jet falling through the water may be substantially
increased by the presence of the thick film-boiling steam layer which separates the corium
jet from the water. This circumstance is relevant to the issue of fragmentation and quenching of corium in the water pool in the lower drywell of Forsmark 1,2 and 3, and Oskarshamn
3 reactors.
It is interesting to note that the jet breakup length, both for the thin and thick steam film,
as predicted by the Epstein-Fauske model, is close to that predicted by the model of Levich,
if the appropiate ambient density is used, i.e. the density of water or steam, depending on
whether the jet is blanketed by the thin or the thick steam film, respectively.
A detailed study of molten jet/water interactions was performed by Wang et al. /Wan 89b/,
/Wan 89c/. They investigated the rate of molten jet erosion using Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability analysis on the coherent jet column and boundary layer stripping analysis on the
leading edge. The effect of the heat transfer coefficient, vapor velocity, vapor film thickness
and net steam generation on jet breakup behavior was investigated. Thus, the analysis of
Wanget al. of molten jet behavior in water is more comprehensive than that of Epstein and
Fauske. Wang et. al. found that jet breakup depends strongly on the steam generation from
the jet/water interface and that it is sensitive to the initial jet temperature and water
subcooling. The jet breakup length predicted by the Wang et al. model is smaller than that
predicted by the Epslein-Fauske model. This is attributed to a thinner steam film, high
vapor velocity in the film and erosion of the leading edge in the Wang et al. model. The
model also predicts the size of the core debris particles produced by the jet breakup process.
It should be noted here that experimental verification of the Wang et. al. model, as well as
other jet breakup models, appears to be quite limited. A major experimental difficulty in
investigating melt-water interactions is characterization of the melt-water mixing region in
terms of void fraction, degree of melt breakup etc. Therefore, the uncertainties in experimentally estimated jet breakup length may be considerable. Ongoing research in this
field, notably at Argonnc National Laboratory, will hopfully reduce the uncertainties. There
is also another important consideration in this context, namely extrapolation of small-scale
experiments to reactor accident situations. This issue is presently being addressed through
comprehensive NRC research into the severe accident scaling methodology /USN 91/.
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Modelling of Melt Fragmentation In Steam Explosion Codes
Mechanistic modelling of the mixing and propagation phases of an energetic molten
fuel-coolant interaction requires understanding of the phenomenon of the dynamic melt
fragmentation. Important issues in this context are the mixing limits and strength of the
melt-water interaction. Therefore, extensive experimental and analytical research efforts
have recently been made in this area. A number of melt fragmentation models were
developed and implemented into integrated steam explosion codes, such as IFC1 /You 87/
and TEXAS /Cor 89a/.
The IFC1 code contains a dynamic fragmentation model for both coarse and fine fragmentation. The model is based on the Rayleigh-Taylor instability theory and drop breakup is
based on local fluid density and relative velocities between phases. The IFCI code also
contains a model of hydrogen generation during different modes of melt-water contact. The
dynamic fuel fragmentation model in the TEXAS code is based on a correlation derived
from a detailed theoretical model for RT and KH instabilities and boundary layer stripping.
The correlation is quite simple and gives a fragment size as a function of the Weber number
and dimensionless time, the latter being related to the initial relative velocity and the density
ratio between the ambient fluid and liquid droplet.

5.6

Fine Scale Fragmentation Due to Steam Explosions
The very large heat transfer rate necessary for an explosive molten fuel-coolant interaction
requires that the fuel fragment fnto very small particles - with a size on the order of a
micrometer - in a very short time. Many models of fine-scale fragmentation have been
proposed, but there is no single model which may be applied to various types of molten fuel
coolant interactions. The models are successful in predicting particle sizes, although the
assumed initial conditions are not always clear. A comprehensive review of the various
mechanisms of melt fragmentation during a steam explosion was made by Fletcher and
Andersson /Fie 90/ and Corradini et al. /Cor 88/.
Depending on the operating fragmentation mechanism, the models of fine fragmentation
may be classified as follows:
1.

Hydrodynamic fragmentation

2.

Boiling fragmentation

3.

Fragmentation due to miscellaneous mechanisms

Hydrodynamic fragmentation is especially relevant to the detonation model of Board, Hall
and Hall (see Chapter 11). When the relative velocity between the fuel and the coolant is
very high (as is the case behind the shock wave), Le. when the Weber number is high, the
likely fragmentation mechanisms are Rayleigh-Taylor instability and boundary layer stripping. Another possible mechanism of hydrodynamic fragmentation is due to KelvinHelmholtz instability.
The category of boiling fragmentation, proposed by Bankoff /Ban 78/, includes various
boiling mechanisms called voilent boiling, compression waves, bubble collapse, jet penetration, coolant entrapment, and vapor blanket collapse. More than one, or all of these
mechanisms may be operative at the same time.
Miscellaneous fragmentation mechanisms include thermal stress cracking and the rapid
release of gas dissolved in the molten fuel droplet.
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Hydrogen Generation
When the molten corium fragments in the water, the contact surface between the melt and
water may increase dramatically. If the corium content of the unoxidized Zr and Fe is large,
then one would expect that significant amounts of hydrogen would be produced by
metal/water and metal/steam oxidation reactions. The molten fuel-water interaction experiments confirm this conclusion.
Spencer et al /Spc 87/determined the mass of hydrogen generated from corium/water and
corium/steam interactions in the CWT1 tests. The hydrogen was principally generated by
oxidation of the molten steel component of the corium. According to Spencer et al., the
efficiency of hydrogen generation, where the efficiency was defined as a ratio of the
measured hydrogen generation to the maximum theoretical hydrogen generation, was in
the range of 14 to 80%. The efficiency thus defined is a measure of the completeness of the
metal/water or metal/steam oxidation process. The hydrogen generation was highest in the
tests with low water subcooling and high pressure melt ejection conditions. This clearly
shows that extensive melt breakup, caused either by vigorous steam generation or mechanical and hydrodynamical fragmentation due to the high velocity of the melt, significantly
enhances the oxidation process. In tests with a large diameter pour stream and high
subcooling the oxidation was relatively little.
A comprehensive rewiev of the experimental and analitycal investigations of hydrogen
generation during molten fuel-coolant interactions was made by Young et al. /You 88/. The
authors described the molten fuel-coolant experiments performed at Sandia National
Laboratories in the FITS (Fully Instrumented Test Site) and compared the measured
hydrogen generation with predictions of existing models. The results of the CWTI-9 and
CWTI-10 tests were also included in the comparison. The results of the FITS-C and FITS-D
test series were used in comparison. The composition of the melt employed in the FITS-C
tests was either iron - aluminum oxide (55 wt% iron and 45 wt% aluminum oxide) or corium
A+R (70 wt% fully oxidized uranium and zirconium and 30 wt % stainless steel). In the
FITS-D tests an iron - aluminum oxide melt was employed. Young et al. reported that
between 4 and 33% of the metal was oxidized in the FITS tests. Based on the experimental
findings and model comparisons. Young et al. proposed a new model for hydrogen generation during molten fuel-coolant interactions. The model includes the coarse mixing and
steam explosion phases of the melt-coolant interaction. The agreement between model
predictions and experimental data as well as qualitative observations was satisfactory. The
authors concluded that hydrogen generation during molten fuel-coolant interaction is
controlled by the degree of fragmentation, water subcooling and the rate and timing of the
coarse fragmentation, and may not be insignificant during the coarse mixing phase.

5.8

Mitigation of Fine-Scale Fragmentation by Suppressing Steam
Explosions

5.8.1 Suppression of Steam Explosions by Surfactants
Becker and Öländer /Bee 88/ suggested that fine-scale fragmentation could be mitigated or
prevented by adding small amounts of surface active agents, surfactants (tensides), to the
condensation pool water just prior to vessel mcltth rough. The idea is based on the
hypothesis, that the surfactant molecules stabilize the water-vapor interface by forming a
layer of heavy molecules at the interface, see Figure 5.4, where the tenside enrichment at
the water-vapor interface is schematically shown.
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According to the theory of
steam explosions, the destabilization of the vapor
film surrounding the melt
droplets during the coarse
mixing stage is a necessary,
but not sufficient, condition for triggering and then
propagating the explosion
through the melt-water
mixture.

tRR*

yrtinit»

The stabilizing effect of
surfactants on disturbances
in a water-vapor interface is
supported by some
Figure 5.4:
evidence from the metal- Surfactant enrichment at water interface, (from /Bee 881)
lurgical and chemical industry /Bee 88/. Becker has also reported on successful application of tensides in preventing
steam explosions in two Norwegian metallurgical industries where large quantities of
molten copper and ferrous alloys are quenched in a deep (about 5 m) water pool. In one
case, the melt is intentionally pre-fragmented before it enters the water.
In order to explore the potential of using surfactants in severe accident mitigation, the
RAMA project has sponsored the small-scale experiments at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, and at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in the USA. Most
recently, the post-RAMA project HAFOS has sponsored the small-scale experiments at
the University of Wisconsin in the USA.
The objective of the experiments at KTH, carried out by Becker and Öländer /Bee 88/, was
to select the tensides and to find the optimal tenside concentration in water for the single
droplet experiments at SNL This objective was achieved by measuring the rise velocity of
nitrogen bubbles in water. The measurements were carried out at water temperatures of
20 °C and 50°C. The tensidc concentrations were varied in the range between 0 and 200
ppm corresponding to the surface tension of water in the range of 0.072 and 0.030 N/m.
Becker and Öländer found that the behavior of the nitrogen bubble in water is significantly
affected by tenside concentration in water of about 1 ppm regardless of the kind of tenside
used (or their mixture).
At this concentration, the oscillations of the bubble surface during the rise were completely
eliminated. The observed effect of the tensides was explained by the well-known properties
of the surface active substances, namely their ability to form a layer of molecules at the
water-vapor interface. According to Becker and Öländer, the major effects of the dense
tenside population at the interface that contribute to stabilization of the water-gas interface
are:
1.

Decrease in surface tension

2.

Increase in water surface viscosity

3.

Increase in water surface density

4.

Imposing a rigid surface on the vapor bubble

The effect of small concentrations of tensides in water on spontaneous and triggered single
droplet explosions were investigated at SNL in a joint project with KTH. The study is briefly
described by Becker and Lindland /Bee 89/. The spontaneous explosions were studied in a
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tin-water system using, in most cases, 12 g of tin at 650 °C and ethoxilated - nonyle - fenole
(available as Emulgator U-9) solutions. The water temperature was 20,35,40 and 50 °C
and tenside concentration was in the range of 0 to 40 ppm. The triggered explosions were
carried out in the thermite-water system for 4.5 g of thermite at 2700 °C and with water at
20 °C. Three experiments were performed for pure water and three experiments with 5 ppm
of Emulgator U-9 in water.
Becker and Lindland concluded that the tin-water experiments seemed to support the
hypotesis that small concentrations of a tenside in the water mitigate the steam explosion.
However, it should be noted here that, at the water temperature of 40 °C, an enhancement
of the explosion was observed at 5 ppm. With regard to the triggered thermite-water
experiments, Becker and Lindland concluded that the tenside had a strong mitigating
influence on the steam explosions.
The mitigating and/or suppressive effects of adding small amounts of tensides to the water
coolant has been investigated in the single droplet explosion tests at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. Molten 0.1 g iron-oxide droplets at about 2000 °C have been used.
The water temperature was in the 20 °C to 50 °C range. The preliminary results from these
tests are unclear with some indication of suppressive effects.
Obviously, the currently existing database and theoretical foundations on the effects of
tensides in the water on steam explosions and melt fragmentation phenomena are insufficient to allow a definite decision to be made as to the application of the proposed method
during an accident.

5.8.2 Suppression of Steam Explosions by Increasing the Viscosity of the
Coolant
Nelson et. al, /Nel 86/, and Kim et al., /Kim 89/, conducted single drop experiments to
investigate the suppressive effects of increased coolant viscosity on steam explosions. In
experiments by Nelsons et al., 12 grams of molten tin drops at about 927 K were poured
into 2 kg of aqueous coolant that contained a water-soluble thickener. The coolant temperature was about 298 K. During these experiments, it was observed that there is a threshold
solution viscosity near 0.015 Pa s, at which spontaneous tin explosion no longer occurs. The
same result was obtained in one field-scale experiment where 50 kg of molten Fe- AI2O3
was released into 190 kg of an aqueous solution of cellulose gum (2 w/o; measured viscosity
of about 0.08 Pa s at it's boiling temperature).
In experiments performed by Kim et al., molten iron-oxide droplets of about 0.1 g at a
temperature of 2200 K were injected into a water pool containing 4 kg of water at a
temperature of 288 K. The droplets entered the water in stable film boiling. Besides varing
the water viscosity, the strength of the external trigger was also varied. The coolant viscosity
was altered from 0.04 to 0.24 Pa s by adding from 0.1 to 0.4 of cellulose gum into the destined
water. The trigger pressure was varied from 0.2 to 0.4 MPa at the location of the fuel droplet.
The following observations were made. As the viscosity of the coolant is increased, the
explosion becomes less efficient and is eventually suppressed. At the cellulose content of
about 0.4 w/o the explosions were suppressed. However, it was possible to initiate explosions
in this case by increasing the trigger pressure, although the efficiency of the explosion was
negligible.
The theoretical explanation of the mitigating effect of increasing coolant viscosity was
suggested based on the proposed model of melt droplet fragmentation. The fragmentation
is a result of the vapor film collapse, impingement of the coolant jet on the melt droplet
and subsequent entrapment of the coolant under the surface of the melt. The increase in
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the coolant viscosity could significantly reduce the jet growth rate and, thereby, its ability
to penetrate the melt.

5.9

Concluding Discussion
The brief review presented above of the melt fragmentation phenomenon in water shows
that there are large uncertainties connected with this issue. The analytical difficulties are
due to the complex multi-phase flow situation and because the constitutive relations for
the energy transfer between the phases are not well-known at the present time. In addition,
as mentioned above, the process is stochastic in nature. Assuming that the depth and the
temperature of the water pool arc known, the greatest uncertainties arc connected with the
jet diameter, the melt superheat and the melt composition. These parameters depend upon
the in-vesscl melt progression phenomena and, therefore, an integrated analysis of the
in-vesscl and cx-vessel phenomena is necessary in order to make a reasonable prediction of
the melt fragmentation and quenching.
We have to conclude that no fully validated fragmentation model currently exists, and that
predictions of particle sizes are subject to large uncertainties. In general, one can say that,
based on experimental evidence, the size of particles produced by quenching molten metals
in water is in the range of 100 urn to tens of millimeters, or more. The smallest particles
are produced when quenching of molten material is accompanied by an energetic meltcoolant interaction, i.e. steam cxposion.
It should be noted here, that the melt masses used in the quenching experiments are small
in comparison with the corium mass that could be released from the vessel in a reactor
accident. Another important consideration is the fact that many quenching experiments
have been conducted using simulant materials. Thus, extrapolation of experimental results
to reactor accident situations should be done with great care. On the other hand, the
experiments provided an insight into the governing phenomena as well as data base for the
validation and development of mechanistic models. The great advantage of such models is
that sensitivity studies can be performed on a number of relevant parameters and that
integration of the in- and ex-vessel accident progression and accident phenomena is
possible.
The water depth in the lower drywcll of the Forsmark 1 and 2 reactor units required to
achieve the coolablc melt configuration on the drywcll floor was investigated by Hallberg
/Hal 88/. Two different criteria for achieving complete fragmentation were used in this
investigation. According to the first criterion, the flow rale of the corium into the pool
should not be greater than that which would cause high void fraction in the pool and
significant dispersion of the water from the pool. According to this criterion, the limiting
flow of corium is approximately 800 kg/s, if the water subcooling is less than 10 K. Such low
subcooling is expected when a significant amount of the core material has relocated to the
drywcll compartment. The second criterion was based on the molten jet stability considerations of Epstein and Fauske, discussed earlier in this section. The limit given by this criterion
is that the diameter of the corium jet should not exceed I to 2% of the water depth. The
water depth required by these two criteria was in the range of approximately 4.9 to 10.4
meters for four accident scenarios previously studied with the MAAP code (two station
blackout scenarios, and two station blackout scenarios combined with LOCA). In all four
cases, the first criterion was the limiting one, whereas the second one was considered to be
satisfied on account of the likely breakup of the melt due to interaction with the structures
present below the reactor vessel.
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6.1

Introduction
One of the central issues in investigating the progression and consequences of core
meltdown accidents is the ex-vessel quenchabilty and coolability of the hot (molten or solid)
core material. The core material is usually considered to be cooled if there is no. or very
small, thermal attack on the containment structures which are in contact with it. In most
cases, this means that there is no, or very small, core/concrete interaction and associated
concrete ablation and hon-condensible gas generation. Once the coolable state has been
reached and the long-term water supply to the core debris ensured - to the extent needed
to remove the decay heat and heat generated by chemical reactions - one can say that a stable
condition, with regard to core debris coolability, has been established. Of course, in order
to prevent containment failure by overpressurization, the energy and the non-condensible
gases have to be eventually removed from the containment, either by active cooling of the
containment atmosphere or by containment deprcssurization via the filtered venting system.
The availability and amount of the water coolant at locations where the core material is
expected to accumulate after release from the reactor vessel is a crucial consideration in
this context. As noted earlier (Chapter 2), there are differences between reactor units in
this respect.
The processes of core melt quenchability and coolability are strongly related to the
phenomena of melt fragmentation, melt spreading, as well as crust formation and crust
stability, which all determine the initial and boundary conditions for the problem. The
process of melt fragmentation was addressed in the previous section. The processes of melt
spreading, crust formation and crust stability are discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
Melt quenching is a transient process during which the temperature of the melt ^ reduced
due to heat transfer to the coolant. The quenching would be complete if the melt cooled
down to the saturation temperature of the water corresponding to the prevailing containment pressure. However, what is probably most important from the viewpoint of the melt
coolability, core/concrete interaction and steam explosion phenomena, is how much of the
initial melt superheat enthalpy, if any, is removed during quenching.
Quenching of the core melt is closely connected to the process of melt fragmentation in an
accident scenario were the melt is released into a deep pool of water. Another important
scenario is quenching of the hot core material when it is flooded by water. In this situation,
the relevant issues are formation and behavior of the crust separating the melt from the
coolant above. The third possible scenario is partial quenching of the melt as it falls through
the water, thus leading to accumulation of the core material on the containment floor in
the molten state, possibly covered by a crust layer separating the melt from the coolant. An
important and controversial consideration in the context of the second and third scenario
is the stability of the initially uncoolable melt configuration, regardless of how it was
achieved, in the presence of the overlying water pool. Or in other words, will an initially
uncoolable core debris configuration spontaneously become coolable and if so, how long
time would it take ?
If the pool of water is deep and the melt fragmentation is extensive, the melt fragments arc
expected to freeze and settle on the bottom of the pool, forming a paniculate bed. This bed
may be coolable or not depending on the particle size distribution, bed configuration and
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the level of decay power. If the debris bed is not coolable, i.e. the heat energy generated
within the bed exceeds that which can be transferred from the debris to the coolant, then
the bed would dry out, locally or globally, heat up to high temperatures, possibly re-melt
and ultimately attack the structures which are in contact with the debris, lite bed power at
which the first dryout occurs is called the bed dryout power and the bed dryout power divided
by the top surface area of the bed is called the bed dryout heat flux.

6.2

Melt Spreading
If, after it is discharged from the reactor vessel, the core material were to reach the
containment floor in the molten state, its ability to spread over the available surface would
become a relevant question. The extent of melt spreading will determine the final thickness
of the melt layer, which is an important parameter in assessing melt quenching and
coolability. Moreover, in some containments, the integrity of containment structures at
some distance from the point of melt release may be threatened by direct thermal attack by
the melt, and, therefore, the phenomenon of melt distribution on the containment floor is
an important safety issue. This is the situation in the Mark I containments, where the
possibility of drywell liner meluhrough is presently being investigated. In fact, this issue
gave impetus to studies of the melt spreading phenomenon.
As in the case of other ex-vessel phenomena, the process of melt spreading also heavily
depends on the initial conditions, which are mainly determined by the in-vessel melt
progression. The composition and temperature of the core material upon discharge from
the reactor vessel and the release rate arc the most important parameters. However, the
influence of these parameters on melt spreading is coupled to the initial conditions in the
containment region into which the corium is released, e. g. the depth of the water pool, the
degree of water subcooling and the composition of the concrete. All these parameters will
affect the extent of melt fragmentation and quenching and, if the molten core material has
not been completely quenched, the heat flux to the overlying water and to the concrete. For
example, the heat flux between the core debris and the water as well as the concrete depends
on the rate c» gas generation due to core-concrete interaction, which in turn depends on
the concrete composition.
Spreading of the molten metal upon horizontal surfaces was investigated in experiments
carried out by Green, /Gre 88a/, who used molten lead which was poured onto wood, steel
and marble surfaces. The melt mass was between 4 and 10 kg, the melt superheat was
between 10 and 200 K and the depth of the water pool was between 0 and 60 mm. Green
observed five melt spreading regimes, depending upon the melt mass, melt temperature and
water depth, see Figure 6.1. He found that the average melt thickness after spreading was
most sensitive to the melt superheat and the depth of the water pool. On the basis of
experimental results, Green developed the following empirical correlation for the melt
thickness:

r = 0!
where V is the melt volume, H is the water depth, hf, is the effective heat of solidification
(Le. heat of solidification plus superheat enthalpy), and hfg is the effective latent heat of
vaporization of the water (Le the latent heat of vaporization plus the enthalpy of subcool-
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Since the correlation proposed by Green is
empirical and based on experiments with
non-prototypic materials, its applicability to
the reactor accident conditions needs to be
verified and it should be used with caution.
A theoretical study of the flow of corium on
a horizontal surface with or without water
above was performed by Moody /Moo 89/.
The analysis included cooling of the flowing
corium by conduction to the floor, convection and radiation from the top surface as
well as heating of structures in the corium
flow path. The analysis was simplified and its
main objective was to investigate the sensitivity of the corium flow phenomena to
various parameters. The following are some
of the conclusions drawn by Moody:
1.

Concrete heat transfer has a negligible
effect on the temperature of a spreading corium front.

2.

The temperature of a 1.0cm deep corium layer spreading under water at 20
cm/s would decrease from the liquidus
to solidus value in: 5 m for enhanced
film boiling; 4 m for critical heat flux to
water; 10 m without water.

3.

Gas bubbling in corium increases the
effective thermal conductivity by stirring, and reduces the maximum temperature.
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Analytical investigations into the melt
spreading phenomenon in reactor containFigure 8.1
ments have been performed at the Argonne
Melt spreading regimes
National Laboratory /Sic 88/, /Far 90/. A
(from IGre 88a!)
one-dimensional, multicell, Eulerian finite
difference computer code (MELTSPREAD-1) has been developed to predict the gravity-driven spreading and thermal
interactions of molten corium flowing over a concrete or steel surface.

6.3

Crust Formation and Stability
A layer of crust may form on the top surface of the core melt thus separating the core
material from the overlying coolant and reducing the heat transfer rate. Therefore, crust
formation and stability are important considerations in assessing quenchability and
coolability of the core debris, Quenching and long-term coolability of the core material by
the overlying water could be considerably slowed down or even completely inhibited by a
stable and low porosity crust. Despite of the significance of this issue for safety analysis,
experimental investigations with prototypic materials are very scarce. Most of the reported
core-concrete interaction experiments were performed without water and the value of the
small-scale experiments with simulant materials is at present uncertain.
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The mechanical stability of the crust depends on whether the crust is attached (bonded) to
the side walls. Preliminary theoretical considerations based on mechanical stress analysis
of a UO2 crust have indicated that if the crust bonds to the edges and spans the entire area,
it can not survive due to extremely high thermal stresses. If, on the other hand, the crust
floats freely, survival of the crust is possible because the thermal and bending stresses are
relatively low. However, we should not automatically draw the conclusion from the fact that
the crust may crack as a result of high thermal stress (or for some other reason) that it will
lead to melt-water contact and subsequent quenching of the melt. It is conceivable that the
extent of crust cracking is sufficient to relieve the stresses but not sufficient to allow the
water to penetrate the crust and quench the melt.
The mode in which the core melt contacts the water is another important consideration.
Two major possibilities may be distinguished here:
1.

the melt falling into a deep pool of water, or

2.

the melt falling into a limited amount of water, or ont > a dry containment floor.

In the first case, the crust, if any, would form under the water (we assume here that
quenching of melt during its passage through the water is incomplete). In this situation,
quenching of the top surface of the melt is likely to be a dynamic process, in which the
surface of the melt would be continuously disturbed by the film boiling instabilities and
possibly by small-scale steam explosions. Also taking into account the fact that the meltwater interface is likely to be stirred by gas bubbling through the melt, one could speculate
that under such conditions, formation of a stable crust is less likely. In the second case, the
crust would form under dry conditions, i.e without being covered by water, and when the
core material is later flooded by water, the crust would already have a certain strength and
its stability would be less influenced by the possible forces resulting from various boiling
instabilities. The first situation is pertinent to BWRs (in condensation pools and flooded
drywells), and the other is pertinent to the cavity region in PWRs and the pedestal area in
the BWRs with external circulation pumps.

6.3.1

Non-Prototypic Material Investigations
Theofanousand Saito,/The81/, investigated quenching of a molten layer attacking concrete
using the liquid nitrogen/water and Freon-1 I/liquid nitrogen fluid pairs agitated by the air
injected from below. Without the air flow, an insulating crust was quickly formed, which
separated the two fluids for very long periods of time. With air injection (with superficial
gas velocities up to 16 cm/s) the large, coherent, irregular in shape, porous and brittle crusts
were formed. The quenching heat flux was considerably augmented by the gas agitation.
The authors reported that the heat flux values were one order of magnitude higher than
values estimated for the film boiling and, with increasing sparging velocity, an asymptotic
limit corresponding to the pool boiling critical heat flux was reached. Theofanous and Saito
also concluded that under PWR reactor accident conditions the core debris would be
coolable and quenched in about half an hour.
The film boiling phenomenon in a liquid-liquid system with and without gas injection from
below was investigated experimentally by Green ct at., /Gre 88b/. Liquid Wood's metal,
bismuth and lead were employed as corium simulants and water and R l l freon were used
as the coolant. The transient thermal behavior of the metallic melts agitated by gas injected
from below and cooled by Rl 1 freon from above was investigated. Superficial gas velocity
was up to 5 m/s. With regard to crusting phenomena, three regions were identified, namely:
1.

molten pool with no freezing,

2.

freezing as a slurry due to mechanical crust instability, and
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stable crusting.

The film boiling heat flux for water and Rl 1 freon was investigated in tests without and with
gas injection. Without gas injection, the value of heat flux was in good agreement with the
Berenson flat plate film boiling model. When the gas was bubbling through the molten
metal, the boiling heat flux was reported to be a monotonically increasing function of the
gas injection superficial velocity. In water experiments, the heat flux exceeded the Berenson
flat plate film boiling limit by a factor of six at a superficial gas velocity of less than 3 cm/s.
In the same experiments, Green et al. observed that tests with water were always unstable,
resulting in an explosive boiling interaction, whereas the tests with R11 freon over the same
melts were very stable. The explosive interactions occurred in tests with and without gas
injection from below and produced the solidified debris.
Alsmeycr and Dres, /Als 87/, investigated the phenomenon of crust formation and fragmentation of a core melt interacting with the concrete and flooded by water several hours after
the initial contact between the core melt and concrete. The late-flooding scenario is
particularly relevant to the German PWRs where the cavity region would be flooded by the
sump water late in the accident. However, the late melt quenching scenario may also be
relevant to the Swedish PWRs and the pedestal region of the BWRs with external circulation pumps.
Alsmeyer and Dres used two liquid pairs as the si mutants of corium melt and water coolant:
liquid paraffin and liquid nitrogen and a mixture of 60 % glycerine and 40 % water and
liquid nitrogen. The melt simulants were electrically heated. The superficial gas velocity
used was 0.4 cm/s in accordance with the results obtained from the WECHSL code
(core-concrete interaction computer code developed in Germany) calculations at eigh.
hours after accident initiation (melt temperature: 1300°C). This gas velocity is much lower
than that used in experiments by Theo fa no us and Saitoand Green, which were characteristic of the very early phase of core melt/concrete incraction. Alsmayer and Dres reported
that the fragmentation process due to boiling and entrapment phenomena was weak and
restricted to the early phase of the contact between liquids. In all experiments, the crusi
separating the liquids was gas-permeable and covered by a thin layer of fragmented material
Alsmeycr and Dres concluded that a similar situation is expected in reactor accidents and,
therefore, a substantial reduction of the downward concrete erosion due to cooling by the
overlying water pool will not occur.

6.3.2

Experiments with Prototypic Materials
The data on the effects of a water pool on the melt coolability and core-concrete interaction
obtained from experiments with prototypic materials is very limited. Only two such experiments are known to the present author, namely FRAG, /Tar 87/, and SWISS /Bio 87/
experiments performed al Sandia National Laboratories. Very recently, the MACE (Ex
vessel Melt Attack and Coolability Experiments) Project was initiated by EPRI at the
Argonne National Laboratory, as part of the ACE (Advanced Containment Experiments)
Project.
In the FRAG tests, 45 kg of the inductively heated steel debris (steel spheres 3 mm i:
diameter) was placed over the limestone-common sand and basaltic concrete in a crucib:.
28 cm in diameter. The depth of the steel debris was 25 - 30 cm. In two tests, FRAG 3 ano
FRAG 4, the effects of water on debris coolability and concrete erosion was investigate:.
In general, the water had little effect on concrete erosion d ue to a crust layer which separate.
the water coolant from the hot debris.
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In the SWISS tests, 46 kg
of the molten steel was
deposited onto a 21.6 cm
diameter disk of limestone-common sand concrete. The side walls of
the crucible were made of
MgO. The experimental
facility
is
shown
schematically in Figure
6.2. The molten steel was
heated at a power of 1.3
to 1.7 W/g, which is considerably higher than the
decay power expected in
the reactor accident at
the time of core/concrete
interaction.
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(MgO)
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minutes after the start of
the debris/concrete inMLtMm
teraction when about 12
ELM*
cm of concrete had
CONCRETE
OELIVEREOMELT
eroded, in the SWISS-2
test, the water was added
Figure 6.2
to the crucible about one
SWISS Experimental Apparatus
minute after the melt
contacted the concrete and before any significant erosion of the concrete took place. In both
tests, the water pool was subcooled. In both tests, the rate of concrete erosion and the rate
of combustible gas generation caused by melt attack on the concrete was unaffected by the
presence of the water pool above. It was found that the heat fluxes observed in the tests
corresponded closely to predictions for nucleate boiling rather than predictions for critical
heat flux. The applicability of the SWISS test results to reactor acident conditions has been
questioned on the basis of the unprototypically high power input to the melt, and the small
diameter of the crucible, which promoted formation and stability of the crust.

The principal objectives of the ACE/MACE project are: 1) to obtain data on coolability
with water of corium melt interacting with basemat concrete, and 2) to develop models for
insertion in to the industry and NRC-sponsorcd codes /Sen 91/. One scoping MACE test
was performed. In this test, approximately 130 kg of corium melt cooled by water interacted
with a concrete in a 30 x 30 cm crucible. The heat transfer from melt to water was
substantially reduced due to the stable crust (the crust was supported by the electrodes).
The next MACE test will employ about 450 kg corium melt interacting with a 50 x 50 cm
block of limestone-common sand concrete.

6.4

Dryout of Debris Beds
The power generated in the core debris bed at which local or global dryout occurs is called
the bed dryout power (or the incipient dryout power). The corresponding heat flux through
the top surface of the bed is called the dryout heat flux and is commonly used when
discussing bed coolability. The numerous experimental investigations of dryout phenomena
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in paniculate beds have shown that for a given heating method (bottom or volume heating)
and liquid properties, the dryout heat flux depends on the bed thickness, the size and shape
of the particles, the manner in which the particles are distributed in the bed, the pressure
and the liquid subcooling. The dryout heat flux increases with increasing particle diameter,
bed porosity, ambient pressure and liquid mass flux entering the bottom of the bed. Parallel
with the experimental studies, several coolability models have been developed. In most of
the models, the dryout heat flux is obtained by considering the counter-current two-phase
flow within the bed and by solving the appropia te equations of mass, momentum and energy
conservation. The most sophisticated models include treatment of both laminar and
turbulent flow regimes, capillary force, two-phase friction, channels at the top of the debris
bed and cooling by liquid entering into the bed from the bottom. Most of the models are
zero-dimensional and steady-state but there are also one-dimensional and time-dependent
models. A comprehensive review of both experimental and theoretical work on debris
dryout was made by Lipinski /Lip 82/. Shorter reviews can be found in /Lip 83/, /Lip 84/,
/Squ 82/, /IDC 83/, and /Mat 86/.

6.4.1

Upinski Coolability Model
The comparison of the predictions of coolability models with the experimental data shows
that coolability model developed by Lipinski, /Lip 82/and /Lip 84/, gives the best agreement.
The Lipinski model treats all the phenomena mentioned above, is one-dimensional, but
steady-state. Next, we will briefly present the main features of the model.
The model, which may be characterized as semi-mechanistic, is based on conservation
equations for mass, momentum and energy with separate momentum equations for vapor
and liquid flow. The momentum equation for a two-phase flow through a porous medium
is rather complicated and involves permeabilities for the liquid and vapor phases. The
permeabilities can be expressed as functions of the liquid fraction (saturation) within the
bed. The model includes the effects of both laminar and turbulent flow, two-phase friction,
gravity, capillary force, and channels at the top of the debris. The debris can be bottomcooled or can rest on an impermeable plate, the plate being either adiabatic or cooled on
the bottom. The final model equation is a quite complicated, one-dimensional first-order
differential equation, in which all bed properties can be functions of elevation. Thus, the
model can be applied to uniform and stratified beds.
Lipinski simplified his general model, assuming that the debris is resting on an impermeable
support (so that there is no coolant inflow from below the bed) and adding the capillary
head to the hydrostatic head. Fora deep debris bed, the dryout heat flux can then be obtained
by maximizing the heat flux from the top of bed with respect to variations in bed saturation.
The dryout heat flux, qj is given by the following expression:

where

(pi
qi

=

and
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(3)

1.75(1 -

In this equation, qi and qt are the dryout Uuxes in the laminar (small particles) and turbulent
(large particles) limits, respectively,/} is the density, v is the kinematic viscosity, e is the
debris porosity, H is the total debris thickness, hiv is the heat of vaporization, g is the
gravitational acceleration, Ac is the capillary head, and subscripts 1 and v refer to the liquid
and vapor properties, respectively. The capillary head, defined as the distance the coolant
can be drawn up into the bed by capillary forces, is given by the following expression:

- _ 6acos9(l -e)
~ de(pi-pv)g

Ac

where a is the surface tension and 6 is the contact angle between the liquid coolant and the
particle.
Capillary force can be neglected in deep beds. In other words, variations in the surface
tension do not affect the dryout heat flux in deep beds. The bed is considered to be deep if
the bed thickness greatly exceeds the capillary head. According to Lipinski, Ac - 0.113 m
for UO2 particles with diameter 0.S mm in water. Assuming that a = C and that there is no
coolant flow into the bed from below, qi and qt become the exact solutions for dryout heat
flux.
10'

We can see that for a deep bed
consisting of small or large particles, the dryout heat flux is
proportional to d2 (laminar
limit) and to d 1/2 (turbulent
limit), respectively. Also, the
dryout heat flux in a deep bed is
independent of the bed thickness.
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The comparison of the
predicted dryout heat flux by
the Lipinski model for a
uniform bed on an adiabatic
plate as a function of the
average particle diameter is
shown in Figure 6.3. The
coolability criterion used in the
MAAP code is also indicated
and will be discussed in Section
6.6.

M»

PARTlCLi DIAMETER (mm)

Figure 8.3
Measured Debris Coolability Limits as Function of Particle Diameter
(from /RAM 8Sbl)
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Inspecting Figure 6.3, we can
see that, for the particles
greater than approximately 4
mm, dryout heat flux data and
predictions by the Lipinski correlation exceed the flat plate
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critical heat flux. This behavior can be explained by the
fact that, in experiments with
inductively heated beds, the
flow of vapor and coolant
through the top of the bed is
not uniform, Le the vapor may
flow out at one or several locations and the coolant can
enter the bed at different locations /Bee 86/. Another
relevant consideration in this
context is that the criteria for
hydrodynamic stability are different in the case of a solid flat
plate and a particle bed.
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6.4.2 Dryout in Stratified Beds
The characteristics and configuration of the core material
in the containment is accident
scenario specific. The particle
10
>•
M
»»
OIPTH OF 1.1 M PARTICLES h, •—
size depends, as discussed
Figure 6.4
previously, on the fragmentation process. In particular, if Dryout hear flux values for a system of stratified 4.0
the core material settles
mm and 1.2 mm particles (from ISte 821)
through a deep pool of water, a
1
1000
stratified debris bed can form, i.e the
«>1J ««•
bed in which the size of the particles
varies with elevation with the smallest
ft*
mm
particles at the top of the bed. Experi1000
ments have shown that dryout heat flux
is significantly reduced in stratified
beds, especially in cases when the smal•00
lest particles are at the top of the bed.
This behavior is shown in Figure 6.4 for
Htmi
a bed consisting of a 60 mm layer of 4
\
• ••Ml
mm particles and which is covered by a
MM.
layer of 1.2 mm particles. The dryout
too
heat flux is plotted as a function of the
•
depth of small particles. We can see
1 •
that with the small particles at the top
of the large ones, the dryout flux is
100
considerably reduced • from about 900
to about 50 kW/m2. Moreover, from
Figure 6.4 we can see that dryout heat
V
00
flux in a uniform bed with an average
^^»^•0.00
particle size of 1.2 mm is approximatel2
ly 400 kW/m which is considerably
•a
M
greater than for the stratified bed under
k, • OIMM DT OMUt »MTlCtlt Horn)
consideration. According to Lipinski,
/Lip 83/, the large reduction in dryout
Figure 6.5
heat flux for the stratified bed can not
Dryout in Stratified Beds (from /Up 841)
be explained by reduced porosity be-

V
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tween the bed layers. It can be explained, however, by the influence of capillary forces.
Predictions of the Lipinski model for the stratified bed data of Stevens and Trenberth,
/Ste 82/, are shown in Figure 6.5. Parameter pu indicated in Figure 6.5, is an empirical power
exponent in the Leverett function, which is used in calculating the difference between vapor
and liquid pressures due to capillary forces.
The low dryout heat fluxes for stratified beds have also been observed by Becker et al.
/Bee 86/, who studied beds which were heated from the bottom and consisted of 1.5 mm
spheres resting on top of a 60 mm deep bed of 4.0 mm spheres. The results yielded dryout
heat fluxes as low as 50 kW/m2.

6.4.3 Effect of Pressure
From Equation (1) it can be seen that dryout heat flux is a function of ambient pressure,
since both the vapor density and the heat of vaporization changes with pressure. The
pressure dependence of dryout heat flux was investigated in Degraded Core Coolability
(DCC) Experiments at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), which are described below.

6.5

Degraded Core Coolabltfty (DCC) Experiments at SNL
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The LWR Degraded Core Coolability
(DCC) Research Program at SNL investigated the coolability of damaged
core debris in water. The debris was
fission heated in the ACRR (Annular
Core Research Reactor) to simulate
the decay heat expected in an LWR
severe core-damage accident /Ree 85/.
The DCC experiment package is shown
schematically in Figure 6.6. The
governing phenomenological uncertainties which were investigated were
pressure effects, deep bed behavior,
particle size distributions, stratified
beds, bottom coolant feed and material
effects. Each DCC experiment determined the coolability in three thermal
regions: (1) convection/boiling, (2)
dryout, and (3) extended dryout.

DEBRIS BED
(00.. 1 0 » ENMCHEO ANO
t ATOM % OADOLIMUMI

DOUBLE-WALL CRUCIBLE

WITH MM-K THERMAL INtUUTIO»
(INC0NEL-S2»)

Figure 8.6
DCC Experiment Package (from /flee 851)
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The DCC program consisted of three
experimets: DCC-1, DCC-2, and DCC3. The DCC-1 and DCC-2 tests
provided the first data on dryout and
quench behavior of internally heated
UO2 debris in water. The pressure
range of this data extends from 1 to 170
atmospheres. DCC-1 and DCC-2 differed primarily in the particle size distributions for the debris, see Figure 6.7.
DCC-1 contained a broad distribution
of small particles, simulating the expected debris from an energetic melt-
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water reaction. The debris
DCC-1 PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION
ranged from 75 microns to
in excess of 10 mm in
diameter with a mean
diameter of 0.75 mm. The
bed depth was 0.5 m and
the porosity was 0.35. The
particle size distribution in
DCC-2 was much narrower
than in DCC-1, simulating
the rubble that might be expected from the quench of
solid fuel. The average and
mean diameters were 2.43
and 1.42 mm, respectively.
The measured porosity was
0.38 which changed to 0.41
100.00
0.10
1.00
10.00
during the experiment. In
rARTIClt OlAMITtft (MM)
addition to being representative of different accident scenarios, the DCC
DCC-2 PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION
particle sizes were selected
to span the range of
coolability regimes corresponding to the coolant
flow regimes: laminar,
transition and turbulent,
tmCTIVf •MMCtM • » J l mm —I
see Figure 6.8. DCC-1 and
DCC-2 were mainly in the
laminar and transition
regimes, respectively. The
DCC-3 bed consisted of a
two-layer stratified bed
with a thick (40cm) layer of
large particles (mean particle diameter of 4.87 mm,
100.00
1.00
10.00
• 01
0.10
porosity of 0.42) covered
OIAMITM <MM|
with a thin (10 cm) layer of
smaller particles (mean
diameter of 1.19 mm,
Figure 6.7
porosity of 0.42). The disDCC Particle distributions (from IRee 85/)
tribution of both particle
groups was narrow. The DCC-3 experiment was also designed with a pumping system so
that water flow could be supplied to the bottom of the crucible in a controlled manner.
The DCC-1 dryout heat fluxes ranged from about 4.1 W/cnr (corresponding to a decay heat
of 0.012 W/g) at a saturation temperature of 100 °C to about 6.9 W/cmr(0.021 W/g) at
340 °C. This measured pressure dependence is a factor of 1/2 to 1/3 of that predicted by
analytical models. At low pressures, the rlryout heat fluxes are well predicted by the Lipinski
and Henry models. At higher pressures, the Lipinski, Oabor, Dhir-Catton and Jones models
give the best predictions. The measured increase in the dryout flux of a factor of two is
overpredicted by all of these models. The probable cause of the differences between the
predictions and the measurements is the breadth of the particle size distribution coupled
with the depth of the bed. The fact that debris is more coolable at elevated pressures may
be an important consideration in accident management.
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The quench times of dried debris were
several hours long. This fact indicates
that debris beds in this particle range
might be neither coolable nor quenchable in most reactor accident scenarios,
since a decay power of about 0.25 W/g
is expected during the early part of a
reactor accident. Thus, the DCC-1 type
debris bed might be impossible to cool
by flooding if formed in a dry state.

•ID MIIOHT « S00.00 ( m )
NEIIUM •

,.•*' TRANSITION

The DCC-2 data on global dryout, in
which the bed bottom can dry out,
agree well with analytical predictions
both in terms of magnitude and pressure dependence, see Figure 6.9. The
dryout heat fluxes ranged from about
1.4 MW/m2 (corresponding to a decay
heat of O.S W/g) at 0.4 MPa to 2.4
MW/m2 (corresponding to a decay heat
of 0.8 W/g) at 5 MPa. Quenches of dry
zones took about 10 minutes to complete. The quench fronts were not
uniform, having a liquid finger which
penetrated to the bottom of the bed
before the quench was complete. The
dryout powers for DCC-2 are clearly in
a coolable regime for most reactor accident sequences.

/
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Figure 6.8
Debris Bed Flow Regimes (from /flee 851)
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Figure 6.9
Comparison of DCC-2 Dryout Data with Predictive Models
(from /flee 851)
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The stratified configuration of the
DCC-3 bed was uncoolable, as
predicted by current models. A
homogeneous bed composed exclusively of the smaller particles would
be coolable under most accident donditions, with dryout levels in excess of
0.25 W/g. The maximum dryout power
in DCC-3 was less than 0.1 W/g. By
injecting a small amount of water at the
bottom of the debris bed, the dryout
heat level was increased six-fold to in
excess of 0.25 W/g. Concerning the
coolability models, only the Lipinski
model addresses the effects of
stratification. The experimental results
qualitatively validate the model predictions of significant loss of coolability
for stratified debris beds.
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MAAP Coolability Model
The approach used in the MAAP code to assess the ex-vessel and in-vessel quenching and
coolability of the molten core material, is based on the consideration of the rate of heat
transfer from the lop of the core material to the overlying water coolant. This heat transfer
rate is assumed to be not less than the pool boiling horizontal flat plate critical heat flux,
as long as the average temperature of the core material is greater than the water saturation
temperature corresponding to the prevailing containment pressure. The limitations within
the debris bed itself on the rate at which the heat energy can be transfered from the bed to
the coolant are not explicitly treated in the code. Thus, the quenching rate and the
coolability criterion arc independent of the bed characteristic and configuration. As discussed above, the coolability of debris beds clearly depends on such bed parameters as
particle size, bed porosity, bed depth etc. Therefore, the approach used in the MAAP code
is not satisfactory from the theoretical viewpoint. However, in some situations, the MAAP
model may provide a reasonable estimate of the heat transfer from the core material to the
coolant. This point is discussed below.
The way in which the MAAP code models quenching and coolability of hot core material
is described in the MAAP User Manual and in the IDCOR report /IDC 83/. In the opinion
of this author, the rationale for using flat plate critical heal flux as a coolability criterion is
not clearly explained in the MAAP manual. The IDCOR report, on the other hand, provides
a satisfactory explanation for the chosen approach.
The heat transfer from the top surface of the corium melt, the melt being molten or solid,
is taken in MAAP to be the maximum of the critical heat flux or the film boiling heat flux
(film boiling heat flux includes both the radiative and convective components), on condition
that these fluxes arc smaller than the heat flux corresponding to the vapor velocity that
would levitate (fluidizc) water droplets over the curium-water interaction zone. If this
condition is not satisfied the fluidization heat flux is used. The rationale for using this
condition is the fact that at vapor velocities higher then that necessary for droplet fluidization, the coolant would be entrained and removed from the corium surface.
The vapor velocities corresponding to both the critical heat flux and the droplet fluidization
heat flux can be seen as the threshold velocities for the hydrodynamic stability of the water
above the hot surface. The critical heat flux marks the transition between nucleate and
transition boiling. These vapor velocities can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless
parameter, Kutatcladzc number, K

=

where g is the acceleration of gravity, a is the surface tension of the liquid, pi is the liquid
density and pv is the vapor density.
The Kutatcladze number is obtained from empirical correlations (or theoretical considerations) and is approximately 0.14 for vapor velocities corresponding to the flat plate critical
heat flux, and 3.7 for the droplet fluidization heat flux. Thus, the critical heat flux becomes

i/
Vi
qCHF = pvuvhfv = O.\4hfvpv n \go(pi -pv)]
where hrv is the heat of vaporization.
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For water at the pressure of 0.1 MPa, the critical heat flux is about 1200 kW/m2
The rationale for using critical heat flux as a coolability criterion in the MAAP code is that:
"it represents an average value for the dryout heat flux in the range of several millimeter
particles" and that this "greatly simplifies the calculation for both coolability and quenching"
/IDC 83/. From Figure 6.9 we can see that this is a reasonable statement.
Hence, the coolability model used in the MAAP code is a reasonable approximation, but
not necessarily a conservative one, for deep uniform debris beds consisting of large particles.
It is acknowledged in the MAAP User Manual that the heat conduction within the bed alone
is not sufficient to transfer the heat energy at the rate corresponding to the flat plate critical
heat flux. Consequently, the assumption used in the MAAP code, that the core material is
quenchable and coolable as long as there is an overlying pool of water, implies fragmentation of the melt into relatively coarse particles. This fragmentation has to take place either
during melt quenching in a deep pool of water or when the corium melt is flooded by water.

6.7

Some Remarks on Melt-Water Heat Transfer
While discussing the heat transfer off the top of the hot core material, it is useful to refer
to the classical pool boiling curve. First, it may be assumed, based only on temperature
considerations, that during the very initial contact between melt and water the heat flux
would be that for stable film boiling since the melt temperature is significantly above the
minimum film boiling temperature (often called the Leidenfrort temperature). This film
boiling heat flux can be higher than the critical heat flux if the melt temperature is very high.
When the surface temperature has decreased to below the minimum film boiling temperature, the stable film boiling changes to the transition film boiling where the heat flux is lower
than the critical heat flux. The surface is now cooled rapidly and nucleate pool boiling takes
place. Thus, from the viewpoint of the heat transfer mechanisms valid for pool boiling, the
approach used in the MAAP code, i.e. the heat flux is not smaller than the flat plate critical
heat flux, leads to an overestimation of the quenching rate of hot core material (if one
disregards the short period of time during which the film boiling heat transfer exceeds the
critical heat flux). This also means that ihc rate of steaming due to melt-coolant interaction
is overestimated. The former consequence may be interpreted as non-conservative, since it
leads to faster quenching of the core material, whereas the latter is conservative, since it
results in a higher steam production rate.
The analogy between the flat plate pool boiling heat transfer and the energy exchange
between core material and the water above is only partial for the two following reasons.
Firstly, the corium-water interface will be agitated by the gases bubbling through the melt
due to the core-concrete interaction. Theofanous and Saito,/The81/,studied the melt/water
interface heat transfer through experiments using water/liquid-nitrogen and Freon-U/Iiquid-nitrogen systems and by injecting the nitrogen gas through the bottom of the test
section. They observed the trend that "as sparging velocity increases an asymptotic limit
corresponding to the pool boiling CHF is reached" and concluded that with the excellent
gas agitation, quenching rate limited by counter-current flow of water and stearn should be
expected. This effect is attributed to the observed breakup of the crust and penetration of
the water into the melt. Another plausible explanation of the high heat fluxes observed is
simply the augmentation of the film boiling heat transfer by perturbation at the interface
due to gas sparging.
Heat transfer between melt and water is discussed by Mayinger, /May 81/, who describes the
experiments and analyses on the behavior of the melt/water interface with gas bubbling
through the melt. In the experiments, the water was poured onto the metalic melt (bismuthlead alloy) through which the hydrogen was blown. The melt mass was 80 kg and was
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continuously heated. The heat flux between the melt and water and the extent of the
fragmentation, characterized by the fragmentation factor of the top surface of the melt were
measured. The fragmentation factor was defined as the ratio of the fragmented interface
area, which is really available for the heat transport, and the area of a plane, non-perturbated
melt surface. It is reported that the maximum value of the fragmentation factor is about 20
when the gas is bubbling through the melt and S without gas bubbling. The heat flux was
high, in the range of (about) 1000 to 2000 kW/m , depending on the melt temperature and
gas flow rate, during the first few seconds after the water was poured onto the melt. However,
at about 50 seconds, the heat flux decreased to about 500 kW/m2.

6.8

Enhancement of Core Debris Coolability
As stated in Chapter 2, an important safety consideration in Swedish BWRs with internal
circulation pumps is protection of the electrical and mechanical penetrations through the
lower drywell floor basement in the pedestal area from thermal attack by- the hot core
material. This objective is primarily achieved by flooding the lower drywcll area with water
from the condensation pool when vessel failure is expected. In this way, a deep pool of water
is created directly below the reactor vessel. Quenching of the molten core debris is expected
to be complete and lead to formation of the coolable debris bed at the bottom of the pedestal
compartment. However, the possibility that the melt-water interactions during quenching
will lead to an uncoolable bed configuration can not be excluded. Thus, it was necessary to
protect the penetrations from direct contact with the hot core material. It was proposed to
provided the penetrations with downcomers, designed to allow water to circulate down the
inside of the downcomer to the bottom of the surrounding debris bed. The effectiveness of
this method was investigated at UKAEA, Winfrith, through experiments using volume
heating of the paniculate bed, and the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm,
using bottom heating of the bed, /Bee 90/.
In the Winfrith experiments, the horizontal cross-section of bed was 100 x 150 mm and it
was 100 mm deep. The particles consisted of uniformly sized spheres of tin plated steel ball
bearings or ironshot. The depth of the water pool above the top of the bed was 60 mm and
the pressure was 0.1 MPa. The bed was penetrated by one or two tubular downcomers. The
downcomers were made of a non-metallic material, Tuflon, with a 10 mm inside diameter
and a 1 mm wall thickness and 125 mm long (in one test the downcomers were 150 mm
long). The lower end of the downcomers had various arrangements of rectangular slots cut
in them for the liquid to pass through. In all tests, but two, the homogeneous beds with
single-sized particles were used, the size of the particles being 5,4 or 1.2 mm. In two tests,
a stratified bed consisting of a 40 mm deep layer of 1.2 mm particles above a 60 mm deep
bed of 4 mm particles was used.
In experiments conducted by Becker et al., the particle bed was contained inside a 130 mm
inner diameter glass cylinder, thus making it possible tc observe the flow conditions in the
particle bed. Experiments were carried out using both homogeneous and stratified beds. In
the former case, the particle size was 1.5 mm and the height of the bed was 30 to 120 mm
and in the latter case, the beds consisted of a layer of 1.5 mm particles, 10 to 160 mm high,
above a 60 mm deep bed of 4 mm particles. One downcomer consisting of a 20 mm inner
diameter steel tube with a height of 190 mm was used. At the bottom end, the downcomcr
had 20 rectangular slots 1.5 mm wide and 12 mm high. The beds consisted of copper
granulate produced by pouring liquid copper into a 5 meter deep water pool.
From the experiments at Winfrith and KTH the conclusions drawn by Becker et al. included
the following:
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1.

Vertical tubes acting as downcomcrs and supplying water from an overlying pool of
water to the bottom of the particle bed improves the dryout heat flux significantly. For
homogeneous and volume heated beds the dryout heat flux could be increased by a
factor of almost 3.

2.

The distance between downcomcrs was important.

3.

In the case of particles smaller than 1.5 mm reversed flow could be observed as steam
emerged from the vertical tubes.

4.

In volume heated, stratified beds consisting of 1.2 mm spheres resting on top of 4 mm
spheres the dryout heat flux was 4 W/cm2 for both beds without and with downcomers.

Based on the results of the
research briefly described
above, it was decided to use
the downcomers for protection of steel penetrations
through the pedestal floor.
An example is shown in
Figure 6.10. The downcomer
is placed concentrically
around the penetrations and
the water enters the annular
space through openings at
the top of the downcomer. In
order to prevent the core
debris from contacting the
steel penetrations the
downcomer is provided with
a "hat". The water leaves the
downcomer at the level of
the containment floor
through a number of openings.
In addition to protecting the
penetrations from the therFigure 6.10
mal attack of the hot core
Protection of Steel Tube Penetration
material, the downcomers
will also improve the
coolability of the debris bed, at least in the immediate vicinity of the penetrations.

6.9

Concluding Remarks
The issue of core melt coolability in reactor containments, in particular in BWRs, has
received great attention in the Swedish severe accident research as a result of chosen
accident management strategy, i.e. ensuring that the melt will fall in to a water pool following
reactor vessel failure. The success of this strategy depends, to a great extent, on the character
and efficiency of the melt fragmentation process since it will provide the initial conditions
for the coolability problem. With regard to still significant uncertainties in the phenomenon
of melt breakup in water, it is important that water pools which are as deep as possible are
provided. It is believed that water depths of no less than 4 to 5 meters should be sufficient
to make sure that the melt will fragment and quench before reaching the containment floor.
One should remember, however, that steam explosions may strongly affect the coolability
of core debris on the containment floor.
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An important aspect of the coolability problem, not explicitly addressed in the report, is
the containment area over which the core material is likely to spread following its release
from the reactor vessel, since this area, together with the melt mass and level of decay power,
will determine the heat flux off the top of the bed. In BWRs with external circulation pumps,
the debris is likely to spread over large area in the condensation pool. In BWRs with internal
circulation pumps, especially in Porsmark 1 and 2, the area in the lower drywell is limited,
which could lead to coolability problems if the amount of core material in the lower drywell
is large and the debris particles are relatively small, say below 1 mm.
The phenomenon of core debris coolability, including related issues, such as melt fragmentation and crust formation and stability, arc the subject of ongoing international and
Swedish research. The objective is to reduce remaining uncertainties and to expand data
the base for code development and validation.
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7.

CORE-CONCRETE INTERACTION

7.1

Introduction
Containment loads and the ex-vessel source term may be influenced to a greater or lesser
extent by the interaction between the hot core material (in a molten or solid state) and
concrete. The role which core-concrete interaction plays in the containment accident
progression and accident consequences is containment design specific and accident scenario
specific. For example, the availability and amount of water in the containment region where
the corium will accumulate following its release from the reactor vessel and the ability of
the corium to spread over containment floor are crucial considerations. If there is no water,
Le. the containment floor is dry, immediate concrete attack will take place. This initial
interaction may be very vigorous as a result of the high initial melt temperature. If, on the
other hand, the core material should fall into a water pool, either no core-concrete
interaction will take place (Le. complete quenching of the melt) or the initial interaction
will be moderated (i.e. partial quenching of the melt) depending upon the depth of the pool
and other factors.
The latter scenario applies to Swedish reactor planu. In the BWRs with internal circulation
pumps, the core melt will fall into a deep water pool in the lower drywell. In the BWRs with
external circulation pumps, the melt will drain into the condensation pool but a smal!
amount of core material will stay on the pedestal floor where core-concrete interaction is
possible. In PWRs, the amount of water in the cavity region will be limited (about 0.5 m)
at the time of vessel failure if no water from external sources has been injected into the
containment before vessel failure. Given this limited amount of water, core-concrete
interaction is possible, if not immediately after vessel failure then within a few hours when
the water has evaporated. However, more extended core-concrete interaction is not expected as a result of the adopted accident mitigation strategy, i.e. injection of the water into
the containment via containment spray within 8 hours from the time of accident initiation.
Hence, core-concrete interaction is considered to have relatively little importance for the
cx-vessel accident progression and accident consequences in Swedish nuclear power plants.
However, considering that the likelihood and extent of the core-concrete interaction in
situations when water is present is closely related to the phenomena of melt quenching,
melt spreading, melt coolability and crust behavior where, as discussed earlier, uncertainties
are still significant it is motivated to pay some attention to the core-concrete interaction
phenomenon.
The main effects of core-concrete interaction are the following:
1.

decomposition and erosion of the concrete

2.

generation of steam and CO2

3.

generation of the noncondensiblc and combustible gases, H2 and CO

4.

generation of radioactive and non-radioactive aerosols

With regard to containment threats, these effects may have the following implications:
1.

gradual pressurization of the containment atmosphere

2.

pressure spikes due to combustion of hydrogen and carbon monoxide

3.

meltthrough of the baserna t

4.

increase of radionuclidc inventory in the containment
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The phenomenon of core-concrete interaction is rather briefly addressed in this chapter,
with emphasis on thermal aspects of the problem. More details about the core-concrete
interaction phenomenon can be obtained from the RAMA III 89-5 report /Lil 89/, where
the chemistry, aerosol generation and computer modelling are discussed in particular.

7.2

Phenomenon
Decomposition and ablation (melting) of the concrete by the core material is a process
driven by the temperature difference between the hot corium and the concrete. The heat
flux into the concrete is a function of this temperature difference at the interface between
the melt and concrete and the heat transfer coefficient. Since the concrete is a
heterogeneous material, its decomposition and melting occur within a temperature range.
As the heat energy penetrates into the concrete and its temperature increases, the concrete
will first release free water (290 to 500 K), then chemically bound water (633 to 753 K) and
chemically bound carbon dioxide (873 to 1253 K) /Cor 83a/. Concrete ablation will begin
when its surface temperature is in the 1350 to 1670 K range. The amount of gases evolved
from the concrete (steam and CO2) as well as the melting temperature range depends on
the composition of the concrete. The two concrete types often used in reactor containments
and experiments are siliceous (basaltic) and limestone concrete. The basaltic concrete,
which is used in Swedish containments, has a large content of silica and a low content of
calcium carbonate. The limestone concrete, used in many US containments, contains a large
fraction of calcium carbonate. The fraction of calcium carbonate is an important parameter
since it is responsible for the generation of COi
When the steam and CO2 evolved from the concrete pass through the melt, they may
chemicaly react with its metallic constituents which will release energy and produce the
combustible gases hydrogen and carbon monoxide. In particular, in the initial phase of
core-concrete interaction, when the steam release from decomposing concrete is high, the
steam-zirconium reaction is very important since the oxidation energy could be a dominant
energy source in the core debris. The gases bubbling through the melt will stir it and produce
aerosols either by the breakup of melt film when gas bubbles burst above the melt surface
or by the condensation of the hot vapor contained in the bubbles. Larger melt droplets may
be entrained by escaping gases and follow the gas flow into the containment atmosphere.
In general, the molten pool is composed of the oxidic fuel, metals, metal oxides and concrete
decomposition products. These components will form layers according to the density
differences. Thus, it is expected that metals will be at the bottom, covered by fuel, metal
oxides and concrete decomposition products. It should be noted, however, that according
to experimental evidence, the configuration of the melt pool is not static but may change
with time as a result of changes in the composition of the core debris. The melt configuration
and chemical composition of i is various layers are of great importance for the core-concrete
interaction because they will determine the distribution of energy sources, U. nucleardecay
heat and chemical energy, throughout the melt. Vigorous gas evolution from the concrete
would tend to homogenize the melt, increase the heat transfer between melt layers and lead
to isothermal conditions within the melt layers.
As mentioned above, the heat flux into the concrete is a crucial parameter in the core-concrete interaction phenomenon. In order to determine it, one has to know the temperature
of the melt at the melt-concrete interface and the heat transfer coefficient. As indicated
above, the calculation of the temperature distribution in the melt is not a trivial task
considering the complicated chemistry of the process and the dynamic configuration of the
melt, especially in the early stages of the interaction when gas production from the
decomposing concrete is high. The situation is also complicated with regard to the heat
transfer coefficient. Here one has to consider the stability of the gas film which may separate
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the melt from the concrete and the possibility of crust formation at the interface. The
behavior of this gas film, as well as of the crust, will be heavily dependent on the flux of the
gas evolving from the concrete.
The energy balance over the melt-concrete system also includes heat flux off the top surface
of the melt which depends on the state of the melt surface (i.e. molten, solid crust,
fragmented layer resting on the crust, etc.), the absence or presence of water above the melt,
containment pressure, and the intensity of the gas bubbling through the melt.
The interaction between core debris and concrete is a transient process in which four phases
can be distinguished in the most general case /Tho 88/:
Corium jet impingement
This is the very initial phase of the interaction and it would be relevant in the case where
the corium jet discharged from the reactor vessel undergoes no, or little, fragmentation and
quenching before contacting concrete floor. This scenario could apply to a PWR if the water
depth in the cavity is small. The jet impingement phase, which is relatively short in time, is
characterized by a high heat flux to the concrete and, consequently, a high ablation rate and
high gas release. With regard to the short duration of this intense, initial concrete attack,
its safety significance is of less importance.
Early aggresivc interaction
This is a high temperature phase of the interaction. The temperature of the melt may be
high when it is released from the vessel and, in addition, the melt will be heated by the
chemical energy generated within the melt when the gases released from the concrete
oxidize the metallic constituents of the corium. In fact, the chemical heating of the melt is
expect ;J 10 be a dominant energy source during this phase of the interaction, given the
expected initial melt composition, i.e. mainly the content of Zr. The second phase of the
interaction is characterized by the relatively rapid erosion of the concrete and intense gas
release from the decomposing concrete. The high gas flow through the melt will stir it and
lead to generation of the radioactive and non-radioactive aerosols.
Long-term erosion
In this phase, the rate of concrete erosion, gas generation from decomposing concrete, and
aerosol release arc small. Most of the metallic constituents of the melt have been oxidized
and the main heat source is decay heat. The melt temperature is below the liquidus
temperature of the oxidic and metallic (if any) phases but above the solid us temperature,
which has been rMuccd by addition of the concrete decomposition products. The melt has
been considerably diluted by the concrete decomposition products with consequent increase in its volume.
It is important to note here that, although the core-concrete interaction is quite slow during
this phase, the gas generation (hydrogen and carbon monoxide) and aerosol production will
continue for a long period of time.
Solidification
The core debris temperature has fallen below the solidus temperature, the melt begins to
freeze and thick crust zones arc formed. Downward concrete erosion is very slow and gas
generation and aerosol release become negligible.
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The high-temperature and low-temperature phases of the core-concrete interaction are
illustrated in Figure 7.1 where the melt temperature history is shown in relationship to the
melting ranges of the oxidic and metallic phases.
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Figure 7.1
Conceptual temperature history of en MCCI (from /Cor 89b/)

7.3

Experimental Investigations
The interaction between molten materials and concrete has been the subject for intensive
experimental investigations over the past several years and research in this area is still
ongoing. The major experimental programs have been conducted at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) in the USA, at Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) in Germany
and at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in the USA.

7.3.1 Sandia National Laboratories
Investigations at SNL comprised large-scale tests, involving up to 200 kg of metallic (steel
or stainless steel) or UO2/ZrO2/Zr melts reacting with the basaltic, limestone-common
sand and limestone concrete /Pow 82/, /Gro 85/, /Gro 86/, /Cop 86/, /Bio 87/, /Cop 89/, and
/Cop 90/.
Gronager et al., /Gro 86/, performed two TURC (Transient Urania-Concrete Test) tests
with prototypic core materials: the TURC2 test with 147 kg of UO2/ZrO2 melt and the
TURC3 with 46 kg of UO2/ZrO2/Zr melt. In both experiments, the melts were not internally
heated, Le. they were allowed to cool naturally once they were in the limestone-common
sand concrete crucible. The initial melt temperature was 2387 °C in TURC2 and 2300 °C
in TURC3. The erosion of the concrete was very small (less than 5 mm) in both tests.
Experimental data and analysis indicated that a stable crust was formed at the interface
between the melt pool and the concrete which inhibited heat transfer to the concrete.
However, transient heat conduction into the concrete was observed, resulting in the
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decomposition of the concrete and the release of H2O and CO2. Concentrations of released
aerosol varied from 62 g/m3 to less than 1 g/m3.
Copus and Bradley /Cop 86/ studied the interaction between a hot, solid, core debris and
limestone-common sand concrete. Two tests were performed, HSS-1, using a 9 kg slug of
304 stainless steel at an average debris temperature of 1350 °C, and HSS-3, using a 10 kg
slug of 80 % UO2-20 % ZrO2 at an average debris temperature of 1650 °C. Both experiments were inductively heated. In the HSS-1 test, 6 cm of the concrete was ablated in about
three hours whereas in the HSS-3 test, 6.S cm of the concrete was ablated in about four
hours. One of the conclusions drawn from the HSS tests was that erosion and thermal
response of the limestone-common sand concrete are similar for UO2 and steel melts.
A major experimental effort at SNL is the SURC (Sustained Urania-Concrete) test
program which is part of the Ex-Vessel Core Debris Interactions Program. The objective
of the SURC tests is to extend the existing data base for core debris-concrete interaction
and associated aerosol source term production; the SURC test matrix contains eight tests,
see /Bur 89/. The test arc designed to provide the information necessary to validate three
important aspects of the ex-vessel core debris-concrete interaction models, namely, heat
transfer mechanisms, gas release chemistry, and vaporization release of aerosols. Both
integral tests using UO2-ZrO2 materials (SURC 1, SURC 2, SURC 5, and SURC 6) as well
as separate effects tests using stainless steel (SURC 3, SURC 4, SURC 7, and SURC 8) are
included in the test matrix. Four tests have been conducted, SURC 1,2,3, and 4. We will
briefly describe the results of the SURC 4 test as the information from this test was used as
input to an important OECD code comparison exercise (International Standard Problem
No. 24) designed to examine the applicability of current computer codes for analysis of core
debris-concrete interaction
phenomena.
TUM

The main objective of the SURC 4
experiment was to investigate the
additional effects of zirconium
metal oxidation on sustained core
debris-concrete interaction using
molten stainless steel as the core
debris simulant and basaltic concrete /Cop 89/. The SURC-4 experimental apparatus is shown in
Figure 7.2. The core debris was inductively heated in order to sustain
the molten attack which lasted up
to four hours. At 119 minutes into
the experiment, about 14 minutes
after the start of concrete ablation,
20 kg of zirconium metal was
dropped into the melt. The
temperature of the melt pool
before zirconium addition was 1500
°C but after addition of zirconium
the temperature increased almost
immediately to 1650 °C and stayed
at that level for 42 minutes. A large
increase in erosion rale, gas
produc.ion, and aerosol release
were observed shortly after zirconium was added to the melt.
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Figure 7.2:
SURC-4 Experimental Apparatus (from /Cop 89/)
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Analysis of the SURC 4 test has shown that the observed effects of zirconium addition
cannot be explained solely on the basis of a metal-gas phase reaction, but requires the
occurence of a condensed phase chemical reaction as well, /Gre 89/. Another important
observation in the SURC 4 test was that the oxide phase foamed; this could have implications for heat transfer from the top of the core debris and aerosol attenuation.
As mentioned above, the SURC 4 test has been used for the code validation exercise (ISP
No. 24). Three thermal-hydraulic codes for core debris-concrete interaction were used in
the exercise, namely CORCON, WECHSL, and DECOPMP-DOE. The VANESA and
METOXA-DEO codes have been used for aerosol release calculations. Details of the
results of the ISP No. 24 can be obtained from /Lee 88/ and /Gre 89/.
As a result of the insight into the core debris-concrete phenomenon and capabilities of the
current computer codes gained from the ISP No. 24 exercise and following workshop, a
number of suggestions for future research have been made. The following is a selection of
the proposed research areas:
* addition of zirconium and B4C chemistry, including reactions with other condensed phases, to the chemistry packages of the codes
* addition of a gas-flux enhanced boiling model to the codes to belter treat the effects of a water pool above the melt
* addition of interlayer heat and mass transfer and improved melt-concrete
downward heat transfer models to the codes
* development of models for inclusion in the codes for foam formation, radiative
heat transfer from foams, aerosol retention in foams, and foam chemistry
In addition, a number of experiments have been proposed to investigate the above effects.
Finally, we should mention here that the aerosol generation and radionuclide release
phenomena during core debris-concrete interaction have been studied in the WITCH and
GHOST experiments at SNL /Bur 89/.
The scope and status of the recent USNRC research program on molten core debris
interactions in the reactor cavity was reviewed by Burson et al. /Bur 89/.

7.3.2

KfK BETA Experiments
A major program of experimental investigations into the phenomenon of core debris-concrete interaction under reactor accident typical conditions has been carried out in the BETA
facility at KfK /Als 88/, /Als 89/, /Cor 89b/. A simulated core melt of a typical 300 kg steel
and 150 kg oxide, with an initial temperature of 2000 °C, was poured into a concrete crucible
380 mm in diameter and heated electrically by induction with up to 1.9 MW. A series of 19
experiments were carried out from 1984 to 1986. Most of the experiments used siliceous
concrete, while three experiments used limestone concrete of American specification. One
of the main objectives of the BETA experiments was to provide a data base for validation
of core debris-concretre interaction codes, mainly the WECHSL code.
The most important experimental results from the BETA tests were summarized by
Alsmeyer as follows /Als 88/:
* For melts with a high power input and a small influence of crusts at the melt-concrete interface, propagation of the melt is predominately downward.
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* Downward heat transfer is considerably higher than predicted by earlier modelling. The high heat transfer results in fast cooling of the melt, and in steady melt
temperatures close to the solidification temperature of the metal, even when the
power input to the melt is an order of magnitude higher than that attributed to
decay heat.
* Dispersion of steel into the oxidic melt may occur for high gas fluxes, and is mainly
dependent on the density difference of the melt phases and on the viscosity of the
oxide. For low temperature melts, the segregated state is the stable configuration.
* Experiments with lower power input show the role of solidification processes.
Sideward and downward propagation are found to be more balanced. Crusts are always permeable for the gas released from the concrete, and the gases continue to
agitate the melt, thus establishing an effective heat transfer mode to the melting
concrete which keeps the long term temperature of the melt phases low, that is,
close to the solidification temperature of the metal.
* The aerosol release is observed to be very low, with the exception of an initial
aerosol peak during and shortly after pouring of the melt.
* Investigation of the material shows the fast oxidation of chromium, followed by
iron oxidation. The admixture of molten concrete to the oxide reduces the freezing
temperature to some 1200 °C, as is expected for the reactor material after some interaction time.
* Gas analysis gives the release rates of H2, CO, and CO2 with a small amount of
CH4. Hydrogen production also continues after crust formation.
In tests using concrete with a high limestone content, an increased release of carbondioxide
and carbonmonoxide gas from decomposing concrete (decarburization of CaCO3) was
observed. The same chemical process seems to be responsible for the high aerosol production rate from pure limestone concrete.
The results of the BETA experiments and code comparison calculations using the
WECHSL and CORCON computer codes are discussed in detail by Corradini and Reineke
/Cor 89b/. One of the conclusions they arrived at is that BETA experiments seem to have
provided the necessary information for the validation of core debris-concrete interaction
models for silicate (basaltic) concrete.

7.3.3 Argonne National Laboratory
Extensive experimental investigations into the thermal-hydraulic and chemical processes
of core-concrete interaction have been carried out at ANL in the internationally sponsored
Advanced Containment Experiments (ACE) program /Seh 91/. The overall objectives of
the experiments have been to provide a data base for the thermal-hydraulic as well as aerosol
and fission product release aspects of core-concrete interactions for code development and
validation purposes. These investigations have comprised two projects, namely a series of
small-scale (5 kg of corium) and intermediate-scale (30 kg of corium) experiments and a
series of large-scale (300 kg) corc-concrete/fission product release experiments. The smalland intermediate-scale tests have been completed and the large-scale test program is
ongoing. In both test series, sustained internal heat generation was produced by direct
electrical heating to simulate decay heat or to control the corium temperature at a
prescribed level.
In the small-scale and intermediate-scaleexperimcnls, the corium mixtures were either fully
oxidized for the tests applicable to the long-term erosion phase or contained metallic
constituents for tests applicable to the early, aggresive interaction stage. The fully oxidized
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corium mixtures consisted of UO2 and ZrO2, plus GT2O3, Fe2O3, and NiO to represent
oxidized stainless steel, and La2O3, BaO, and SrO to represent fission products. Zirconium
was present as a metallic constituent in several tests. The limestone/common sand and
basaltic concrete were used in the tests.
The approach used in the large-scale experiments is similar in principle. However, the
corium mixtures represent the BWR and PWR compositions and the absorber materials
(Ag/In and B4C) are included in some tests.

7.4

Modelling
Among the computer codes for core-concrete interaction analysis there are three which
appear to be most widely used, namely: the CORCON code, developed at Sandia National
Laboratories /Col 84/, the WECHSL code, developed at KfK /Als 89/, and the DECOMP
code, developed at Fauske & Associates, Inc. /Hen 83/. The DECOMP code is a part of the
MAAP code. Descriptions of the codes are contained in the references cited above, and in
the ISP No. 24 report.

7.5

Concluding Remarks
Our understanding of the core-concrete interaction phenomenon has improved significantly as a result of the extensive experimental and theoretical investigations carried out. A
number of computer codes have been developed and validated against large-scale experiments where prototypic and non-prototypic materials have been used. The codes allow the
rate of concrete erosion and the release of the radioactive and non-radioactive aerosols
formed during the interaction to be calculated. On the other hand, it is evident that there
still are significant uncertainties in some important aspects of the core-concrete interaction
phenomenon. These uncertainties are mainly related to the processes of heat transfer
between core debris and its surroundings and a still limited understanding of several
possibly significant chemical phenomena during core-concrete interaction. The sources of
uncertainty are a number of initial conditions: the metal content of the interacting melt,
the initial temperature of the melt, the presence or absence of water pool above and the
effective water pool depth. Also melt fragmentation, debris coolability and crust formation
and stability have significant impact on the core-concrete interaction in the presence of
water. Understanding of these phenomena has improved but is still not complete.
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8.

SOME ASPECTS OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY

HIGH TEMPERATURE IN CONTAINMENT AND
SOME ASPECTS OF CONTAINMENT SPRAY
High temperature in the containment is one of the potential containment failure
mechanisms, especially if the containment pressure is also high. High temperatures could
lead to reduced strength of the containment structure and failure of the electrical and
mechanical penetrations due to thermal stresses and degradation of the organic sealant
materials. Another relevant consideration in this context is the potential for pressure
increase when the spray water evaporates upon contact with the overheated containment
atmosphere and the hot containment structures.
The temperature distribution and the maximumum temperature in the drywell for the loss
of AC power design sequence have been assessed for the Barsebäck reactors /Bio 83/, for
the Ringhals 1 reactor /Ene 88b/, and for the Forsmark 1,2, and 3 reactors /Ene 89/. The
long-term temperature history and distribution in the containment is determined by the
strength and location of the heat sources, the distribution of heat sinks, and the paths for
convective energy transport within the containment. The main energy sources leading to
the high temperature of the containment atmosphere and containment structures are the
fission products deposited in the primary system and on containment structures, and that
part of the core debris which was not relocated to the water pools (if it is assumed that no
fuel has been left in the reactor vessel). However, only in the BWRs with external circulation
pumps is some core debris expected to stay permanently on the floor of the lower drywell
(control rod drive room).
The calculated temperatures in the drywell in the Barsebäck reactors are in the 300 to 450 °C
range, with the highest temperature at the top of the containment. The maximum temperature in the Ringhals 1 and Forsmark reactors was estimated at about 200 °C. This large
difference between temperatures in the Barsebäck reactors and Ringhals 1 is surprising. It
may be partly due to quite different gas flow paths between the lower and upper drywell and
partly to the different distribution and level of decay power within investigated containments.
The safety implications of high temperatures in the BWR containments were investigated
by Swedish utilities. In some cases, it was found necessary to make modifications and
improvements in order to reduce the risks posed by high temperatures to the acceptable
level.
The consequences of injecting containment spray water into the overheated containment
were investigated by Söderman /Sod 88/who found that in the initial phase of water injection
some water will evaporate upon contact with hot gas and hot containment structures. This
could lead to an increase in the containment pressure. However, the spray cooling of gas
and steam would dominate thereby resulting in reduction of the containment pressure. The
degree of pressure reduction may be limited if the temperature of the containment water is
high.
If the temperature of the containment water is high there is a risk of cavitation of the spray
pumps. For this reason, and because the containment would be highly contaminated, water
from an external source should be used, if possible.
We should note here that when the containment is filled with water via the containment
spray, the containment pressure will gradualy increase due to compression of the contain-
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ment gas. This effect is strongest in the small BWR containments where it eventually has
to be mitigated by depressurization via a filtered venting system.
Reduction of the containment pressure upon activation of the containment spray, or
venting, could affect the coolability of the core debris. We have seen, Chapter 6, that the
dryout heat flux for the core debris increases with pressure. This means that in cases when
the margin to dryout heat flux is small, there is at least a theoretical possibility that the bed
will dry out upon containment venting
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HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

9.

HYDROGEN COMBUSTION

9.1

introduction and Background
During a postulated core meltdown accident in a light water reactor, considerable amounts
of hydrogen can be produced, both in-vessel och ex-vessel. The main in-vessel hydrogen
source is the oxidation reaction between zirconium and steam during core heatup and
melting. The interaction between steel and steam is also an important source of hydrogen.
In the late-phase of the in-vessel accident progression, additional hydrogen can be produced
in the lower plenum when the molten core material interacts with the residual water. Large
amounts of hydrogen can be generated following refloodingof the overheated and damaged
core, as shown by the TMI-2 accident and experiments /San 89/.
The timing, rate and location of hydrogen release to the containment building atmosphere
- the parameters which are important in analyses of hydrogen behavior and containment
loads - depend on the particular accident sequence. For instance, in the TMLB' accident
sequence, the hydrogen will be released from the primary system, together with the steam,
via the pressurizer quench tank shortly after the core is uncovered and starts to heat up.
The ex-vessel hydrogen production may be due to the following processes: (1) melt/coolant
interaction, when the melt is quenched in the ex-vessel water, (2) core debris/concrete
interaction, (3) melt-oxygen and/or melt-steam interaction during high-pressure melt
ejection, (4) radiolysis of water, and (5) corrosion of aluminium, zinc-based paint and
galvanized steel. However, only processes (1), (2) and (3) are fast enough to produce
considerable amounts of hydrogen in a relatively short period of time, i.e. within a few hours
after accident initiation. The other hydrogen sources mentioned are quite slow and their
contribution to the total hydrogen production can be neglected when considering threats
to an early containment failure. However, there are indications that hydrogen generation
due to corrosion may be significantly enhanced as a result of CsOH attack on the oxide layer
which protects the metal surface from further corrosion, /Lit 89/. The mechanism of
hydrogen generation during core
debris /concrete interaction is the
HYPOTHETICAL H j PRODUCTION
10*
oxidation of zirconium, iron and
other metallic components of the
core debris by steam. It should be
mentioned here that significant
quantities of carbon monoxide may
be produced during erosion of certain types of concrete, which,
CORROSION
however, are not used in the
C MINT AND
Swedish reactor containments.
OALVAMZED
The relative quantities and timing
of hydrogen production for the
reactions mentioned above are
shown in Figure 9.1. However, the
information in Figure 9.1 should
be treated as qualitative in nature,
as actual numbers depend upon the
specific reactor and accident sequence.
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Figure 9.1
Hypothetical H2 Production for Various Reactions
(from /Cam 83/)
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When hydrogen is released to the containment atmosphere, a combustible gas mixture may
form if the concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen are within certain limits and if an ignition
source is present. These limits are: on the lean side, a hydrogen concentration in dry air of
about 4 vol % for upward flame propagation and about 8 vol % for downward flame
propagation, on the rich side, about 76 vol % hydrogen and a minimum oxygen concentration of about S vol %.
too
1

• 300.000 I I .
•Wft-MAKK III. V . 1.W0.000 I t 1 .

The hydrogen concentration in
various containment types, assuming homogeneous distribution over the free containment
volume, is shown in Figure 9.2 as
a function of the degree of metalwater reaction (in this case, zirconium-steam reaction). We can
see that the hydrogen concentration in a large dry PWR containment can reach 17 vol.% if 100%
of zirconium is oxidized. In a
BWR containment of MARK I
and II types, the corresponding
concentration is about 70 vol%.
The hydrogen concentration
depends, of course, on the total
containment pressure, i.e. on the
sum of the partial pressures of air
(or nitrogen in a BWR), steam,
hydrogen and other gases. The
hydrogen concentration values
indicated in Figure 9.2 are for very
low steam partial pressure, on the
order of 0.005 MPa. At a steam
partial pressure of 0.1 MPa, the
hydrogen concentration in a
PWR containment is about 7 vol.
% for a 100 % zirconium-steam
reaction.

MITAk-WATM HIACTI0M I**fim)

Figure 9.2
Volume Percent Hydrogen in Containment vs.
Percent Metal-Water Interaction Following a LOCA
(from /Cam 831)

Various forms of combustion are
possible, such as diffusion flames,
laminar and turbulent deflagrations, as well as detonations,
dt,>ending on the composition of a particular gas mixture, mixing dynamics, geometry, as
well as strength and type of the ignition source. If the containment atmosphere contains
steam, which is normally the case during degraded-core accidents in Swedish nuclear power
plants, combustion becomes more difficult and is impossible with a steam concentration in
excess of 50 to 60 vol % (so-called steam inerting). This is illustrated in Figure 9.3, where
regions in which combustion is possible and impossible, are shown as a function of hydrogen
and steam concentrations, and initial conditions (pressure and temperature). At very high
temperatures, the inerting effect of steam may be significantly reduced, as indicated by
theoretical considerations and a limited experimental data base, see Section 9.2.4. Containments of Swedish BWRs are nitrogen-inerted during normal operation and, therefore,
hydrogen combustion is considered to be mainly a PWR problem.
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Flammability limits for hydrogen-air-steam mixtures, fans off (from /She 841)
The most important safety aspect of the hvtfrogcn problem in a light water reactor is that
the static or dynamic pressure loads from combustion may threaten the integrity of the
containment or that important safety-related equipment may be damaged because of
pressure loads or high temperatures. Moreover, the partial pressure of the hydrogen
contributes to the total contaiment pressure. However, this effect is only significant in the
relatively small BWR containments.
In order to assess the likelihood of certain important combustion phenomena and possible
threats posed by hydrogen combustion, it is necessary to have a good understanding of the
following issues:
1.
2.

Hydrogen generation
The physics and chemistry of the following hydrogen combustion phenomena:
- ordinary deflagrations
- flame acceleration
- transition from deflagration lo detonation (DDT)
- detonations
- high temperature combustion
- diffusion flames

3.

Hydrogen transport and mixing within the containment building

4.

The survival of safety-related equipment during combustion
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5.

The effect of nydrogen combustion on engineered safety features, such as a filtered
vent system

6

The alternation of fission product chemistry as result of combustion

7.

Fission product resuspension during combustion

8.

Mitigation systems, e.g. deliberate ignition

In this section we will address issues 2,3 and 4. Concerning issue 2, Le., the physics and
chemistry of the hydrogen combustion phenomena, we limit ourselves to a brief discussion
- in Section 9.2, entitled Important Phenomena- of deflagration, DDT, detonation and high
temperature hydrogen combustion. Issues 3 and 4 are briefly addressed in Section 9.3, where
we present some important results from EPRI's hydrogen combustion and control research
program. Furthermore, we will describe, in Section 9.4, the Swedish work on hydrogen
combustion and distribution in P WR containments. This effort comprise analyses of global
deflagrations and local dctonutions. Finally, Section 9.5 contains a concluding discussion.

9.2

Important Phenomena
Our objective, in this section, is to present some important results from recent research on
deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT), detonations and high temperature hydrogen
combustion. These combustion phenomena may potentially -indirectly or directly - lead to
containment failure or damage of the internal containment structures. The most comprehensive research in this area has been conducted at Sandia National Laboratories.
Concerning research on deflagration-to-detonation transition, theongoingworkatBattelle
Frankfurt laboratory is very interesting. We shall start with a brief description of the
deflagration phenomenon.

9.2.1

Deflagration
A deflagration is, by definition, a combustion form in which the combustion front travels
at subsonic speed relative to the unburned gas. The ufiburned gas is heated to ignition
temperature by thermal conduction from the hot burned gas. The flame speeds in deflagrations can vary within a wide range, from less than 1 m/s to about IS m/s (for hydrogen/air
combustion). The lowest flame speed is called the laminar burning velocity and the highest
corresponds to turbulent deflagrations. The latter combustion form is most likely in the
containment building. The combination of large volume, complicated geometries, obstacles
in the path of the flame front and high hydrogen concentrations may lead to significant
flame acceleration and, thereby, high flume speeds. Combustion characterized by highly
accelerated flames could lead to dynamic loadings on the containment structure and to
deflagration-to-detonation transition, see below.
If the flame speed is small, as compared with the velocity of sound in the unburned gas, the
pressure will rise uniformly in the whole containment volume and the loads on the
containmnet structure will be of a quasi-static character. Flame speed is an important
parameter when assessing the maximum containment pressure and temperature since it will
determine the combustion duration and, thereby, the amount of heal energy which will be
transported from the containment atmosphere to the containment structures. Assuming
that combustion is complete, adiabatic and at constant volume, the combustion pressure
and temperature can be calculated. The theoretical ratio of final pressure/initial pressure
for combustion under such conditions for hydrogen-air mixtures with a low content of steam
is shown in Figure 9.4. We can see that, for a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture, the
maximum final pressure is about eight times the initial pressuic. Normally, more or less
steam will be present in the containment during the arcident and the final combustion
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Figure 9.4
Theoretical Adiabatic, Constant-Volume Combustion Pressure
for Hydrogen/Air Mixtures (from /Cam 831)
pressure will be a function
of the initial conditions in
the containment. This is
shown in Figure 9.5.
We should mention here
that the completeness of
the combustion process is
a function of the hydrogen
concentration. Thus, in a
hydrogen-air mixture,
combustion is almost
complete for hydrogen
concentrations above 8
vol. %, especially under
turbulent conditions.
However, if the hydrogen
concentration is about 5
vol.%, experiments have
shown that the combustion pressure reaches
about 54 % of the
theoretical value.
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Figure 9.5
Adiabatic, Constant Volume Combustion Pressure for ,
Various Containment Initial Conditions (from /Cam 831)
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Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT)
Direct initiation of a detonation in a hydrogen-air-steam mixture requires a very high,
concentrated energy source. This is illustrated in Figure 9.6, where the critical initiation
energy, expressed in grams of tetryl high explosive, required to directly initiate a detonation
is plotted as a function of hydrogen concentration. The data in Figure 9.6 for hydrogen-air
mixtures were obtained experimentally, whereas the effect of steam on the initiation
energies was calculated. We can see that ignition energy of about 4 kJ (equivalent to 1 gram
of tetryl high explosive) is required to initiate a detonation in a stoichiometric mixture, i.e.
with 29.6 vol % of hydrogen. For lean mixtures, the calculated energy needed for initiation
of a detonation increases dramatically to asymptotically large values for hydrogen concentrations less than about IS vol %. An addition of steam to these mixtures results in even
higher initiation energies. The most likely source of the concentrated energy pulse inside
the containment building is an electric arc. A preliminary survey of electrical equipment in
the Ringhals 2,3, and 4 containments have shown, /Myr 85/, that the magnitude of the energy
pulse which could be released by an electric arc is signiflcantly lower than that required for
direct initiation of a detonation. Direct initiation of a detonation within a reactor containment building is generally considered as very unlikely.
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On the other hand, very small energies, on the order of millijoules, are
required to initiate a deflagration
and, therefore, this form of combustion is likely to occur during a
severe accident if the composition
of containment atmosphere is
within the flamability limits. For
example, deflagration occurred in
the TMI-2 accident when the
hydrogen concentration in the containment was about 8 vol %,
/EPR 85/.

/

As indicated above, a very important consideration in this context is
the fact that an ordinary deflagratoo
tion could escalate to a detonation,
•0
a
so-called deflagration-to-detona/ tion transition (DDT), as a result of
30 :
* | t
flame acceleration. Transition
to
from deflagration to detonation
may occur when pressure waves,
which are generated downstream
the highly accelerated deflagration
/
:
t
front, are amplified due to
1
superposition or reflections to such
OJ
a degree, that a detonation pressure
10
10
M
00
wave is created, i.e. the shock wave
which is driven by the energy
released behind the shock front.
Flame acceleration will be significantly enhanced by the
Figure 9.8
obstacles
in the flow field or turCalculated Critical Energies tor Initiation of Detonation for
bulence
induced
by for instance, gas
Hydrogen-Air-Steam Mixtures (from ITho 841)
jets or fans.
200

: ,V
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FLAME Experiments at Sandla National Laboratories
The FLAME (Flame Acceleration Measurements and Experiments) facility at Sandia
National Laboratories is a large horizontal channel (30.5 m x 1.83 m x 2.44 m), made of
reinforced concrete, which has been used to study hydrogen combustion problems relevant
to nuclear reactor safety, including flame acceleration and transition to detonation /She 89/.
The test facility is schematically shown in Figure 9.7. The FLAME facility was built to be
roughly half the scale of the ice condensor upper plenum region.
m»> urna HUM
IUWU0UMO000R

vummt

/

THBNMOOUPU

Figure 9.7
Schematic of FLAME Facility with simple obstacles installed, 33% Blockage Ratio (from
/She 891)
The degree of transverse venting along the top of the channel could be varied to provide
vent areas ranging from 0 to 50 percent. Obstacles could be attached to the side walls and
floors. One end of the facility was "open" during all tests. The open end and the space
between the top plates (during vented tests) were covered with a plastic sheet just prior to
a test to hold the gas mixture. The ignition end of the FLAME was closed with a rigid plate.
A single low-energy bridgewire was used to initiate a deflagration at the center of the rigid
plate. Hydrogen was introduced into the channel at three locations and was mixed using
two mixing fans.
The phenomena of flame acceleration and DDT have been studied in the FLAME facility
with and without obstacles in the channel. The hydrogen concentration in the hydrogen/air
mixture (there was no steam present in the FLAME tests) was varied up to stoichiometric
and the degrees of top venting used were 0, 13 and 50 percent. The initial pressure and
temperature were those of the ambient atmosphere (the ambient pressure in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, is 0.084 MPa).
Some important results of the tests are shown in Figures 9.8,9.9 and 9.10. The maximum
flame speed and maximum overpressure as a function of the hydrogen concentration are
shown in Figures 9.8 and 9.9 for tests with and without obstacles and with various degrees
of top venting. Also, detonation speed and pressure according to the Chapman-Jouguci
detonation theory are shown for comparison. Transition to detonation was observed for
mixtures of about 25 vol % hydrogen and above, in tests with obstacles and with no top
venting. The detonations occurred near the channel exit. For a 13 % top venting and no
obstacles, a transition to detonation was observed about 10 meters from the ignition end
with a hydrogen/air mixture containing about 25 vol % of hydrogen. Finally, the results of
the FLAME DDT tests are summarized in Figure 9.10. It can be seen that DDT was also
observed at 15 vol % hydrogen, no obstacles and 0 % venting.
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Thus, the tests have shown that in the FLAME facility-type geometry without obstacles,
flame acceleration may occur for hydrogen concentrations in the hydrogen-air mixtures in
excess of 13 to 15 vol %, if the mixture is confined. It is believed that the main flame
acceleration mechanisms in these tests were due to hydrodynamic-combustion instabilities
which increase the flame area and, hence, increase the volumetric burning rate. The same
flame acceleration mechanism could lead to high flame speeds in the large containment
volume.
In experiments with obstacles and no venting, a significant increase in the flame speeds and
overpressure was observed. This result is attributed to the flame folding in the wake of
obstacles, thereby increasing the flame area, and to an increase in the local burning rate due
to increased turbulence. It is also reported that the composition range for the detonation
is wider.
The likelihood of DDT depends on both the chemical composition of the gas mixture and
the geometric scale. The latter effect was investigated comparing the results of the FLAME
tests with results of similar tests in a 1/12 scale model of the FLAME facility, called
MINIFLAME, and with some other small-scale tests. It was found that, on a large scale, the
flame speeds and overpressures are higher and the range of DDT wider. Thus, these results
confirm the fact that flame acceleration mechanisms, in particular, the above-mentioned
combustion instabilities, are much more effective on a large geometric scale.
The FLAME tests provided very valuable insight into the n.echanisms of flame acceleration
and DDT on a large geometric scale. However, it is important to keep in mind that the
FLAME tests were performed using hydrogen-air mixtures, i.e. without steam (the FLAME
facility was designed to model the upper plenum of an ice-condenser containment). Since
the addition of steam lowers the chemical sensitivity of the hydrogen-air mixtures, one has
to be careful when extrapolating FLAME results to reactor accident situations in which
steam concentration may be high. Sherman and Berman /She 88/developed a methodology,
based on the FLAME results and results of the research into detonation phenomena, which
can be used to predict the possibility of DDT in severe accident conditions, Le. also for
hydrogen-air-steam mixtures (see below).
Finally, it is likely that the "gun-type" geometry of the FLAME facility promotes DDT.
However, it can not be ruled out that the initial and boundary conditions in a large dry PWR
containment during a severe accident can be similar to those in the FLAME facility.
Experiments at the Battelle Frankfurt Institute
The test facility was built at the Battcle Frankfurt Institute in West Germany to study the
deflagration-to-detonation transition in hydrogen-steam-air mixtures under severe accident conditions /Lan 88/. The effects of elevated temperatures and pressures and steam on
DDT have been investigated in particular. These experiments are, therefore, complementary to the FLAME experiments at SNL. The main objectives of the experimental program
are to investigate the influence of steam on detonation sensitivity, to determine the margin
between ignition limits and DDT limits of hydrogcn-steam-air mixtures under accidenttypical conditions within an appropriate geometry, and to contribute to the assessment of
hydrogen-mitigation concepts, like deliberate ignition.
The main test vessel is 11 m long with an inner diameter of 0.8 m (volume 5.4 m3). The
design temperature is 280 °C and the design pressure, 14 MPa. A thin-walled tube of 10 m
length with inner diameter 0.4 m is concentrically mounted into this vessel. This tube is
closed at the lower end and open at the upper end.
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FLAME Velocity Results (from /She 891)
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Twenty-nine tests were performed in three test series, which differed mainly with respect
to the initial thermodynamic conditions. The initial conditions were as follows: pressure
0.116 to 2.57 MPa, temperature 18,100, and 120-130 °C, hydrogen concentration 18.5 to
39.8 vol. %, and steam concentration 18 to 31 vol. %. Deflagration-to-detonation transition
was observed in five tests. The highest steam concentration was 19.5 vol.%, and the
hydrogen concentration was 23.7 vol. %. In all five tests, the mean flame speed in the inner
tube was about 230 m/s, and DDT occurred in the upper annulus region of the vessel where
the geometry changes significantly. The highly turbulent vortex region outside the upper
edge of the tube leads to rapid mixing of cold unburnt gas with hot reaction products and
this appears to trigger a detonation.
The results of these tests indicate, that DDT in gas mixtures with steam concentrations
corresponding to those expected in reactor accident situations requires hydrogen concentrations in excess of 23 vol. %. An important, and rather expected, conclusion which can
be drawn from the Battelle tests is that a significant geometry change is a key factor in
assessing the possibility of DDT.
According to recent, preliminary information, considerable flame accelerations were observed in the experiments where the flame travelled through junctions between three
compartments: from SO m/s in the first to 1000 m/s in the third compartment. Highly
accelerated flames may be of concern, even if they would not cause DDT, since they could
lead to detonation-like loadings on the containment structures.

9.2.3

Detonation
Detonation is a form of combustion where the flame travels at supersonic speed (on the
order of 2000m/s) relative to the unburncd gas. The unburned gas is heated to a temperature
sufficient to react by shock wave compression. The time a detonation wave needs to cross
a containment building is several milliseconds, thus leading to very nonuniform pressure
in the containment and dynamic pressure loads. Depending on the time constant of the
detonation pressure puls and the natural frequency of the structure, the structural load is
determined by either the peak pressure of the pressure wave or its impulse, or a combination
of both. After the pressure waves have subsided, the containment pressure settles to a value
close to that which would result from deflagration of the same gas mixture. The theoretical
detonation pressure and normally reflected detonation pressure as a function of hydrogen
concentration for hydrogen-air mixture are shown in Figure 9.11. The final pressure/initial
pressure ratio in the Figure 9.11 is roughly independent of the initial pressure. Detonation
parameters required for evaluation of structural loads, such as detonation speed and
pressure, are predicted with sufficient accuracy by the classical Chapman-Jouguet detonation theory. This theory is based on the assumptions that detonation is a discontinuity of
zero thickness and that the flow of burned gas just behind the detonation front is sonic, i.e.
with a Mach number of unity.
Detonation Cell Size and Criteria for Propagation
The detonation wave consists of a complex, three-dimensional, cellular structure formed
by the multiple interactions of the shock waves /Tie 87/,/ Ber 86/. The cellular structure of
a detonation can be recorded on smoked foils placed on the walls of the detonation tube,
see Figure 9.12. The characteristic cell width,.), of this structure is a key to determining the
important detonation parameters, such as critical detonation energy, detonability limits and
critical tube diameter. The critical tube diameter is the minimum diameter that will permit
a detonation wave to continue propagating into an open volume. These detonation
parameters can rot be evaluated from the Chapman-Jouguet model. An advanced theory
of detonation shock wave structures was developed by Zel'do\ ich, von Neuman and Döring
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Figure 9.11
Theoretical Detonation Pressure and Normally Reflected Detonation Pressure for
Hydrogen/Air Mixtures (from /Cam 831)
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Figure 9.12
Smoked Foil Records of Detonations in Stochiometric Fuel - O2 Mixtures (from IGui 891)
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• the so-called ZND model. The model is based
on the assumption that detonation is a onedimensional planar shock wave followed by a
chemical reaction zone (deflagration), that
asymtotically leads to Chapman-Jouguet conditions. The length of the chemical reaction
zone, calculated from models based on the
ZND theory, has been correlated to the
detonation cell size (an empirical linear relation is used by SNL, /Tie 87/).
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An example of the dependence of the cell size
on the concentration of hydrogen in air, at one
atmosphere pressure and room temperature, is
shown in Figure 9.13. The magnitude of the cell
size can be used to represent the sensitivity of
the mixture to detonation. Small values of the
cell size correspond to highly detonable gas
mixtures. The larger the value of the cell size,
the more difficult it is to establish and maintain
a detonation wave.

Propagation of a detonation wave from one
geometry to another isan important consideration in the safety analyses. The ability of a
mixture to propagate a detonation down a tube,
from a tube into an open space, and for other
Measured Values of the Detonation Cell Width X at one
geometries
is shown in Figure 9.14 in terms of
Atmosphere Pressure and Room Temperature
the ratio of geometric size to detonation cell
(from /Ber 861)
size. For example, a detonation can not
propagate from a round tube into an open
\
!.) o.
space if the ratio of diameter to cell size is
MOPAOATION DOWN A CVLINDKN f
smaller than about 13.
10

10
20
90
40
SO
60
HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION (volum» * )
Figure 9.13

G
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An interesting study of the possibility of local
detonations during the degraded-core accident
in the Bellcfonte nuclear power plant (largedry
PftOPOCATlON DOWM TWO-PIMINCIONAL CHANNIlf
containment) was performed by Sherman and
• 1»k ROUND T U I I Berman /She 88/. The containment volume was
divided into 21 compartments and the com4 vww v\.\.v\
0
iiAiouAMTuii position of hydrogen-air-steam mixtures in
Ithese compartments for a small-break loss-ofrS7777777J
coolant accident and a Total Blackout accident
•»
WIDI HICTANOULAR TUM >
was calculated using the HECTR code. Gas
mixtures were grouped into five classes accordMOPAOATION »MOM A TUH tflTO A LAftOI OP(N MAC!
'CRITICAL T U H OlAMiTIding to their sensitivity to DDT. Containment
volumes were also grouped into five classes
o • i.tx
according to their potential for fU me acceleration. The potential for DDT, from "DDT is
MINIMUM CLOUS THICKNIM POM MOMOATION
highly
likely" to "DDT is highly unlikely to
CONPINID ON ANV ONI 1101
impossible" was estimated for each combination of mixture class and geometric class. It was
Figure 9.14
found that DDT is unlikely or impossible for
Schematic Illustration of the Effects of Geometry and
most of the cases considered in the study. DDT
Scale on Detonation Propagation (from (Tie 871)
was possible in one tunnel-like compartment

X
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(between steam generators), but the mixtures in adjacent compartments were not sufficiently sensitive to propagate a detonation. The study has shown that the sensitivity of hydrogenair mixtures is considerably reduced by the presence of steam.
Heated Detonation Tube
The main objective of the Heated Detonation Tube (HDT) research program at Sandia
National Laboratories /Tic 87/ has been to carry out a systematic series of experiments to
provide a broad range of detonability data for hydrogen-air and hydrogen-air-steam mixtures relevant to nuclear reactor safety (in addition, CO has been investigated as a substitute
for steam).
The Heated Detonation Tube • - • stainless steel tube with a 0.43 m internal diameter and
a length of 13.1 meters. T>-. '^aratus is shown schematically in Figure 9.15. Detonation
is initiated at one end of ;n ;ube. A nearly planardetonationisachicved by centrally igniting
a sheet charge forr.c1 into a "wagonwheel" shape. The detonation cell size has been
measured on a 3 / r . long by 1.22 m wide smoked aluminium foil. The foil is rolled into a
cylinder and p'. 1 at the end of the tube.

> D«IVC* MOTION

IXITEMO'
lOIMCNSIONf IN METERS)

Figure 9.15:
Heated Detonation Tube (HDT) (from /Ber 86/)
The detonation sensitivity of hydrogen-air-stcam mixtures was investigated in HDT. All
experiments were carried out at elevated temperature conditions, normally at T= 100 °C.
To simulate the nuclear reactor containment environment in the event of hydrogen release,
the air partial pressure of the mixture was fixed for air conditions at NPT. The hydrogen
and steam were then added, which raised the mixture pressure from 0.15 to 0.3 MPa,
depending on the amounts of hydrogen and steam added. The results of these experiments
are shown in Figure 9.16, where the detonation cell width is plotted as a function of the
equivalence ratio and steam mole fractions. (The equivalence ratio is defined as the fuel to
air molar ratio divided by the same ratio at stoichiomctry, see also Table 9.1 where some
values of the equivalence raiio arc shown for hydrogen-air-stcam mixtures.) It can be seen
that the addition of steam to a hydrogen-air mixture leads to much less sensitive mixtures.
As an example, at the stoichiomctric composition for a hydrogen-air mixture the addition
of 10,20 and 30 vol % of steam leads to an increase in the detonation cell width by a factor
of 6, 20 and 60. Since the mixture sensitivity is proportional to the inverse cube of the
chemical length scale (the cell width is believed to be proportional to the chemical reaction
length scale of a given explosive mixture), the data indicate a reduction in dctonability by
factors of 220,8000and 2.2 x 10 4 , respectively. It should be noted here, that quantifying the
effect of temperature, pressure and steam concentration on the detonation cell width is
somewhat complicated by the uncertainty in measuring detonation cell width.
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The following results from HDT
experiments have been reported:

1.

1000

For hydrogen-air mixtures
at 20 °C and a total pressure
of 0.101 MPa, detonations
have been achieved between
13.5 and 70 % hydrogen
mole fraction.

E
E

For a given initial temperature, air density and equivalence ratio, the addition of
steam to the hydrogen-air
mixture greatly decreases
the detonability of the mixture.

3.

At 100 °C and an air density
of 41.6 moles/m (corresponding to NTP), detonations of
hydrogen-air mixtures with
up to 30 vol % of steam, have
been recorded.

o

1
•
O
«
o

4.

The addition of CO to hydrogen-air mixtures greatly
reduces the dctonability of
the mixiure.

5.

At 100 °C and an air density
corresponding to NPT, a
13.0 vol % hydrogen-air mixture has been detonated.

Table 9.1 (from m» 87/)

OH M2O tandl* HDT
1 0 * H2O
»0% H2O
S0WH2O
Bhanhard Modal

Equivalence Ratio
Figure 9.16
Detonation Cell Width vs. Equivalence Ratio for
Test Series #3, 4. Hz-Air-fyO at
pair = 41.6 moles/m3, T=100°C (from /Tie 87/)

Equivalence Ratio as a Function of Steam and H2 Concentratlona in Total Mixture by Volume
% H 2 In mixture
by volume

% H 2 0 in mixture by volume
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In the most recent HDT
experiments performed
at 100 °C and a total
pressureofO.l MPa,a9.4
vol. % hydrogen-air mixture (equivalence ratio
of 0.2473) and a
stoichiometric
hydrogen-air mixture
diluted with 38.8 vol. %
steam, have been
detonated /Sta 91/.
However, these detonations were not self-sustained but were able to
propagate due to boundary effects.
The HDT results show
that the "classical*
detonation limits of
Shapiro and Moffette
(on the lean side about
•o
»o
40
to
19 vol. % hydrogen) ob% HYDROGEN
tained in smaller tubes,
shown in Figure 9.17 on
Figure 9.17
a ternary mixture
Constant Detonation Cell Width on MixturejCoordinates.
diagram, are not ap(For 7 = 100 °C, Air Density = 41.6 molelm*) (from /Tie 87/)
plicable in larger
volumes. The lines of constant detonation cell size are also shown in Figure 9.17.

9.2.4 High Temperature Hydrogen Combustion
In some important accident situations, high temperature (above 200 °C) hydrogen-airsteam mixtures may be formed in the containment volume. Such situations may occur in
connection with:
1.

a high-pressure melt ejection accident scenario when the hydrogen produced by the
melt/steam interaction in the reactor cavity and adjacent containment compartments
is transported to the upper containment volume,

2.

core-concrete interaction in the reactor cavity, and

3.

releases of the hot hydrogen-steam mixture from the primary system.

Shepherd at Sandia National Laboratories developed a model /She 86/, based on the
Zeldovich-von Neuman-Döring theory of detonation, which has been used to predict the
combustion behavior of hydrogen-air-sieam mixtures under various conditions in the
reactor containment. The following was concluded concerning the effect of temperatureon
hydrogen-air-steam combustion:
* Increasing temperature sensitizes off-sioichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures up to a
critical temperature.
* At elevated icmpertures, all mixtures have a similar likelihood of detonating,
regardless of stoichiometry.
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* Increasing the temperature sensitizes steam-diluted mixtures up to a critical
temperature, regardless of sioichiometry.
* The effectiveness of steam as an inhibitor decreases with increasing temperature,
i.e. more steam is required to inert a mixture as the temperature increases.
* At elevated temperatures, all mixtures have a similar likelihood of detonating,
regardless of the amount of steam dilution.
The theoretical predictions above cover the range of temperatures between 300 K and 1000
K, but have only been supported experimentally in the range of temperatures between 300 K
and 400 K. Thus, additional experimental research is necessary to resolve questions concerning the probability and consequences of the different combustion forms that might
occur at high temperatures and high steam concentrations.

9.3

Hydrogen Combustion and Control Research Program at EPRI
An extensive research program on hydrogen combustion behavior and hydrogen control
methods during severe accident was conducted by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) with co-funding from several organizations, including the Swedish State Power
Board. Several small, intermediate and large-scale experiments on hydrogen mixing, combustion and control were performed with emphasis on dynamic simulations of degraded
core accident scenarios.
EPRI's research program was unique because combustion studies were performed in the
test vessels ranging in size from 17 liter to 2100 m 3 . Thus, the influence of scale on various
combustion phenomena could be studied. As far as Sweden was concerned, the large-scale
combustion tests at the Nevada Test Site (NTS), /EPR 86/, and hydrogen distribution
experiments performed at Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL),
/Blm 83/, were of particular interest.
Forty combustion experiments were conducted at the NTS in a spherical vessel with a
diameter of 16 meters (volume of 2100 m 3 ).
The objectives of these experiments were to:
1.

Generate a data base for validating codes for pre-mixed combustion in a single
compartment and to verify (he existing small-scale data base.

2.

Verify the effectiveness of the deliberate ignition approach to hydrogen control in an
environment relevant to severe accident conditions.

3.

Study response of safety-related equipment during and after hydrogen combustion.

The test program at the NTS included both pre-mixed and continuous injection combustion
tests.
Premlxed Combustion Tests
Twenty-four pre-mixed combustion tests were conducted. The concentrations of hydrogen
and steam, in hydrogen-steam-air mixtures, were in the range of 5 to 13 vol % for hydrogen,
and 4 to 38 vol % for steam. The emphasis was on lean mixtures, with hydrogen concentrations below 8 vol %, because, based on ihc results ol earlier small-scale experiments, the
combustion behavior of such mixtures is more difficult to predict than that of rich mixtures.
The effects of location and numbers of igniters and turbulence in the gas mixture caused by
the fans and the spray were studied.
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The following results were reported:
* The pressure rise due to the combustion of lean mixtures was significantly lower
than that corresponding to the theoretical adiabatic, isochoric complete combustion (A1CC) value. For example, the pressure rise during the combustion of
S vol % hydrogen, at a low steam concentration, was only about 54 percent of the
AICC value.
* Average flame speeds were less than 5.8 m/s in the upward direction, and no tendency toward substantial flame acceleration or DDT was observed. Flame speeds
were somewhat higher than in similar tests in smaller volumes.
* The burn completeness was reduced by the steam during combustion of quiescent
mixtures with initial hydrogen concentrations of less than 8 vol %. At concentrations above 8 vo> %, the burn completncss was 100 percent with up to 30 vol % of
steam, regardless of turbulence level. Similar results were reported from smallscale tests.
* A quiescent mixture containing 5.3 vol % of hydrogen and 4.2 vol % of steam
could be ignited by a glowplug-typc ignitor located at the bottom of the test chamber. Even mixtures with higher steam contents could be easier ignited under the
same test conditions than in small-scale tests.
* The peak pressure is reached faster when the turbulence and hydrogen concentrations are increased. The peak pressure ratios were higher and the pressure rise
times were slower than in the small-scale tests.
* Spray during combustion gave rise to turbulence and thereby to faster combustion.
Two other important scalc-rclaicd observations should be mentioned here: (1) it was
possible to sustain combustion in the NTS tests in mixtures below the ignition limits
previously defined by small-scale tests, and (2) the effect of steam addition on reducing
pressure ratios and combustion fractions was less dramatic than in smaller-scale tests.
Continuous Injection Combustion Tests
Sixteen tests were conducted with one to five igniters activated before a hydrogen-steam
mixture was continuosly injected into the NTS chamber. Ignitors were located near the top
of the test vessel and at three poinis on the equator wall. The vessel atmosphere was initially
heated to 70 °C and contained 30 vol % of steam prior to injection of steam and hydrogen
at 170 °C. The main objective of these tests was to investigate the deliberate-ignition
approach to control hydrogen during reactor accidents. The following important results
were reported:
1.

Multiple pressure spikes or deflagrations were not observed under any conditions.

2.

In most cases, the ignition occurred at the top ignitor location when the volume-average hydrogen concentration was low (at most 5 vol %) and then proceeded down to
the source where burning continued as a diffusion flame. Diffusion flames were not
observed when the injection velocity of hydrogen-steam mixture was high or the
fraction of steam was too high.

3.

Pressure rise was moderate.

Hence, the tests showed thai deliberate ignition with prc-activated ignilors may be a good
way to control the hydrogen. Another important conclusion was that burning may take place
at low hydrogen concentrations via diffusion flames.
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Equipment Survival Tests
Safety-related equipment, such as pressure transducers, motor-operated valves, fans,
temperature transducers, electrical penetrations, etc., and 25 different types of power and
instrument cables were tested during twelve pre-mixed and three continuous-injection
combustion tests. Most of the equipment functioned satisfactorily during combustion of up
to 13 vol % of hydrogen. No damage was observed during tests with hydrogen concentrations less than about 8 vol %.
Hydrogen Mixing and Distribution Experiments
The purpose of these experiments, which were conducted at the Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory, was to study the mixing and distribution of hydrogen in a
containment building during and after the time of hydrogen release from the primary system
for LOCA and transient accident sequences. The test facility, a cylinder 20 meters high and
7.6 meters in diameter, was a model of a part of an ice-condenser containment Various
mixing mechanisms were studied, including jet mixing, forced convection and natural
convection. Even if the results of these tesis can not be directly applied to a large dry
containment, they are indicative of the effectiveness of the mixing mechanisms mentioned
above. The tests showed that the difference in hydrogen concentration between different
parts of the test chamber was at most 3 vol % during hydrogen-steam release and decreased
to about 0.5 vol % a few minutes after the gas release was terminated. The direction of the
release had relatively little effect on the mixing. The important finding was that natural
convection alone was sufficient to establish a well-mixed atmosphere after termination of
release.

9.4

Hydrogen Combustion Analyses In Sweden
Extensive studies of threats posed by hydrogen combustion to the integrity of the containment building and system for filtered venting in Swedish PWRs were conducted by the
Swedish State Power Board (SSPB), owner of the three Swedish PWRs, over the past several
years. These efforts included investigations of containment structural response to loads due
to global ordinary deflagrations and postulated local detonations /Fri 81, Fri 86a/, /Ols 81/,
hydrogen mixing and combustion /Pri 88/, and the potential for detonation in the system
for filtered containment venting /Fri 87/, /Sri 87/. The important results of these analyses,
except combustion in the system for filtered venting, are presented below. Further studies
of hydrogen combustion in Swedish PWRs are presently being performed by the SSPBusing
the CONTAIN 1.12 code.
Global Deflagration and Mixing
Two studies of hydrogen behavior in the Ringhals 3 containment were conducted by SSPB.
The first study, /Fri 81/, was limited to an estimation of the pressure loads on the containment, which would result from the deflagration of various assumed hydrogen-air-steam
mixtures under various initial conditions. The static failure pressure for the containment
building was also evaluated. The main objective of the second study, /Pri 88,/ was to
investigate hydrogen distribution in the containment and its effects on the combustion.
Both studies were performed with Ringhals 3 as the reference plant. An evaluation of the
differences between Ringhals 2, and Ringhals 3 and 4 have shown, that the conclusions
drawn for Ringhals 3 would also apply to the other two plants, as far as production,
combustion, and mixing of hydrogen is concerned. However, the calculated containment
failure pressure is higher for Ringhals 2 than for Ringhals 3 and 4, approximately 1.2 MPa
and 0.7 MPa respectively. This means that the Ringhals 2 containment can withstand loads
resulting from the combustion of larger amounts of hydrogen.
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Global Deflagration
The German containment code, COCMEL» was used to calculate pressure and temperature
in the containment atmosphere following hydrogen burning /Fri 81/. The following important assumptions were made:
* homogeneous mixing of hydrogen with air and steam in the containment
* complete burning of the entire hydrogen in the containment
* one compartment consideration
* very short burning time
As a result of the last assumption, the pressure and temperature increase during the burning
period is almost an adiabatic process and the walls only influence the long-term cooling of
the containment atmosphere. This fact, together with the second assumption, means that
this calculation was conservative. Nine computer runs with various initial hydrogen
concentrations and thermodynamical conditions were performed.
The following conclusions were drawn:
1.

At steam partial pressures higher than approximately 0.3 MPa, a combustible mixture
cannot be formed.

2.

0.75 MPa is the maximum pressure occurring at a steam pressure of about 0.2 MPa.

3.

The Ringhals 3 and 4 containments can withstand a deflagration corresponding to 85
to 120 % Zr-oxidation, depending on the steam partial pressure before combustion.

4.

The Ringhals 2 containment can withstand a deflagration cor responding tc about 170
% Zr-oxidation.

We should mention here that oxidation of 100 % of the in-vessel zirconium would produce
about 830 kg of hydrogen.
Hydrogen Mixing
Hydrogen mixing and combustion in Ringhals 3 containment was investigated using the
COMPACT computer code /Pri 88/. The analyses were performed for a Total Blackout
accident sequence. The mass and energy releases to the containment, which are input to
COMPACT calculations, were obtained from a MAAP simulation of the same accident
sequence. The analyses comprised a base case and a number sensitivity studies. In addition,
a case was analysed in which the bcst-estimaicd hydrogen release to the containment was
assumed to show the margins of safely present. In the base case it was conservatively
assumed that 80 % of the in-vessel zirconium oxidiz.es and that the rest of zirconium, plus
other metals present in the core debris, arc oxidized at an assumed rate during core
debris/concrete interaction. In total, more than 8(K) kg of hydrogen was in the containment
building 10 hours after accident initiation.
In order to investigate the hydrogen distribution and mixing, the containment building
volume and the filtered vent system volume were represented by 15 and 8 interior nodes
respectively. Figure 9.18 shows nodalization of the containment volume (nodes 6 and 8 are
not shown since they represent the other (wo steam generators compartments, i.e. correspond to node 7).
The major results provided by the study were as follows:
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Figure 9.18: COMPACT Containment Model

1.

The mixing of gases in the containment during TMLB' accident sequence is good,
except for the refuelling pool and the cavity compartments. There is no buildup of
isolated pockets of hydrogen. The base case hydrogen mole fraction in all containment
nodes as a function of lime is shown in Figure 9.19. According to MAAP predictions,
the hydrogen production and release starts at 6(XK) seconds (after the initiating event),
reactor vessel failure occurs al 97(X) seconds, and curium quench in the reactor cavity
ends at 11400 seconds. The filtered vent system rupture disc opens at 19860 seconds
according to the COMPAC predictions. It was assumed that the emergency containment spray is initiated at 28000 seconds, i.e. 8 hours after the initiating event.

2.

The containment spray gives rise to strong convectivc currents which enhance mixing
and cause the highest concentration of hyd rogen to occur in the top of the containment
dome.
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3.

The maximum combustion pressure was 0.47 MPa and the maximum gas temperature
increase was of the order of 330 °C in the case with early initiation of containment
spray (just before venting) and delayed ignition (at 8.9 hours, 0.95 hours after the flame
temperature criterion for hydrogen deflagration was met).
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Figure 9.19
Region 1, Base Case: Hydrogen Concentration vs. Time in all Containment Nodes

9.4.1

Local Detonations
The possibility that the hydrogen
concentration locally in the containment is significantly higher than the
average concentration can not be
ruled out. In the light of the experimental and analytical studies
mentioned earlier, such a situation is
most likely to be temporary. In order
to investigate potential threats to the
integrity of the containment building from postulated local detonations, a study was performed by the
Swedish State Power Board /Fri 81/,
/Ols 81/. Two hypothetical cases
were analysed, as illustrated in
Figure 9.20. In both cases, the containment pressure was assumed to be
0.1S MPa and the containment
temperature, 75 °C. As a tool for this
analysis the computer code, PISCES-2DELK, was chooscn. PISCES-2DELK is a general, non-linear
continuum mechanics code capable
of solving transient problems of
fluid-structure interactions. The following results were obtained:
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Casel:
The containment building can withstand local detonation with a good margin to
failure.
Case 2:
The containment building can withstand local detonation but the margin to failure is
probably small.

9.5

Concluding Discussion
Hydrogen behavior, in all its aspects, in reactor containments during postulated severe
accidents, has been the subject of extensive and ambitious experimental and theoretical
investigations in many countries. Sweden has addressed the hydrogen problem through
studies of important aspects of the hydrogen issue and through participation in major
international research programs, such as the NRC L Severe Reactor Accidents Research
Program and EPRl's Hydrogen Combustion Research. As result of these efforts, our
understanding of hydrogen production, transport and combustion has improved significantly
Studies of hydrogen combustion in large dry containments in Swedish PWRs have shown
that they would withstand loads resulting from an ordinary global deflagration of uniformly
mixed hydrogen produced by oxidation of at least 85 % of zirconium contained in the reactor
core. It is probably reasonable to say that this degree of zirconium oxidation is conservative,
even if there arc uncertainties associated with the extent of in-vessel and ex-vessel hydrogen
production.
There arc, however, remaining uncertainties in the risk associated with hydrogen combustion. These uncertainties are due to the fact that the likelihood and consequences of
deflagralion-to-dctonation transition (DDT), accelerated flames, and high temperature
combustion phenomena in large volumes, complicated containment geometries (where the
combustion phenomena would be governed by turbulence effects), and steam environments, have not yet been satisfactory ascertained. The phenomena of DDT appears to be
the crucial one, because it could lead to a local, and even, global detonation. This statement
is justified in the light of recent results of detonation research, which show that hydrogen-air
mixtures with hydrogen concentrations below 13 vol. % can propagate a detonation, and
that limits of hydrogen concentrations at which DDT and detonations may occurwiden with
increasing volumes. On the other hand, the likelihood of DDT and detonations is reduced
in the steam-diluted mixtures at moderate temperatures. Therefore, in order to fully assess
the potential for DDT, a careful analysis is required, where the accident scenario-dependent
concentrations of hydrogen and steam in the various containment compartments, as well
as geometrical features of a particular containment design, need to be used. However, the
uncertainties in calculated results would be large considering that our present capabilities
of analyzing the DDT phenomena in complicated geometries on a large scale are limited.
We would like to note here, that it was shown (Section 9.4), that Swedish PWR containments would withstand local detonations of considerable amounts of hydrogen. It is also
quite possible that these large dry containments would withstand a global detonation of
considerable quantities of hydrogen.
It is important that remaining uncertainties in the risks from hydrogen combustion are
reduced. Therefore, the ongoing research on DDT, flame accelerations, and high temperature combustion should be followed, and the previous conclusions with regard to hydrogen
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threats should be continuously and critically evaluated in the light of the results of this
research. Also research on hydrogen transport under realistic accident conditions and
realistic containment geometries as well as development and validation of the hydrogen
transport codes, should be followed.
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10. HIGH PRESSURE MELT EJECTION AND DIRECT
CONTAINMENT HEATING
10.1 Introduction
If the primary system pressure is high at the time of reactor vessel failure and the mode of
vessel failure is a local meltthrough of the lower head, the molten core material (corium)
will be forcefully ejected from the reactor vessel into the containment. The discharge of
corium will be followed by blowdown of the primary system gases, mainly steam and
hydrogen. An accident scenario of this type is called the High Pressure Melt Ejection
(HPME), and the likelihood of it occurring is highest in the PWRs for the TMLB" and small
LOCA accident sequences.
Blowdown of the primary system, if sufficiently energetic, may entrain and sweep out the
corium from the compartment below the reactor vessel (reactor cavity in PWRs) into the
containment. The extent and nature of this core debris dispersion play an important role
in predictions of accident progression following HPME. If the core debris is dispersed as
small particles and the particles are carried by the blowndown gas into the main containment volume, the airborne debris may rapidly transfer its thermal and chemical energy - the
latter due to reaction of unoxidized metals in the melt with oxygen and steam - to the
containment atmosphere. This could lead to significant and rapid heating and prcssurization of the containment atmosphere, and could thereby pose an early threat to containment
integrity. In addition, significant quantities of the hydrogen may be produced during the
dispersion process by oxidation of the metallic components of the melt. Combustion of this
hydrogen and the hydrogen released to the containment before vessel failure would further
augment containment pressurization. This complex of phenomena is generally called the
Direct Containment Healing (DCH). There are also two other important considerations
in the context of HPME. Firstly, there is a potential for generation of the active aerosols,
which would contribute to the environmental source term in the event of containment
failure. Secondly, the amount and configuration of the core debris which was not relocated
from the cavity are important parameters in making short and long-term predictions of core
debris quenchability and coolability in the cavity region.
From the viewpoint of containment integrity and accident management considerations, one
would like to know the magnitude of the primary system pressure below which the DCH
loads would not pose a threat to containment integrity. The primary system pressure defined
in this way is called the "low-pressure cutoff for DCH" and it is an important safety
parameter. Determination of the "low-pressure cutoff for DCH" is, unfortunately, not an
easy task considering the large uncertainties in the initial conditions - which are primarily
caused by the uncertainties in the in-vesscl melt progression - and difficulties in modelling
complicated containment phenomena. Moreover, since the containment geometry plays a
very important role, separate analyses have to be performed for different containment
designs. The "low-pressure cutoff for DCK" is also a function of containment failure
pressure.
The HPME and DCH research has mainly focused on PWRs, because it is believed that
BWRs will be depressurized, either automatically or through operator actions, prior to
vessel meltthrough. Therefore, in the present report, we will restrict our attention to PWRs.
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This chapter contains two main sections - Section 10.2 on HPME and Section 10.3 on DCH.
When discussing the HPME phenomenon, we briefly address the initial conditions, experimental investigations, and modelling of important cavity phenomena. The DCH section
contains a brief description and discussion of experimental studies and computer modelling.
The relevant Swedish investigations of HPME and DCH phenomena, as well as the
modelling approach used in the MAAP 3.0 code, are also addressed.

10.2 High Pressure Melt Ejection (HPME)
10.2.1

Initial Conditions
As indicated above, the HPME and DCH phenomena arc heavily dependent upon the initial
and boundary conditions. The most important initial conditions are:
1.

primary system pressure at the time of reactor vessel failure

2.

mass, composition and temperature of the corium in the lower head at the time of
reactor vessel failure

3.

size of the breach hole

4.

amount of water in the reactor cavity

The geometry of the reactor cavity and adjacent compartments are important boundary
conditions.
The uncertainties associated wiih the HPME and DCH phenomena, both with regard to
the likelihood of these phenomena and their consequences, are considerable. There are two
sources of uncertainties. First, there are uncertainties connected with the initial conditions
for HPME. This type of uncertainty will be addressed in this section. Second, there are
uncertainties related to difficulties in modelling, both experimentally and analytically, very
complex, multi-phase, physical and chemical processes in the cavity region and containment.

Primary System Pressure
Depending on the accident sequence and accident progression, degradation and melting of
the reactor core, and failure of the reactor vessel may occur under various primary system
pressures, ranging between pressures corresponding to the containment pressure and full
system pressure, i.e. about 17 MPa. If the accident is initiated by a large break of one of the
reactor cooling circuits, the primary system pressure will rapidly decrease and eventually
come to equilibrium with the containment pressure. However, if the accident is initiated by
a small break loss of coolant accident or a transient event, such as a TMLB' accident
sequence (loss of all AC power and auxiliary fecdwater), the primary system pressure at the
time of rector vessel mettthrough may be above that of the containment. In the case of a
small break loss of coolant accident, the primary system pressure would be determined by
the break size, while in the TMLB' sequence, the primary system pressure would oscillate
between the opening and closing sctpoints of the power-operated relief valves (PORVs),
assuming that they do not fail during the transient. A crucial consideration in this context
is whether there is a possibility of the primary system boundary failure before meltthrough
of the reactor vessel bottom head. If such a failure occurs, either the HPME will not take
place (primary system pressure close to containment pressure) or the threat to the containment integrity would be eliminated if the blowdown rate of the primary system is sufficient
to reduce the system pressure below the "low-pressure cutoff for DCH" at the time of vessel
meltthrough. Some recent studies indicate that such "spontaneous" failures of the primary
system boundary could occur as a result of natural circulation in the reactor coolant system.
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An extensive study of natural circulation during a TMLB' accident sequence in Surry
nuclear power plant (Surry is a 2441 MW thermal power, three-loop Westinghouse pressurized water reactor with U-tube steam generators) was performed by Bayless /Bay 88/
using SCDAP/RELAP5 computer code. In this calculation - where the in-vessel and hot leg
natural circulation flows were modeled - the surge line was heated sufficiently, so that creep
rupture failure was predicted to occur about 246 min after initiation of the transient, 2 min
before fuel relocation begun. Blowdown of primary system was calculated assuming a 0.15
m diameter break in the side of the surge line near the hot leg. At the end of the calculation,
the pressurizcr pressure was about 0.9 MPa.
Natural circulation flows during PWR severe accidents have been investigated experimentally by Westinghouse under EPRI's sponsorship /Sen 85/. In these experiments, the 1/7
scale model of the primary system, including the steam generator, have been used. Electrically-heated water and sulfur hcxafluoride (SFé) gas have been used as the coolant. The
results of these experiments seem to support the theoretical analyses of natural circulation.
In spite of some analytical and experimental evidence, the uncertainties concerning "spontaneous" depressurization of the primary system are very large and further research in this
area is necessary. It should be noted here that in the TMI-2 accident, no primary system
failure occurred.
Mett Mass Available for Ejection
The melt mass available for ejection is heavily dependent upon the in-vessel core melt
progression. Since considerable uncertainties still exist concerning in-vessel phenomena,
the mass of melt ejected is quite uncertain. This uncertainty is of great importance for the
consequences of postulated DCH, since the extent of containment pressurization during
HPME would be proportional to the mass of melt ejected. In the NUREG-1150 study, the
fraction of the core that would become molten at the time of vessel meltthrough is estimated
to be in the range of 20 to 80 percent of the reactor core. According to MAAP analysis of
the TMLB' sequence in Ringhals 3, /Miil 89/, 45000 kg of melt, i.e. about 35 percent of the
core mass, would be available for ejection. MELPROG/TRAC analysis of the TMLB'
sequence, including pump seal failure in the Surry plant, /Hea 88/, has shown that the
relocated mass of core debris, at the time of vessel breach, is 105000 kg, of which about
42000 kg is in the liquid state. We would like to note that according to the most recent
estimates, about 20000 kg of melt was relocated to the lower plenum in the TMI-2 accident.
Meit Composition
The fraction of unoxidized metals - primarily zirconium - in ejected core debris is another
important parameter, since the DCH analyses show that pressurization of the containment
atmosphere is a strong function of the chemical reactions. In-vessel oxidation of zirconium
may be considerable, in excess of 50 % for certain accident sequences, but uncertainties are
rather large due to sensitivity to the details of in-vessel meltdown phenomena. According
to the NUREG-1150 study, 20 to 80 percent of the zirconium and iron in the melt could
remain unoxidized at the time of the reactor vessel mcltthrough. According to the MAAP
calculations mentioned above, the fraction of unoxidized zirconium in the ejected melt is
about 80 percent.
The amount of hydrogen and steam dissolved in the melt is also a pertinent parameter. If
the melt is highly gas supersaturated, vigorous gas effervescence - when the melt is ejected
into low-pressure environment - could significantly contribute to melt disintegration and
possibly acrosolization /Bro 84/,/ Fri 88b/.
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Melt Temperature
The temperature of the melt is a crucial parameter. Firstly, the amount of thermal energy
transferred from the fragmented core debris to the containment atmosphere will depend
on the debris temperature. Secondly, the melt temperature, in particular melt superheat,
will determine the rate of vessel breach ablation, the extent of melt quenching in the
ex-vessel water, and the tendency of the melt to freeze on the cavity and containment walls
and structures. Thirdly, the physical properties of the melt, which are of importance for
melt entrainment and dispersion, such as surface teasion and viscosity, are temperature
dependent. Uncertainties concerning melt temperature, at the moment of melt ejection,
are large. One can say that the melt temperature as well as the melt composition at the time
of vessel failure are strong exponents of the physics and the chemistry of the core melt
process, the slumping mode of the molten material from the core region to the lower
plenum, the quenching of the melt in the residual water and, finally, the mode of reactor
vessel bottom head failure.

Size and Location of the Breach Hole in the Lower Head
The size of the breach hole in the lower head determines the blowdown rate of the steam
and hydrogen from the primary system and thereby the entrainment and dispersion of the
melt from the cavity region. In reactors with penetrations in the lower head, such as in the
Swedish PWRs, it is normally assumed that vessel failure will occur as result of failure of
the welds around the instrument tubes. In this case, the debris would be dispersed through
the hole created by the instrument tube ejection. The failed in-core instrumentation tube
will cause an initial vessel breach of about 4 cm in diameter. The size of this hole is likely
to increase substantially during the period of melt discharge due to ablation of the steel
structure surrounding the breach. The final breach size is a function, for a given melt
temperature, of the melt mass and primary system pressure. Hole ablation during melt
ejection has been observed in the SPIT and HIPS experiments at SNL and an improved
ablation model was developed by Pilch and Tarbcll /Pil 85/. Predictions of this ablation
model for the small break LOCA in a PWR are shown in Figure 10.1, where the ablation
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Figure 10.1
Hole Ablation During Melt Discharge. Small Break LOCA Accident, Ps = 7MPa
(from IP» 851)
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rate is plotted as a function of time and initial mass of the melt. The primary system pressure
is 7 MPa, the containment pressure is .3 MPa and the melt temperature is assumed to be
2530 K with no superheat. The ablation rate is initially constant and then practically zero
when gas blowthrough occurs. The final size of the hole is independent of the primary system
pressure. This is because the higher ablation rate, resulting from higher melt velocity, is
counterbalanced by the shorter ejection times. Figure 10.1 shows that the final hole size
would be 40 to 50 cm in diameter if approximately half of core mass, i.e., about 60000 kg,
is ejected.
The location of the breach in the lower head appears to have a significant effect on the
dispersion process. In his smail-scale dispersion experiments, Macbeth observed, /Mac 87b/,
that eccentric location of the hole in the lower head had a drastic effect on dispersion
phenomena. This should be expected, considering thai entrainment of the core material
from the reactor cavity is heavily dependent on the g2» flow cistribution in the cavity tunnel,
especially the gas velocity close to the floor, and that this velocity distribution may be greatly
affected by the direction of the gas jet leaving the reactor vessel.
We should mention that in reactor designs with lower heads without penetrations, a gross
failure of the bottom of the reactor vessel is considered as a possible scenario. In this case,
the thrust on the reactor vessel produced by blowdown of the primary system gas may be of
concern.
Water in the Cavity
Depending on the accident sequence and containment design, the reactor cavity may be dry
or contain water at the time of vessel failure. It is rather obvious that the melt dispersion
and DCH processes will be affected if the water is present in large quantities. However, the
quantification of this effect is difficult, based on the experimental and analytical evidence
available. The situation is complicated by the fact that theinteraction between ejected melt
and water may either be very energetic, i.e. of a steam explosion type, or benign. One
consequence of the steam explosion could be more or less complete dispersion of the water
from the cavity. This would have an impact on melt quenching, steam production and
hydrogen generation during HPME, and thereby affect the extent of DCH.

10.2.2

High Pressure Melt Ejection Experiments
In this section, we briefly describe experimental investigations of the phenomena involved
in the HPME. Modelling experiments have been carried out at Sandia National
Laboratories (supported by USNRC), Argonne National Laboratories (supported by
EPRI), Brookhaven National Laboratories (supported by USNRC), and Winfrith (supported by CEGB and SSPB). These experiments studied the behaviour of the molten
high-velocity jet, entrapment and dispersal of molten material from scale models of reactor
cavities, and low-pressure cutoff for debris dispersal.

SPIT and HIPS Tests at Sandia National Laboratories
The HIPS (High Pressure Melt Streaming) experimental program at Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) was initiated in 1982 by SPIT (System Pressure Injection Tests)
experiments /Tar 84/.
Nineteen SPIT tests were conducted with the following objectives:
1.

The development of a technique for high pressure melt generation and ejection

2.

The characterization of the melt jet and aerosol production
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3.

The interaction of the melt jet with water

4.

The study of debris relocation mechanisms in a 1/20 th scale concrete model of the
Zion cavity

Figure 10.2. is a schematic diagram of the melt generator and test diagnostics used in the
SPIT tests. The melt was generated by an iron oxide-aluminum mctalothermic reaction that
produced approximately 10 kg of iron-aluminum oxide melt (55 wt % iron and 45 wt %
aluminum oxide). Before igniting the thermite powder, the melt generator was pressurized
using either carbon dioxide or nitrogen gas. When the thermite reaction front reached the
bottom of the crucible, a fusible brass plug, located in the lower flange cover of the melt
generator, quickly failed and the melt was ejected under pressure.

-mTOENBUTCM
MMMOtUMUM
ONVMU

Figure 10.2
Schematic Diagram of Test Facility showing Relationship of
Melt Generator and Test Diagnostics
The SPIT experiments had shown that the ejected melt is not a coherent, stable stream. Jet
expansion and break-up were observed on the flash x-ray photographs and they were greater
when nitrogen was used as the pressurizing gas. Since the solubility of nitrogen in liquid
iron is higher compared to that of carbon oxide, it suggested that jet disruption is caused
by the rapid effervescence of the dissolved gas.
Significant amounts of aerosol were generated during melt ejection. The aerosol measurements were performed in the SPIT tests. It was estimated /Bro 84/ that the mass fraction of
melt which was aerosolized was 0.6 to 6 percent. It was concluded that aerosol particles may
be formed by the condensation of melt vapor (particles smaller than 1 //m) and mechanic
beakup of the melt - due to gas effervescence and pneumatic atomization - (particles about
5fim and greater than about 10/un). Pneumatic atomization occurs when the melt and gas
are simultaneously accelerated through an orifice. For reactor accident conditions, it was
predicted /Pil 85/ that the mass median size of particles prod uced by pneumatic atomization
could range from 20 to 300//m.
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Two tests were performed in which water was present (SPIT 15 and SPIT 17). In both tests,
the interaction between melt and water was very energetic leading to the destruction of a
plexiglas box in SPIT IS and a 1/20 th scale aluminum model of the Zion cavity in SPIT 17.
The objective of SPIT 18 and SPIT 19 - the last two tests in the SPIT series - was to quantify
debris dispersal from 1/20 th scale models (made of alumina brick for SPIT 18 and concrete
for SPIT 19) of the Zion cavity /Tar 86/. The melt generator was placed in a 45 m steel
chamber to retain the debris and aerosol produced during melt ejection. The fraction of
dispersed debris was over 50 % in SPIT 18 and over 90 % in SPIT 19. The size distribution
of the debris collected from the tests is shown in Figure 10.S. The distribution is log-normal
with a mass mean size of 0.75 and 0.43 millimeters for SPIT 18 and SPIT 19, respectively.
The lower velocities in the cavity of the SPIT 18 experiment were responsible for the
relatively larger size of the debris compared to that from the SPIT 19 experiment. In both
tests, the atmosphere of the steel chamber containing the test apparatus was heated and
pressurized.
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Figure 10.3
Particle Size Distribution for the Debris Collected During the SPIT-18 and -19 Tests
(from ITar 86/)

The crucial question is whether the expansion and breakup of the molten jet by the violent
evolution of dissolved gas would be possible under reactor accident conditions. In the
reactor case the pressurizing gases are principally steam and hydrogen. It has been estimated
that the solubilities of these two gases in the molten corium are of theorder of solubility of
nitrogen in iron /Tar 84/. Thus, in a postulated reactor accident, the behavior of the corium
jet due to gas evolution would be expected to be similar to the melt stream behavior
observed in the SPIT experiments.
The HIPS tests were a continuation of the SPIT aerosol and jet characterization experiments. Eight tests were conducted in (he HIPS series and their objective was to investigate
the behavior of the high temperature core debris simulants ejected from pressurized vessels
into 1/10 th scale concrete models of Zion cavity, sec Figure 10.4. The mass of iron-alumina
melt was approximately 80 kgand the prcssuri/inggas was either nitrogen or carbon dioxide.
The driving pressure was between 4 and 12 MPa (approximately), i.e. in the range expected
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HIPS TEST APPARATUS
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Figure 10.4
Melt Generator and Concrete Crucible for Sandia High-Pressure Melt-Ejection Tests

in the reactor accident. In two tests, (HIPS-4W and HIPS-6W) water was present in the
cavity.
The following important observations were made during the HIPS tests:
1.

Virtually all the melt ejected from the vessel was dispersed from the cavity. In most
cases, the dispersed fraction was over 98 percent.

2.

The dispersed melt debris was fragmented into small particles. The size distribution
was log-normal with a mass median diameter of 0.5 to 1.0 millimeters.

3.

Debris dispersal was accompanied by intense aerosol generation. The fraction of melt
particles smaller than 10/<m was estimated to be on the order of 1 to6%,ie.,thesame
as in SPIT tests.

4.

Large pressures developed when melt entered cavities filled with water and a steam
explosion was recorded in one test (HIPS-6W). Most of the water was removed from
the cavity as a slug followed by dispersed melt debris.

The potential for melt debris to escape the cavity via the annular gap between the reactor
pressure vessel and cavity wall was investigated in the HIPS 8C test. The amount of debris
dispersed from the cavity in this way was about 25 percent of the total amount dispersed
from the cavity, which is the same as the gap to normal cavity exit flow area. This fact
supports the observations from the camera and x-ray records, that the debris was dispersed
through the annular gap and normal cavity exit by gas entrapment.
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Experiments at Argonne National Laboratory
Experimental investigations of corium-water interaction under ex-vessel conditions
(CWTI test series) have been carried out at Argonne National Laboratory /Spe 83/, /Spe
87/. The objective of the test program was to examine corium sweepout from the cavity,
steam formation, hydrogen generation, containment heating and aerosol production. The
experiments were performed in the ANL/EPRI Corium Ex-Vessel Interaction (COREXIT)
Facility using a high temperature (approximately 3500 K) molten corium mixture (60%
UO2,16% ZrO2 and 24% stainless steel) generated bv a thermite reaction. The test facility
is shown in Figure 10.5. The
corium, 2 to 4 kg, was ejected
into a 1/30 th scale-steel lined
model (interaction vessel, IV) of
the Zion cavity. The thermite
reaction takes place within a
stainless steel thermite vessel
(TV). The initial conditions for
high pressure experiments are
shown in Table 10.1. We can see
that the gas driving pressure was
between 0.36 and 5.0 MPa and
that, in one test, CWTI 6, the
cavity was dry. The results for the
CWTI tests are summarized in
14% rr)
Table 10.2. The fraction of
corium dispersed from the cavity
region was in the range 30 to 60
% (approximately). The dispersion was l;:rger in test CWTI 5
(water-filled cavity) than in lest
CWTI 6 (dry cavity) due to
corium/walcr interaction in the
former test. The water was
ejected from the cavity as a slug
followed by finely fragmented
corium.
Figure 10.5
Elements of Corium-Water Thermal Interaction
(CWTI) Test Apparatus

Table 10.1: CWTI Experiment Conditions
(from /Spe 87/)
Test

Initial Water
Mass in IV/
Pipeway
kg

Initial Water
Depth in IV/
Pipeway,

TV Pressure at
Onset of
Injection,
MPa

Injection
Throat
Diameter,
cm

IV Base
Material

Injected
Mass
kg

D

pipe

CWTI-1

2,65

0,5

0,49

5,08

Lavite

1,940

CWTI-4

5,6

1,0

0,36

1,27

Lavtte

4,060

CWTI-5

5,6

1,0

5,0

1,27

Lavrte

3,940

CWTI-6

0,0

0,0

4,7

1,27

Stainless steel

3,750

(T) Ratio of water depth and pipeway diameter
The fraction of corium dispersed from the cavity was smaller in the CWTI test than in HIPS
tests. This is attributed to the free/ing of the corium on the steel in the CWTI tests.
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Table 10.2: Observed Corium Retention for CWTI Experiments (from /Spe 87/)
Test

Total Mass Mass Frozen Mass Frozen Mass Frozen Mass Frozen Total Mass
Retrieved
on IV Base on IV Upper on IV Wall
in
in IV/
Pipeway
Flange
Pipeway
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
xg

Mass
Dispersed
into EC,
kg

% Retained
in IV/
Pipeway

cwn-1

2.095

1,136

0,0056

0.0

0,276

1,418

0,677

67,7

cwn-4

4,063

2,028

0,0

0,0

0,630

2.658

1,405

65,4

cwn-5

4,240

0,391

0.413

0,475

0.526

1,805

2,435

42,6

cwri-6

4,087

0,870

0,338

0,934

0,733

2.875

1,212

70,3

•C = Expansion Chamber
Experiments at Brookhaven National Laboratory
A comprehensive research program in the area of HPME and DCH has been conducted at
the Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL. The research program has been directed
towards the development of a methodology to predict the hydrodynamic, chemical and
thermal interactions in the cavity and containment. The program comprises separate
effects, scaled experiments and the developement of analytical models. The experiments
were performed without and with structures in the cavity.
In the experiment, the small-scale (1/42) transparent models of the reactor cavities of the
Zion, Surry and Watts Bar plants were used /Gin 86/, /Tut 90/. Molten Wood's metal and
water were used as the melt simulants. Nitrogen and helium were used to simulate the steam
in the primary system. The experimental objectives were threefold: to develop a database
for assessment of the extent of debris dispersion during HPME, to develop a data base for
assessment of "low-pressure cutoff for DCH, and to identify the entrainment mechanisms
and the flow regimes using flow visualization (high-speed motion pictures).

10.2.3 Debris Dispersion from Scale Models of the Ringhals 2,3 and 4 Cavities
The issue of core debris sweepout from the Ringhals 2,3 and 4 cavities during high pressure
melt ejection was addressed within the MITRA Project /MIT 85/. It was concluded that
there should be little, or no, debris dispersion from the cavities. This conclusion was
supported by the argument that, due to the large pressure relief paths in the cavity, the
blowdown gases will leave the cavity at a velocity which is too low to cause the dispersion
of core debris. However, in the light of the most recent studies of debris dispersion from
scaled reactor cavities, it was realized that the above statement needs further verification
/Fri 86b/. The most relevant experiments were small-scale (1/25) modeling tests of debris
sweepout from the Sizewell cavity carried out by Macbeth at AEE Winfrith in England
/Mac 87a/. The important result of these tests was the observation of a very non-uniform
gas flow through the cavity. The flow rate near the cavity floor was substantially higher than
the average flow rate. It was concluded that this phenomenon controls the rate of debris
sweepout from the cavity region. These experiments clearly showed that it is practically
impossible to only carry out theoretical predictions of dispersion phenomena due to the
very complex mulii-phase flow situation in the cavity and geometry dependence, and that a
combination of experimental and theoretical modeling is required for a realistic assessment
of the accident progression. Hence, the Swedish State Power Board (SSPB) decided to carry
out an experimental investigation of core debris dispersion from the Ringhals 2 3 and 4
cavities. The experiments have been conducted for SSPB at AEE Winfrith, /Mac 87b/, /Fri
88a/.
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In the experiments, the polished 'Perspex* (transparent material) model, on a 1/25 scale,
was used to represent the cavities of Ringbals 2, and Ringhals 3 and 4 reactors respectively.
See Figures 10.6 and 10.7. The geometrical differences between these two types of cavities
were accounted for by using an interchangable roof section, double floor arrangement and
two access doors. The experimental procedure was to place an appropriate amount of
corium simulant (water or a liquid metal) on the cavity floor, and then discharge air from
the simulated breach in the pressure vessel. The air pressure and discharge time were varied.
The maximum air pressure used was 0.514 MPa and the maximum air discharge time was
30 seconds. The measurements included the quantities of liquid discharged via the roof
opening and the doorway. Before dispersal tests, the air velocity distribution over a vertical
plane in the cavity tunnel, the doorway and the roof openings were measured.
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Figure 10.6: Experimental Model of Ringhals 2
Vault

Figure 10.7: Experimental Model of Ringhals 3/4 Vault

Visual observations gave the following picture of what typically happens in the experiments
with the Ringhals 2 model:
1.

Liquid was pushed away from the floor area beneath the pressure vessel.

2.

A standing wave was formed where the dynamic pressure head of the gas was balanced
by the hydrostatic head of the liquid.

3.

Break-up of the liquid occurs mainly in the region of the standing wave.

4.

Liquid particles, which have a large, vertical upward velocity component, leave the
cavity via the roof opening.

The situation was very different in the experiments with the cavities of the Ringhals 3 and
4 plants, where nearly all liquid swecpout occurs in the first few seconds during an initial
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surge of liquid along the sloping floor. Later, however, the situation is quite similar to that
described above for the Ringhals 2 model.
Macbeth identified three main processes as being responsible fördelas dispersion (initial
discharge in the Ringhals 3 and 4 cavity models is not considerd here):
1.

The formation of a very non-uniform gas flow distribution in the tunnel.

2.

The break-up of liquid into a spray at the standing wave front.

3.

The entrainment and carry-over of liquid by the gas flow.

The identification of these processes was important for the modeling of HPME and
extrapolation of experimental results to reactor accident situations.
The experimental results were extrapolated to reactor accident situations using simple
considerations based on the local Kutalelad/.e criterion (see Section 10.3) and findings from
other debris dispersion studies /Frid 88/. The following conclusions were drawn:
1.

Significant core debris dispersion from the cavity via the roof opening is possible in
Ringhals 2,3 and 4 for primary system pressures on the order of 2 to 3 MPa.

2.

Complete core debris dispersion from the cavities is to be expected at primary system
pressure on the order of 5 MPa.

3.

A significant amount of core debris may be dispersed from the cavity via the doorway
in Ringhals 3 and 4.

4.

The critical (threshold) primary system pressure for corium entrainment by gas flowing
in the cavity tunnel is estimated to he in the range of 0.3 to 1.7 MPa, depending on the
containment pressure and cavity type.

It is important to emphasize here that the above conclusions were based on a limited data
base and simple considerations. Besides, it should be pointed out that transfer of thermal
and chemical energy between the core debris and cavity atmosphere was not represented in
the experiments and calculations. Heatingof the cavity atmosphere is bclived to significantly enhance debris dispersion.

10.2.4

Important Cavity Phenomena
Behavior of the Molten Jet
As described in the preceding section, expansion and fragmentation of the molten jet, and
significant aerosol generation were observed in pressurized melt ejection experiments. It
was concluded (hat these phenomena arc mainly due to two mechanisms: rapid evolution
of gases dissolved in the melt and pneumatic atomization. An analytical study of the
behavior of the gas supersaturated, high-velocity molten jet was performed by Frid
/Fri 88b/. Models were developed for jet expansion, primary breakup of the jet and secondary fragmentation of melt droplets resulting from violent effervescence of dissolved gas.
Also acro-hydrodynamic stability of liquid jets in gas and gas bubble nuclcation in molten
metals were addressed. A model of jet behavior used in the study, along with relevant
variables, is shown in Figure 10.8, where Vj is the jet velocity,p» is the ambient pressure,
T is the melt temperature, Xj is the melt composition, C o is the equilibrium concentration
of gas dissolved in the melt and/5 is the average density of the melt. Parametric calculations
of the jet void fraction and the jet rad.us were performed for a TMLB' accident sequence.
The corium composition and properties, at 2500 K, used in calculations arc shown in Table
10.3.
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Table 10.3: Assumed Corlum Composition and Properties at 2500 K (from /Frl 88b/)
Component

uo2

Fe

Zr

ZrO2

Mass fraction

%

67,2

16,4

8,2

8,2

Volume fraction

%

56

21

11

12

Density

kfl/m 3

10,0x10 3

6,4x10 3

6,5x10 3

5,8x10 3

Mixture density

kg/m 3

Coefficient of hydrogen drffuscvity

m 2 /s

Surface tension

N/m

0,5

1,0

Viscosity

cP

4,6

2,0

It was found that the
corium jet may be disrupted within a few initial jet diameters from
the reactor vessel. The
jet void fraction as a
function of the distance from the point of
the rapid gas bubble
growth, and with
hydrogen equilibrum
pressure
as
a
parameter is shown in
Figure 10.9. It was assumed that the
prirmry system pressure is 16 MPa, containment pressure <s
0.2 and the number oi
gas bubbles in the core
melt mixture is
6xlO7/m\

8365
1,7x10*7

1,4
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Figure 10.8
Schematic Illustration of Jet Expansion and Breakup
(from /Fri 88b/)

The number of gas bubbles was obtained by extrapolation of experimental results to reactor
accident conditions. Figure 10.9 shows that the jet void fraction reaches about 50 percent
within a few centimeters from the point of inception of rapid bubble growth. Thus, the
bubble bursting and jet fragmentation are expected to occur within a very short distance
from the reactor pressure vessel. The hydrogen concentration in the melt was determined
by the equilibrium hydrogen partial pressure above the melt, chosen to be 3.2,6.4,9.6 or
16.0 MPa. These hydrogen pressures can exist locally (at the melt surface) due to the
reaction of various metallic components of the melt with the steam. The hydrogen pressure
may be written as
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Reactor Case. Jet void fraction as a function of the distance from the point of inception of rapid bubble growth. Hydrogen equilibrium pressure is a parameter
(from IFri 88b/)
where pioi is the total primary system pressure (pioi =p(H2) + p(H2O)) and k is the ratio
between the partial pressures of hydrogen and water vapor, p(H2 )/p(H2O). This ratio is
obtained from the chemical equilibrium equation at the given temperature. The evaluation
is simple for reactions that involve only pure condensed phases. For instance, when Zr, Fe
or Ni react with H2O at 2500 K, the values of k are approximately 104 ,2, and 0.01,
respectively. It is, however, very difficult to assess the gas solubility in the corium melt in
the reactor accident situations.
The average si/e of melt particles generated during melt ejection was estimated using the
concept of overall jet breakup efficiency. The Sauter mean diameter (D32) and mass mean
diameter are in the 73.0 630/on and 22010 1400//m size range respectively, depending on
initial conditions. In accordance with experimental results, the particle size distribution is
assumed to be log-normal with a geometric standard deviation of about 3.5. These results,
obtained for the breakup of a free molten jet, are in reasonable agreement with the
measured size distribution of the particles dispersed from the scaled Zion cavity in the SNL
high pressure melt ejection and direct containment heating experiments /Tar 86/.
Pneumatic Atomlzatlon
Pneumatic atomization of the molten core debris is closely related to the phenomena of gas
blowthrough. Both of these processes have been studied analytically by Pilch and Tarbell
/Pil 85/.
Gas blowthrough occurs when a funnel-like dip forms on the free surface of the molten core
debris (in the lower plenum), allowing the simultaneous discharge of gas and melt through
the breach in the reactor pressure vessel. Thus, the deprcssurization of the primary system
would begin beforeall the melt is discharged from the reactor vessel. The simultaneous flow
of the melt and gas through the breach in (he reactor vessel would result in a very effective
atomization of the melt. Pilch and Tarbell found that a significant fraction (20-50%) of the
initial core debris mass may still be in the reactor vessel at the time of gas blowthrough.
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They also found that most of this remaining mass is ejected from the reactor vessel before
significant depressurization of the primary system occurs. The two-phase discharge from
the reactor vessel is likely to reduce the melt entrainment in the cavity, but, on the other
hand, pneumatic atomization is predicted to produce very small particles. For reactor
accident conditions, it was predicted that the mass median size of particles produced by
pneumatic atomization could range from 20 to 300/*m.

Dispersion of Core Debris from the Reactor Cavity
Molten core debris may be dispersed from the reactor cavity region into the main containment volume as a result of gas-melt interactions. In general, the following mechanisms of
dispersal are important:
1.

Droplet entrainment

2.

Flooding of liquid films

3.

Droplet levitation

Critical (threshold) gas velocities, Ug, for these mechanisms may be obtained from the
Kutateladze criterion

1
Ps
Here ug is the gas velocity, K is the Kutateladze number, a is the surface tension,/? is the
density, g is the gravitational constant and indexes I and g refer to the liquid and gas,
respectively.
The value of the Kutateladze number is, approximately, 3.7 for droplet entrainment, 3.2 for
flooding of liquid films, and 2.5 for droplet levitation. Experimental studies of core debris
dispersion from scaled reactor cavities indicate that droplet entrainment and droplet
levitation are the dominant mechanisms dispersion mechanisms. Therefore, the
Kutateladze number of 3.7 is often used when estimating the threshold gas velocities for
dispersion. However, it should be noted that the scaling analysis shows that the Kutateladze
number is only one of the dimcnsionlcss groups which enters into models of debris
dispersion /Tutu 90/.
The criterion for core debris dispersion based on Kutateladze number is convenient way of
discussing the experiments and assessing the dispersion thresholds for reactor accidents.
Thus, assuming that the Kutatcladze number is controlling thedispersion process and since
the gas velocity in the cavity tunnel is a function of the primary system pressure one can
define the "low-pressure cutoff for DCH" as follows:

K < 3.7.
In the light of experimental results, the evaluation of the Kutateladze number should be
based on the local gas velocity along the cavity floor, not on an average gas velocity through
the cavity tunnel.
It is important to point out here, that the DCH primary system cutoff pressure defined above
is different from that defined in Section 10.1 (i.e. the primary system pressure below which
the DCH loads would not pose a threat to the integrity of the containment). The DCH
cutoff pressure based on the above condition is the primary system pressure below which
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no dispersion of the corium from the reactor cavity would take place. The "low-pressure
cutoff for DCH" based on the containment load criteria would be higher.
The core debris dispersion consideration based on the Kutaleladzc number, or for that
matter, on any other dimcnsionlcss group, tells us nothing about the rate of core debris
entrainment and the size of the debris particles dispersed into the containment. These two
parameters, among olhcrs.are needed forasscssingcontainmentloadsduringHPME. Thus,
an integrated analysis of the HPME and DCH phenomena requires a dynamic model of the
cavity phenomena. Such models have been developed at Winfrith, BNL, ANL
(HARDCORE code, /Sic 86/), and SNL. Winfrith developed the computer code CORDE
/Mor 91a/. The code models, see Fig. 10.10, the HPME, including the discharge of melt and
gases from the vessel, hole ablation, entrainment and de-entrainment of debris in the cavity,
chemical reactions, and heat transfer from debris to gas. Thcoutput from the CORDE code,
such as entrainment rate, particle size and gas flow, is an input to containment calculations.

Figure 10.10
Schematic representation of the dry cavity phenomena modelled by CORDE
Hydrogen Generation
The interaction between high velocity blowdown steam and core debris in the reactor cavity
and compartments in the lower-containment may produce significant amounts of hydrogen
due to steam-metal chemical reactions. This fact has two implications for containment loads
and accident progression following HPME. First, and most important, the hydrogen would
be transported to the main containment volume where it would contribute to the DCH
loads in the event of combustion. Second, the threshold and rate of debris entrainment from
the cavity would be affected due to the lower density of hydro^n compared to steam. The
first effect, and its importance, was demonstrated by comprehensive calculations of containment loads due to DCH and associated hydrogen behavior performed by Williams ct
al. using the CONTAIN code /Wil 87/. The second effect was investigated analytically by
Tutu and Ginsberg / Tut 87/, who performed an equilibrium bounding calculation for the
maximum possible extent of hydrogen produced in the reactor cavity of the Zion nuclear
plant, assuming that the mclt-stcam reaction times arc smaller than the transient time
through the cavity. They also performed parametric calculations to take into account the
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effect of the transient melt dispersal rate and steam blowdown on the magnitude of
hydrogen generation. For the equilibrium bounding calculations, the authors found that if
the primary system pressure at the time of vessel failure is 7 MPa, the hydrogen production
efficiency is 0.48. This result not only indicates that hydrogen generation in the cavity may
be significant but also that significant amounts of hydrogen (and heat) may be generated
outside the cavity region.
Hydrogen generation during debris dispersion was studied experimentally by Spencer ct al.,
/Spe 88/. See Section 10.3.1 below for a description and results of these experiments.
Effect of Structures In the Cavity
The effect of structures in the Surry and Zion reactor cavities on melt dispersion was
investigated experimentally at SNL and BNL /Tar 88a/, /Gin 90/. The structures within the
cavity were represented by models of the instrument tubes leading from the reactor pressure
vessel to the cavity exit, and their supports. The obstacles in the cavity affect the rate of
dispersion and the low-pressure cutoff for debris dispersion by trapping the melt droplets
and by influencing the distribution of the gas velocity within the cavity. The experiments
indicated that structures have a detectable, but not significant, influence on the gas flow in
the cavity and on the lower threshold for dispersion. However, extrapolation of experimental results for Surry cavity to reactor scale showed, see Figures 10.11 and 10.12, that 'he
influence of structures increases with a decrease in the size of the hole in the reactor vessel.
These results can not, of course, be directly applied to other reactor cavities. This is because,
firstly, what happens in the reactor cavity during HPME is very cavity-design specific, and,
secondly, there is still a question of scaling, i.e. extrapolation to reactor accident situation
results obtained from small-scale experiments using non-prototypic materials. There is also
another important aspect of the problem which has not been investigated in experiments,
to the knowledge of this author, namely, the question, whether structures in the cavity will
survive interaction with the hot melt.
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Figure 10.11
Full Scale SURRY cavity without any structure. Debris Dispersal Predictions
(from /Gin 901)
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Figure 10.12
Full Scale SURRY cavity with structures. Debris Dispersal Predictions (from /Gin 901)

10.3 Direct Containment Heating
As mentioned in the introduction to the present section, the term Direct Containment
Heating (DCH) describes a complex phenomenon which could potentially lead to a rapid
and considerable increase in containment pressure and consequently pose an early threat
to the integrity of containment structure. The pressure increase is a result of the rapid
transfer of thermal and chemical energy of the core debris to the containment atmosphere.
As indicated in the previous section, a considerable amount of hydrogen may be generated
as a result of the chemical interaction between core debris and steam. Combustion of this
hydrogen, together with the hydrogen present in the containment before vessel failure,
would be an additional significant energy source. However, there is an uncertainty concerning hydrogen combustion following HPME in the TMLB'and small break LOCA accident
sequences. This uncertainly is due to the combined effect of the high steam concentration
in the containment atmosphere and the high temperature of the gas mixture. Thus, if one
were to apply the standard criteria for steam inerting a propagating hydrogen combustion
might be unlikely. On the other hand, there is theoretical and limited experimental evidence
that, at high temperatures, the standard steam inerling criteria are not valid. It also appears
that the standard criteria for deflagration and detonation are relaxed at high gas temperatures. It should he noted out here, that even if propagating hydrogen combustion were not
possible due to a high steam concentration there is a possibility of hydrogen recombination
with oxygen close to the surface of the hot core debris particles.
The DCH issue has been actively addressed via experimental and theoretical studies mainly
in United States, Great Britain and Sweden. The major research contributions to the DCH
problem have been made in the US. The research work in the UK has comprised modeling
experiments and code development. As indicated earlier, Swedish activities in t his area have
been directed towards small-scale experiments and computer code analysis. In this section,
we will briefly describe the DCH research conducted in the US and in Sweden. The work
in the UK was mentioned above. We shall start with experimental investigations and then
address code development.
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Experimental Investigations
The interaction between hot, fragmented core material and containment atmosphere has
been studied in small-scale experiments at ANL, sponsored by EPRI, and large-scale
experiments at SNL, sponsored by the NRG The relevant phenomena a:e energy transfer,
chemical reactions and hydrogen generation. In addition, the effect of mechanical interaction between the molten material and the walls was investigated by SNL. The findings from
these experiments have been used in devoloping and validating both system-level computer
codes for containment analysis, such as CONTAIN, and special purpose codes such as
KIVA. It should be noted here that direct extrapolation of experimental results to the
reactor accident situations is not possible because of scaling considerations.
The EPRI/ANL DCH study comprised a series of five tests /Spe 88/, which were a part of
the Corium- Water Thermal Interaction (CWTI) study /Spe 87/ (however, only two tests are
described in the latter reference). The tests were performed in a 1:30 linear scale model of
the Zion PWR containment using reactor-material corium melt (for melt properties, see
section 10.2.2). The effect of key parameters on the DCH was investigated by conducting
experiments with both inert and air atmosphere, with and without cavity structures, water
in the cavity, and water in the containment model, and varying the blowdown flow rate. In
order to compare the test results, a parameter called DCH Efficiency was defined as a ratio
of measured atmosphere heatup to the maximum calculated atmosphere hcatup, assuming
adiabatic conditions and temperature equilibration between the corium and the atmosphere. Spencer et al. have found that structures and water in the cavity have a strong
mitigating effect on the atmosphere heating in the tests. Thus, with structures present, the
DCH efficiency was in the range of 1 to 5 %. With water present in the cavity, there was no
measurable atmosphere heatup but, instead, a more benign steam spike due to corium
quenching. On the other hand, with no mitigating features, the DCH efficiency was 62 %.
Another important observation was significant hydrogen generation due to corium oxidation. In four of the tests, the completeness of the oxidation reaction ranged from 50 to 79
%. In one test, there was an indication of hydrogen combustion.
Concerning the strong mitigating effect of water in the cavity observed by Spencer ct al., we
would like to mention that this result is at variance with the results of DCH analysis obtained
with the CONTAIN code /Wil 88/.
The large-scale DCH experiments at SNL were conducted in the Surtsey facility. The results
and analysis of four DCH experiments have been reported by Tarbcll et al. Tar 88b/. The
Surtscy facility, schematically shown in Figure 10.13, consists of a steel pressure vessel with
a volume of 103 m3 (4 m diameter, 11 m long) rated at 1.0 MPa. The melt generator and
cavity arc located inside and near the bottom of the vessel so that the cavity exit is near the
vertical ccntcrlinc. The cavity model consisted of a concrete-lined steel enclosure. The
internal geometry was a 1:10 model of the Zion reactor cavity. No in-cavity structures were
present in the cavity model.
The melt was produced by the mctallothermic reaction of iron oxide and aluminum powders
and, as a driving gas, nitrogen was employed. The melt mass was 80 kg, except in one test
where it was 20 kg. The nitrogen pressure in the melt generator just prior to melt ejection
was about 6.5 MPa, except one test in which it was 2.6 MPa. In three tests the atmosphere
of the Surtscy chamber consisted of air and in one test, of argon gas. The objective of using
argon gas was to prevent chemical reactions between the melt debris and the chamber
atmosphere.
The experiments in the Surtscy facility provided a valuable data base and insight for the
validation and development of the DCH models. In particular, the possibility of studying
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Figure 10.13
Schematic of the Melt Generator and Cavity Apparatus
Placed in the Surtsey Chamber (from liar 88 bl)

the aerosol produced during HPME was very useful. Thus, the experiments indicated that
enhanced release of some species by vaporization or oxidation-driven vaporization is of
importance in modelling the release from pressurized melt ejection. Tarbcll et al. concluded
that the size distribution of the vapor-condensation aerosol (1 to 2 flm aerodynamic
equivalent diameter) allows it to persist as an airborne mass for a long time. The experiments demonstrated the effects of the concentration of debris particles within the debris-gas
cloud, the debris struct u re interactions and the composition of chamber atmosphere on the
energy exchange r rocesscs. For example, the effectiveness of energy transfer from airborne
debris to gas decreases as the concentration of debris particles within the debris-gas cloud
increases due to the limited avilability of oxygen inside the cloud and thermal shielding
within the debris-gas aerosol cloud. This "cloud effect" mitigated the chamber pressurization in the expriments. Debris-structure interactions led to debris retention on the surfaces
and a lack of thorough mixing of the debris with the atmosphere, which also mitigated the
pressurization. These results show that "best-estimate" calculations of containment pressurization due to DCH have to take into account complex phenomena which are likely to
have a mitigating effect. However, considering that, at present, we do not know the scaling
laws for the DCH phenomena • intensive research in this area is underway /USN 91/ -
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extrapolation of experimental results to the reactor accident conditions has to be done with
great care.

10.3.2 Low-Pressure Cutoff for Debris Dispersal
Experiments to investigate the low-pressure cutoff for melt dispersal from reactor cavities,
-without and with structures, were performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
/Tut 88/ and Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) /Tar 88a/. The objective of the experiments was to determine the maximum permissible primary system pressure at vessel failure
that yields negligible dispersal of core melt from the cavities. In experiments, a 1/42 linear
scale model of the Surry cavity (BNL), and 1/10 linear scale models of the Surry and Zion
cavities (SNL) were used.
Based on experimental results, a dimensionless correlation was developed to predict the
fraction of melt dispersed from the full-scale Surry cavity for various assumed initial
conditions (initial vessel pressure and hole size). Figures 10.11 and 10.12 show the fraction
of melt retained in the Surry cavity as a function of the initial vessel pressure and with the
hole size as a parameter for the cavity without and with structures respectively. In both cases
we can see that the low-pressure cutoff is a strong function of the whole size. For the
expected hole size of about 0.5 m (due to ablation), most of the debris is dispersed if the
primary system pressure is between 1 and 2 MPa. It can also be seen that the fraction of
debris dispersed is quite sensitive to relatively small variations in the vessel pressure, in
particular for large hole sizes.
We should emphasize here that the "low-pressure cutoff for debris dispersal is not the same
as the "low-pressure cutoff for DCH. The reason for this is that even though the fraction
of core debris dispersed from the cavity were to be very low, there is a possibility, at least
theoretically, that containment loads due to the combustion of hydrogen produced in the
cavity during HPME could be of concern. Experiments in the SURTSEY facility should
throw light on this matter.

10.3.3 Modelling and Analyses
The prediction of containment prcssurization due to DCH phenomena requires the calculation of energy transfer from dispersed core debris to the containment atmosphere. The
energy source has two components: the thermal energy of the core debris particles, which
is the sum of sensible heat and latent heat, and the chemical energy due to oxidation
reactions of debris constituents (mainly Zr and Fe) in an oxygen and/or steam environment.
The chemical energy released in a debris-steam reaction is smaller than in a debris-oxygen
reaction. However, an oxidation reaction in a steam environment produces hydrogen which
represents a potential energy source considering the possibility of its recombination with
the oxygen. When the hydrogen-oxygen reaction is included in the energy balance, the total
energy yield due to debris-oxygen and debris-steam reactions is the same. This aspect of the
core debris interaction with containment atmosphere and energy partition of core debris
in an oxygen abundant environment containing hydrogen is discussed by Pilch and Tarbcll
/Pil 86/.
In the same reference Pilch and Tarbcll, presented calculations on direct heating of a
containment atmosphere by airborne core debris. The authors developed the rate independent and rate dependent models of energy release from core debris. The models arc
simple, and conservative, but were probably the first to mechanistically address the rate
limitations to energy transfer and the time scales involved in the DCH process, and provided
important insight into some DCH phenomena. Pilch and Tarbcll found, among others, that
the potential release of chemical energy is nearly twice as large as the thermal energy of the
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debris (for the studied debris composition). It was shown that finely-part iculated core debris
gives up its thermal and chemical energy in the containment atmosphere on a time-scale of
a few seconds.
Mechanistic and non-conservative modelling of containment response to DCH loads
requires a combination of specific models of DCH phenomena with detailed, general
thermo-hydraulic containment models. This approach has been used in developing the
CONTAIN-DCH code by Sandia National Laboratories. The CONTAIN computer code
is a state-of-the-art, lumped-parameter control volume, systems-level integrated analysis
tool for the evaluation of the physical, chemical, and radiological conditions inside a
containment building. The code models the interactions among thermal-hydraulic
phenomena, aerosol behavior, and fission product behavior. The important engineered
safety functions are also modeled. Modelling of the DCH phenomena in the CONTAINDCH code is a combination of mechanistic models of reasonably well understood
phenomena with parametric representation of poorly understood phenomena. Descriptions of the CONTAIN-DCH code can be found in /Wil 87/ and /Wil 88/ where comprehensive calculations of HPME and DCH are also presented. CONTAIN-DCH studies of DCH
events in the Surry plant have been performed by Williams et al /Wil 88/. This study is
particularly interesting and illuminating as an 18-cell representation of the containment
volume was used and 2 large number of sensitivity studies were performed.
At Argonnc National Laboratory, the PARSEC computer code was developed for DCH
analysis /Sic 87/. The code calculates details of the heat transfer and oxidation processes for
a corium droplet "cloud" dispersed into a closed volume. The modelling includes a dense
cloud effect, which reduces radiation heat transfer to the walls. It also includes models of
the corium plume behavior when the top of the vessel is contacted. It does not include
droplet trajectory and trapping effects in the presence of structures.
A direct heating containment vessel interaction module, DHCVIM, has been developed at
Brookhaven National Laboratory for DCH analysis /Gin 86/. The code is a three-region
integrated module, consisting of descriptions of interactions within:
1.

a pressurized melt injector vessel containing the melt and driver gas,

2.

a reactor cavity model beneath the pressure vessel, and

3.

a containment volume.

The mass, momentum and energy balance equations for the liquid and vapor phases are
solved simultaneously for the three regions. The containment vessel volume is treated using
a lumped-parameter methodology for mass and energy balance.

10.3.4 Direct Containment Heating Calculations for Ringhals 3
A series of DCH calculations was performed for Ringhals 3 by the UKAEA at Winfrith
/Gus 90/, /Mor 89/. The main objectives of this work were to determine the potential for
pressurizalion of the Ringhals 3 containment due to DCH and to estimate the uncertainty
in the predictions by performing sensitivity calculations. The study involved thiee parts: a
base case, a number of cases in which the accident scenario was varied and a number of cases
with different choices of modelling parameters. The most important quantities in the
variation of the accident scenario were the pri nary system pressure and the mass of debris
in the lower head before vessel mcltthrough. Among the modelling conditions varied in the
study arc: the chemical reaction rate, hydrogen burningand the particle size prediction. The
CORDE computer code under development at Winfrith was used. CORDE contains
models for the discharge of melt and gases from the primary system, debris entrainmeni and
sweepout from the cavity and DCH.
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The initial conditions used for the base case calculations were the following: steam pressure
in the primary system = 15.26 MPa; temperature of the debris = 2500 K; mass of the
debris =45 te (35.5 te UO2, 6.2 te Zr, 1.5 te ZrO2, 18 te Fe) and pressure in the
containmemt, 0.24 MPa (the partial pressures from air and steam arc about equal). The
volume of the containment (free gas volume) was 52 000 m3.
The base case calculation was a conservative one. Where possible, bounding values were
used for the modelling parameters that represent the main uncertainties in the modelling.
Where there was no obvious bounding value, suitable pessimistic values were chosen. The
maximum containment pressure, reached after about 6 seconds from the time of vessel
meltthrough, was 0.922 MPa. Approximately 47 % of the containment pressurization was
found to be due to chemical reactions. However, the modelling of chemical reactions in the
CORDE code is conservative because it only considers the gas-side diffusion limit to the
rate of reaction. The contribution from hydrogen burning alone to the pressurization is 15
%. An important result was that at least 37% of the containment pressurization results from
energy released from the debris outside the cavity. Therefore it is very important to have a
better understanding of the gas and debris transport in the lower containment. The results
were very sensitive to the deposition time of particles in the containment.
A relative insensitivity to initial hole size and cavity-to-containment flow area was observed.
A modest dependence on the initial debris temperature was observed, but provided molten
debris can exist at a temperature of 2000 K, the potential for containment pressurization
was still high. Significant pressurization was predicted even for the case in which the initial
mass of debris was halved to approximately 22 te. Reducing the primary system pressure to
6 MPa (corresponding to one PORV open) had very little effect on DCH, whereas reducing
the pressure to 0.9 MPa (corresponding to three PORVs open) essentially prevents
dispersal of the core debris from the cavity. Further calculations would be required,
however, to identify the "low-pressure cut off for DCH" for the Ringhals 3 plant.
The above described results of DCH loads in the Ringhals 3 plant are most likely conservative as a result of pessimistic modelling assumptions. This conclusion is supported by the
most recent results of the CORDE/CONTAIN multicell DCH calculations for Ringhals 3,
/Mor 91b/, which show that the subdivision of the containment into three cells (cavity, lower
containment and upper containment) greatly reduces the predicted containment pressure
relative to the 2-ccll (cavity and single-cell containment) prediction. The 3-cell calculation
predicts a peak containment pressure of 5.9 bars. The main reason for the mitigation caused
by subdivision of the containment is the retention of a large fraction fo the debris in the
lower containment. Subdivision of the containment into four cells had very little effect.

10.3.5

Modelling in MAAP 3.0
DCH phenomena arc not modelled in the M AAP 3.0 code. As mentioned earlier, there is
a possibility in the code to parametrically model the extent of debris dispersion from the
cavity. However, M AAP 3.0B has a simple model of DCH.

10.3.6 Concluding Remarks
The DCH is mainly a PWR problem, as the automatic deprcssurization system (ADS) is
likely to reduce the pressure in a BWR prior to the failure of the reactor pressure vessel.
The incrted containment atmosphere in BWRs further reduces the risks associated with
high pressure melt ejection.
The mitigation strategy for the Swedish PWRs is accordingly based, primarily, on providing
for reliable deprcssurization of the primary system in the event of a core melt accident
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advancing at the point of possible vessel failure. Considering the assumed feasibility of such
a strategy, the risks associated with possible DCH are judged to be remote enough to be
categorized as residual risks at a tolerable level. However, uncertainties in the DCH
phenomena, for example, the value of the "low-pressure cutoff for DCH", require continued
evaluation and verification of adopted mitigation strategies and follow up of the DCH
research.
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11. EX-VESSEL STEAM EXPLOSIONS
11.1 Introduction
When molten core material is brought into contact with water, there is some probability of
more or less energetic interaction as a result of rapid heat transfer from the hot corium to
the water. The strength of this interaction depends on a number of factors, such as the rate
of heat transfer, the ratio of melt mass to water mass in the mixture and the efficiency with
which the thermal energy of the corium is converted into mechanical work.
The most energetic interaction - a steam (vapor) explosion - may be defined as a molten
fuel-coolant interaction (FCI) in which a significant fraction of the theoretical energy
release appears in the form of a pressure shock wave /Ban 78/, and the least energetic
interaction may be characterized as violent boiling. In molten fuel-coolant interaction
experiments, the whole spectrum of the interaction energetic is observed. One characteristic
feature of the steam explosion phenomena is, as indicated above, its randomness, i.e for a
given set of initial conditions, such as melt composition, melt temperature, water temperature and ambient pressure, a steam explosion may or may not occur. This fact is attributed
to the stochastic nature of the phenomena which govern the triggering and propagating
phases of an explosion. It is, of course, very difficult to estimate the likelihood of a steam
explosion in reactor accident situations. However, an estimate was made in the NUREG1150 study AJSN 90b/. Thus, the fractions of occasions upon which an ex-vessel steam
explosion would be triggered conditional upon the release of molten debris from the vessel
to a water pool below was taken to be 0.86. This estimate was based upon intermediate-scale
experimental results in which 86 percent of tests involving the release of molten thermite
into water at low ambient pressures resulted in a significant steam explosion.
An energetic molten fuel-coolant interaction would lead to dynamic or quasi-dynamic
loadings on the containment structures, the generation of large quantities of steam in a
short time (steam spike), the generation of very small particles (which is of importance for
the debris coolability issue), enhanced hydrogen generation by oxidation of metalic constitents of the melt, and partial or total dispersion of the water and core material from the
compartment where the interaction has taken place. The dispersion of core debris could be
beneficial with regard to the possibility of cooling the debris on the containment floor.
Hence, in investigating containment response to the severe accident loads, the possibility
of steam explosions should be considered. Because the dynamic loadings due to a large-scale
steam explosion could potentially pose a threat to ihc integrity of the containment building
early in the accident, thestcam explosion issue has been the subject for extensive experimental and theoretical investigations. In the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400 report) the
possibility and consequences of large-scale steam explosions were addressed using conservative assumptions. Since the publication of the WASH-14(X) report, the steam explosion
issue was critically examined by, among others, the Swedish Government Committee on
Steam Explosions /MIN 81/, the Steam Explosion Review Group /USN 85/, and most
recently by Thcofanous et al. /The 87/. However, the main interest was in the in-vcsscl steam
explosions,/.e. explosions which may occur when molten core debris falls into residual water
in the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel. It was concluded that the probability of
in-vesscl steam explosions which are so powerful that they could threaten the integrity of
the containment building is low or that such steam explosions are, iu the opinion of some
experts, impossible. The Swedish Government Commille on Steam Explosions concluded
that even ex-vessel steam explosions pose no threat to the integrity of containment building.
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Ex-vessel steam explosions may occur in the water-filled reactor cavity of P WRs and in the
condensation pool or water-filled pedestal area of BWRs. Actually, the likelihood of a
steam explosion is higher for the ex-vessel situations due to water subcooling and low
ambient pressure. Moreover, a large quantity of water may enhance the mixing process and
increase the conversion ratio.
Our objective in this section is to briefly discuss some important features of the steam
explosion phenomenon and its impact on containment loads (the impact of steam explosions on melt fragmentation and core debris cooiability has been addressed in Chapter 5). First, in Section 11.2, we shall describe some basic elements of the steam explosion
theory. The initial conditions for the ex-vessel melt-coolant interaction are addressed in
Section 11.3. Models of pre-mixing of molten material and water are presented in Section
11.4. Some relevant experiments are described in Section 1 l.S. Section 11.6 contains a brief
discussion of containment loads.

11.2 Some Elements of the Steam Explosion Theory
In general, if a hot liquid is brought into contact with a cooler, volatile liquid and the
temperature of the hotter liquid is considerably above the boiling temperature of the cooler
liquid, the latter will be rapidly vaporized. Breakup of molten material can then occur as a
result of violent boiling, hydrodynamic forces and other mechanisms, but solidified melt
fragments are relatively coarse. Under some circumstances, presumably if the temperature
of the interface between the two liquids is above the spontaneous nucleation temperature
of the volatile liquid, explosive and coherent vaporization, accompanied by the generation
of shock waves, may take place. In the coriumAvater system, the interface temperature is
above the spontaneous nucleation temperature of water /Cro 80/.
According to the generally accepted view, four stages can be distinguished in an effective
steam explosion, in cases when the melt is poured into the water:
Pre-mlxlng
In this stage, the molten fuel mixes with water without rapid energy transfer. This is possible
because of the stable film boiling around the melt fragments when the two liquids initially
come into contact. There is a limit on how much molten material can effectively irix with
the coolant. This limit is a crucial parameter in assessing the consequences of a postulated
steam explosion. Some pre-mixing models arc briefly presented in Section 11.4.
Triggering
The vapor film collapses locally which leads to a direct liquid/liquid contact which in turn
results in fine fragmentation of the melt droplet. The collapse of the vapor film may be
spontaneous due to cooling of the melt or may be caused by the external pressure pulse or
collision of a molten droplet with a structure in the water. For example, steam explosions
arc often triggered when the melt contacts the bottom of the test vessel. A number of
theories attempting to explain the triggering mechanisms have been proposed /Cor 88/.
Thus the stability of film boiling is of great importance for the steam explosion
phenomenon. Factors which increase vapor film stability will decrease the likelihood of
explosion triggering. Therefore, steam explosions are less likely if the water subcooling is
low, the ambient pressure is high, the melt temperature is high, and the film contains
non-condensiblc gases. In addition, it is possible that, in some .situations, the triggering is
more difficult if the water contains small amounts of surface-active substances or its
viscosity is high, as discussed in Section 5.8.
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It should be noted that, besides triggering models based on the vapor film collapse, other
theories attempting to explain explosion triggering have been advanced. For example,
fragmentation has been attributed to rapid evolution of gases dissolved in the melt or
thermal stresses in the melt upon quenching. However, no single fragmentation theory
satisfactorily explains ail the experimental observations and it is believed that several of the
proposed fragmentation mechanisms may operate simultaneously.

Propagation
The fine fragmentation
of the melt initiated in
the triggering stage
leads to enhanced heat
transfer and consequently to additional
pressurization. A
shock wave develops
which travels through
the pre-mixed zone
causing collapse of the
vapor films and fine
fragmentation. If fragmentation of the melt Pftiuru
behind the shock front
is very rapid, the pressure wave may become
a
self-sustained
detonation
wave,
which propagates
through the fuelcoolant mixture with a
speed of several
hundreds of meters per
second. The detonaFigure 11.1
tion model of steam exSchematic Illustration of Thermal Detonation Model
plosions was proposed
by Board, Hall and Hall /Boa 75/, based on experimental and theoretical evidence that all
large-scale propagating thermal explosions appear to have a detonation-like structure
which is analogous to that of chemical detonations. The schematic illustration of the
detonation theory is shown in Figure 11.1. A critical review of the pressure-induced
fragmentation models has been recently made by Fletcher and Anderson /Fie 90/.
Expansion
The high-pressure steam, produced during rapid heat transfer from the hot fragmented
corium to the water, expands against the surroundings.
The spontaneous nucleation hypothesis, mentioned above, was introduced by Fauske
/Fau 73/ as a necessary condition for a coherent, large-scale steam explosion. The spontaneous nucleation temperature, TSN, is the temperature at which the stability, or superheat
limit for the coolant is exceeded resulting in explosive vaporization. The spontaneous
nucleation temperature lies between the saturation temperature, TSAT, and the
homogeneous nucleation temperature, THN-
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Spontaneous nucleation is due to the statistical density fluctuations in the liquid, contrary
to the preferential nucleation, which takes place at the pre-existing nucleation sites such
as, for example, microscopic gas bubbles. Spontaneous nucleation can be homogeneous or
heterogeneous. Nuclcation is homogeneous if it occurs spontaneously in the bulk phase
and heterogeneous if it occurs spontaneously at the interlace with a second phase such as
a solid wall, inclusions or a liquid-liquid surface. The spontaneous nucleation temperature
depends on ihe degree of wetting, or contact angle, between the coolant and melt. For
perfect wetting, i.e. zero contact angle
TSN = THN
The homogeneous nuclcation temperature of water at atmospheric pressure, predicted
from the kinetic theory of nucleation, is about 575 K. It has been observed, /Gun 78/, that,
in many cases, the minimum interface temperature required to sustain the stable film
boiling (this temperature is often called the Lcidcnfrost temperature) spans most of the
spontaneous nuclcation temperature range and closely approaches the homogeneous
nucleation temperature.
In the light of mentioned observations, the Fauske hypothesis can be interpreted as follows:
1.

A temperature at the corium-water interface which is higher than the spontaneous
nucleation temperature implies stable Him boiling thus allowing coarse fragmentation
and pre-mixing.

2.

Immediate vaporization, local pressurization (pressures on the order of 100 bars),
rapid fragmentation and mixing upon direct liquid/liquid contact following destabilization of film boiling play an important role in the stages 2 and 3 of the large-scale
explosion.

The second condition accounts for situations in which the interface contact temperature is
above the critical temperature of the coolant, i.e. when the immediate local pressurization
upon contact is automatically satisfied /Ban 78/.
It should be noted that steam explosions have been observed in systems where the interface
contact temperature was below the spontaneous nuclcation temperature. For a discussion
of this question and other related issues, sec the review by Corradini, Kim and Oh /Cor 88/.
Fragmentation mechanisms due to voilent boiling arc only possible at subcritical coolant
pressures. In the detonation model of Board, Hall and Hall, supercritical pressures are
possible, at least theoretically, in the fragmentation /.one behind the shock front, /Sha 81/.
At supercritical pressures, the hydrodynumic fragmentation is operative. As the shock
passes the pre-mixed region, the vapor blankets collapse and the melt droplets are accelerated due to the steep pressure gradient at the shock front. This can result in a large
relative velocity between the residual vapor, coolant and fuel, thus leading to rapid fragmentation due to Rayleigh-Taylor instability and/or boundary-layer stripping.
As stated earlier, steam explosion is always accompanied by fragmentation of the molten
material into fine particles. This fragmentation, which according to Bankoff, /Ban 78/, must
take place on a time-scale of 10*4 s, produces particles in the size range from submicrometers
to a few hundred micrometers. In this way, a surface area is generated which allows for large
energy transfer in a short time. However, extensive fragmentation may occur without shock
formation, either because the mixing process is too slow, or because the initial constraints
surrounding the mixing zone arc too small to prevent rapid pressure relief.
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The process or fuel breakup and mixing with coolant requires energy to generate the new
surface and to overcome drag forces. It was shown, that it is not possible to fragment a large
mass of molten material into 100 /tm diameter particles on » time-scale characteristic for
explosive behavior /Cho 76/. The energy required for such fragmentation exceeds the
thermal energy which can be extracted from a corium melt during this short time. Fine
fragmentation on the millisecond time-scale is, however, possible if the fuel has been first
broken up into fragments about 10 mm in diameter /Fie 85/.

11.3 Initial Conditions
The likelihood and consequences of a steam explosion are affected by the following
parameters:
1.

melt temperature

2.

melt composition (mainly fraction of unoxidized metals)

3.

melt mass and configuration of the melt entering the water pool

4.

water temperature

5.

water mass

6.

ambient pressure

The first three parameters are determined by the in-vessel accident progression and,
consequently, there arc large uncertainties in their quantification. The configuration of the
melt entering the water pool is also affected by the structures below the reactor vessel, in
particular, in BWRs. The uncertainties in the last three parameters are relatively small.
The influence of the melt temperature, melt composition, water temperature and ambient
pressure on the steam explosion phenomenon was addressed earlier. The rate of the corium
flow entering water pool, which is an important parameter, depends on the accident
sequence and the in-vcssel accident progression, and is consequently quite uncertain.
Predictions of the release rate of the corium from the reactor vessel upon vessel
mcltthrough may differ rather significantly between the codes, depending on the modeling
approach. The MAAP code predicts that large quantities of melt would be released in a
short time from the vessel into the containment. In contrast, the BWRSAR code predicts
that the melt would leave reactor vessel in small amounts during long period of time.

11.4 Pre-Mixlng Models
The main objective of pre-mixing models is to establish limits of the amount of fuel that
can mix with the coolant. This parameter is one of the major variables on which the strength
of a large-scale steam explosion, should it occur, depends. The models estimate either the
minimum fragment size for which mixing is possible or the maximum amount of fuel that
can be mixed if some pre-mixing diameter is assumed. In most of the coarse mixing models,
the fragmentation processes are not modelled in a fully mechanistic way.
The coarse mixing models have been recently reviewed by Fletcher/Fie 85/and Corradini
and Moses /Cor 85/. Effective fuel breakup and mixing may be hindered by the following
phenomena:
1.

Steam flow separation of melt and coolant; Henry and Fauske /Fau 83/.

2.

Steam now fluidization of melt and coolant; Corradini /Cor 82a/, and Corradini and
Moses /Cor 83b/.
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Dispersion of the melt by steam; Bankoff et al. /Ban 83/.
Transient jet brakup /The 81/.

Henry and Fauskc have assumed that the melt and coolant cannot exist in a pre-mixed
condition (i.e. melt fragments surrounded by vapor film and separated by coolant) when the
heat flux from the melt exceeds the pool boiling critical heat flux; otherwise, the steam
production would prevent the coolant from entering the mixing region. The minimum
particle size was obtained by equating these two heat fluxes. Also, assuming some premixing
melt diameter, the maximum mass of fuel that could mix with the water was obtained.
Corradini and Corradini and Moses developed mixing models based on observations from
FITS (Fully Instrumented Test Series) experiments at Sandia National Laboratories. First,
a steady-state model was developed by Corradini that predicted the minimum fuel diameter
that could exist in the mixture before the liquid fuel or coolant would be fluidized by the
steam flow. It was found that, in all cases of interest, coolant fluidization occurred first.
Predicted particle diameters were in the range of 4-16 mm, which is a typical size range for
debris recovered from experiments where no steam explosion occurred. Later, Corradini
and Moses developed a dynamic mixing model (WISCI), that predicts the fuel breakup as
it falls through the gas atmosphere and the water pool. Only breakup - primarily due to
Raylcigh-Taylor instability - of the leading edge of the fuel jet was considered.
In the Theofanous-Saito mixing model /The 81/ for large scale coherent jet pour, it is
assumed, based on the consideration of interfacial instability in liquid-liquid system, that
only the outer layer of the jet of a thickness of about 10 cm (the so-called coupling length
scale) could interact explosively.
Table 11.1 shows the ex-vessel fuel/coolant mixing limits given by the models described
above. As we can see, the predicted upper limit of the melt mass which can mix with the
water coolant ex-vessel lies within a wide range, from about 200 to 13 000 kg.
Table 11.1: Ex-vessel Fuel/Coolant Mixing Limits (from /Cor 85/)
Mixed Mass

Fuel Diameter

m«<k«Ö

D m i x (mm)

200

10

Meyer et al. and
Theofanus and Saito

13000

<100

Corradini and
Corradini and Moses

13 000-16 000

75-100

M

Henry and Fauske

The PWR geometry ex-vessel water depth in cavity i« 5 m, the cavity cross-sectional area is 30 m£, and
the structure in cavity is neglected. The pressure i* 1 atm; saturated water; fuel temperature is 2 700 K,
wiht blackbody radiation

Bankoff ct at. have developed a model which predicts the fractions of fuel and coolant in a
mixture, given a number of simplifying assumptions. Three versions of the model have been
presented: a one-dimensional steady-state model, a one-dimensional unsteady model, and
a two-dimensional unsteady model.
The models developed by Bankoff ct al. predict very high void fraction, greater than 50
percent, over most of the region where the fuel is present. This result may have important
implications for the possibility of a large-scale, coherent steam explosion. Bankoff et al.
have suggested that efficient explosions are not possible for void fractions greater than 0.7.
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Moreover, Sharon and Bankoff /Sha 81/ have shown that for supercritical detonations
involving tin and water, the void fraction must be less than 0.5.

11.5 Experimental Investigations and Modelling
It is not possible here to even briefly describe the very extensive experimental and analytical
research into the phenomenon of molten fuel-coolant interactions performed over the past
iwenty years in many research laboratories (e.g. Sandia National Laboratories, Argonnc
National Laboratories, ISPRA, Winfrith), universities and by industry. It should be noted
that research in this field has been motivated not only by nuclear reactor safety concerns.
Steam explosions occur in metallurgical and paper industries, causing damage to the
equipment and injuries to the personal. Another important, and interesting, problem where
melt-coolant interaction seems to play an important role arc vulcanic eruptions. Comprehensive reviews of steam explosion research can be found in /Cor 88/, /Rei 83/, /Flc 90/
and /Cro 80/.
Probably the most extensive investigations of molten fuel-coolant interactions have been
conducted at Sandia National Laboratories. The program was initiated several years ago
with small-scale (single drop) experiments involving a few grams of molten fuel simulants.
The next phase of the research included intermediate and large scale experiments, in open
and closed geometry, (EXO-FITS and FITS test scries, respectively), involving up to 50
kilogram of molten fuel simulants and prototypic reactor melt materials. A broad range of
the experimental initial conditions has been investigated in order todetermine the influence
of the important independent variables, which can be divided into three categories: (1)
thermodynamic conditions (temperature of the fuel and coolant and ambient pressure), (2)
scale variables (amount of fuel and coolant initially involved) and (3) the boundary
conditions (melt pour diameter and rate, shape and degree of confinement of the interaction
zone, presence of structures, water depth and fuel-coolant contact mode). Primary experimental measurements have included photographic and X-ray observations of the FCIs,
pressures generated in the coolant and the cover gas, steam and hydrogen generation, and
the resulting debris characteristics.
Parallel to the experiments, analysis work has been undertaken in order to develop and
validate of the models describing various phases of molten fuel-coolant interactions.
Among the modelled phenomena are: coarse mixing, triggering, fine fragmentation, explosion propagation, hydrogen and steam generation and conversion ratio and explosion
loads.
The FCI research at Sandia National Laboratories has produced very large amounts of
experimental data and to depict and discuss these results here is not feasible. For the details
of FCI research, consult /Nel 78/, /Nel 80/, /Ncl 81/ and /Nel 85/ (small scale experiments),
/Bux 79/,/Bux80/,/Mit 81/,/Bcr 82/and /Mit 86/(intermediatc and large-scale experiments),
and /Cor 80/, /Cor 81/ and /Cor 82b/ (analysis and modelling) for information on earlier FCI
research. Recent experimental and modelling efforts are presented in /Mar 86/.
Below we briefly describe three intermediate-scale experiments which are relevant to our
previous discussions. The experiments were conducted in an open geometry (EXO-FITS
facility).

11.5.1 Coarse Mixing (CM) Experiments
The objective of the CM experiments was to investigate the coarse mixing behavior of an
FCI to assist in model development of this explosion phase. The experiments were conducted in an open geometry (EXO-FITS) at an ambient pressure, sec Figure 11.2.
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The iron/alumina (Fe/Al2O3) melt was
prepared by means of thermitic reaction.
Twelve experiments were performed. Ten of
these were conducted in nearly saturated
water in order to delay or suppress steam
explosions to facilitate studies of various
aspects of the coarse mixing phase. The
mass of the melt was about 18.7 kg, except
in two tests, and the initial ratio water mass
to melt mass was in the range of 6 to 55.
A very rapid and violent interaction between the melt and water was observed at or
near the water surface for all tests. However,
the interaction was not violent enough to be
characterized as a steam explosion. Since
such surface interactions had rarely been
observed in previous FCI experiments, except for the few saturated water FCI tests,
the results of the CM tests implies that surface eruptions appear more likely with
saturated water. The rapid interactions near
CAMCRAVTV»
the water surface prevented much of the
CAMOUVO»
melt from entering the water. However,
steam explosions occurred in three experiments, conducted in nearly saturated water,
Figure 11.2
despite
the surface interactions. The two
Schematic of EXO-FITS Experimental Facility
tests conducted with cold water resulted in
steam explosions and showed weak surface interactions thus indicating a correlation
between the possibility of surface interaction and water temperature. In summary, the CM
tests appear to confirm the higher probability of spontaneously triggering an explosion in
subcoolcd water as compared to saturated water.

11.5.2 Oxide Melts (OM) Experiments
It had been shown in the single-drop experiments, /Ncl 78/ and /Ncl 80/, that the oxidation
state of the melt plays a very important role in the spontaneous triggering of steam
explosions. The objective of the OM experiments was to investigate the behavior of oxidic
melts on a large scale. The melt was prepared by means of a thermitic reaction. In this case,
a thermite consisting of potassium pcrchlorate and metallic iron was used to produce an
iron-oxide melt. Four tests were performed; three in subcoolcd water and one in saturated
water. The mass of the melt was about 10 kg and the initial ratio of water mass to melt mass
was in the range of 11 to 24. Steam explosions were observed in all four tests, but no surface
interactions. These results .support the hypothesis that hydrogen generation, due to the
oxidation of the metallic phase of the melt, plays a significant role in suppression of
energetic fuel-coolant interactions.
The results of the CM and OM experiments support the earlier findings that the oxidation
state of the core material and temperature of the water, among other factors, will play an
important role in the probability of a steam explosion occurring. Steam explosions may be
more likely, regardless of the water temperature, with highly oxidized molten core material.
On the other hand, the saturated water tends to suppress spontaneous steam explosions.
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11.5.3

Alternate Contact Mode (ACM) Experiments
The objective of these experiments was to investigate the molten fuel-coolant interaction
in the case where water is poured onto melt, so-called Alternate Contact Mode (ACM).
Explosive interactions in this configuration were observed in the earlier experiments. Two
scoping tests were performed in which 10 kg of iron/alumina thermite was prepared in a
graphite crucible. In the first test, the water was gently introduced into the crucible
approximately one second after the thermite reaction was completed, sec Figure 11.3. In
the second test, the water was introduced into the crucible approximately 4.5 seconds after
the thermite burn was completed.

WATER RESERVOIR AT AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE

1.23 m
WATER FLOW VIA GRAVITY

"ffn'fflB'S
IRON/ALUMINA MELT
2700-3000 K
10 kg

8m

Figure 11.3: Schematic of the ACM Experiment

It may be assumed that the melt-water interaction in these experiments took place between
the water and the molten alumina (AI2O3) due to phase separation (iron is the heavier
phase). In the first experiment a violent explosion occurred about 3 seconds after the water
was introduced into the crucible. About 0.5 liters of water was delivered into the crucible.
No explosion occurred in the second test probably due 10 formation of a solid crust on the
melt surface, thus preventing contact of the two liquids.
The results of the two ACM experiments arc qualitative, i.e. no information regarding
conversion ratio, debris characteristics, etc. is available. However, the experiments draw
attention to the possibility of having an energetic melt-coolant interaction in the re-flood
mode.

11.6 Containment Loads due to Ex-Vessel Steam Explosions
An energetic molten fuel-coolant interaction would lead to dynamic loadings on the
containment structures. The magnitude of these loads is primarily determined by the
amount of molten fuel participating in explosion and on explosion conversion ratio. The
conversion ratio is defined as the ratio of the mechanical energy yield to the thermal energy
of the melt, and should be distinguished from the explosion efficiency which is defined as
the ratio of the explosion energy yield to the theoretically possible.
It is very unlikely that an cx-vcsscl steam explosion couid directly threaten the structural
integrity of containment boundary /MIN HI/. More likely threats are due to dynamic loads
on the internal containment structures which are in close proximity to the explosion site
and which are vital for the overall integrity of the containment building. Therefore,
consideration should be given to the effects of steam explosions on pedestal walls in the
lower drywcll in new BWRs and condensation pool columns in old BWRs. The latter issue
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was addressed by Frid and Torell /Fri 89/. A crude estimate of the threats to the pedestal
wall in new BWRs has been made by the present author. The results of these investigations
indicate that assuming the "best-estimate" conversion ratio of one percent, large quantities
of molten material - in the range of 5 000 to 14 000 kg - are required to cause serious damage
to the columns and to the pedestal wall. With regard to the limitations on the mass of
exploding corium, imposed partly by the rate of corium release from the vessel and partly
by the prc-mixing limits, the likelihood ol serious damage to investigated structures is small.
We should stress here, however, that there arc significant uncertainties involved in such
calculations. Thus, for example, the estimates of the conversion ratio are based upon smalland intermediate-scale experiments (melt mass up to 25 kg) in which it is scattered between
0 and about 3 percent. There are indications, mainly from model predictions, that the
conversion ratio may be significantly higher for large-scale explosions than a few percent.
The dynamic loadings on containment walls due to steam explosions were investigated in
rather great detail by Unger et al. using steady state and transient detonation models /Ung
89/.

11.7 Concluding Remarks
Ex-vessel steam explosions may have significant impact on the containment accident
progression. The most relevant issues from the risk viewpoint are fragmentation of the melt,
which is closely related to the core debris coolabilily problem, and dynamic loadings on
containment structures. There are large uncertainties in the ex-vcssel steam explosion
phenomena partly resulting from still incomplete understanding of this complex
phenomena and partly from uncertainties in in-vessel accident progression. This applies,
in particular, to such parameters as the explosion conversion ratio, pre-mixing limits and
the flow rate of the melt into the water pool, i.e. the parameters which play crucial role in
estimating explosion loads. A comprehensive investigation of the risk from postulated
ex-vessel steam explosions would requircun integrated analys is of the in-vessel and ex-vessel
phenomena. As a result of phenomcnological uncertainties and accident sequence dependence, an adequate method of analysis could be a probabilistic treatment of the kind used by
Thcofanous et al /The 87/.
Based on present knowledge, the likelihood of early containment failure in Swedish reactors
due to ex-vessel steam explosions is considered to be very small. However, with regard to
phenomcnological and accident sequences related uncertainties, the ongoing molten fuelcoolam interaction research should be closely followed.
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12. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present report, we have discussed the containment severe accident progression and
associated important thermohydraulic phenomena. Crucial for the importance of many of
the containment phenomena, and thereby for the outcome of accidents, is the in-vesscl
accident progression which forms the initial conditions for the containment phenomena.
The overall assessment of the importance of different phenomena for the accident
progresssion, possibly leading to environmental release, is discussed in the report RAMA
HI 89-02.
The overall objective of this report was to give a rather detailed presentation of the present
status of phenomcnological knowledge, including an account of relevant experimental
investigations, and to discuss, to' ome extent, the modelling approach used in the MAAP
3.0 code. The report contains three main parts dealing with:
1.

containment accident progression as predicted by the MAAP 3.0 code. Chapter 4

2.

key non-energetic ex-vessel phenomena, Chapters 5-8 and

3.

early containment failure threats due to energetic events, Chatcrs 9-11.

The choice of calculated accident sequences envelopes most scenarios that contribute to
the risk for environmental release of radioactivity. It should be noted that we have not
considered unlikely events involving containment bypass, interfacing LOCAs or containment failure due to insufficient tightness in the first place.
The discussion of the accident progression and containment response was split into two
parts, namely, before and after vessel failure. We have attempted to explain the principal
differences in the accident progression between considered accident sequences and reactor
types and to discuss the phenomelological knowledge concerning important issues. As
indicated above, in many cases the uncertainty in predicting the containment performance
is mainly related to initial conditions resulting from uncertainties in melt progression
in-vessel, and only partly to uncertainties about the containment phenomena.
If the energetic events are disregarded, the containment loads are, in principle, determined
by the mass and energy balance. The modelling approach used in the MAAP 3.0 code to
calculate the pressure and temperature history in the containment is a standard one and
adequate for the purpose. It illustrates the likely course of an accident, i.e. gradual prcssurization of the containment which could eventually require venting to avoid overpressurization. We conclude that the likelihood of containment failure before vessel
melt-through is very small.
There arc, however, some aspects of the modelling in MAAP 3.0 which are unsatisfactory.
One of these concerns treatment of core debris coolability, where the adapted critical heat
flux criterion for debris coolability is a too great a simpilification, even if it may be a
reasonable and useful assumption under certain circumstances. Other ones concern the
rather crude treatment of the phenomena of melt fragmentation and quenching in water
and the associated production of hydrogen and steam. The MAAP 3.0 code does not contain
models of energetic phenomena which could potentially lead to an early containment
failure. Such phenomena are direct containment heating (mainly a PWR problem),
hydrogen detonations (a PWR problem) and energetic molten fuel-coolant interactions
(steam explosions).
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The accident progression following vessel failure is characterized, according to MAAP3.0
predictions, by gradual pressurization of the containment. This description is plausible for
most accident scenarios. Under certain conditions, however, attention must be focused to
some of the MAAP modelling uncertainties and simplifications.
Among the key non-energetic ex-vessel phenomena, the interaction between core material
and concrete, which, in general, may significantly affect the accident progression, is of small
importance in Swedish reactor plants. This is a result of the chosen accident management
strategy to ensure that water will be provided to the lower drywell in BWRs before vessel
melt-through, and to the reactor cavities in PWRs from the quench tank. In the PWRs the
amount of water may not be sufficient to keep the debris continously cooled but external
water will be provided within a relatively short time (less than eight hours) after vessel
failure.
From the Swedish perspective, the issues of melt fragmentation in water and melt quenching
and coolability are of special importance with regard to the intended accident management
strategics and, consequently, these issues received a rather detailed treatment in the report.
We conclude that, in general, our understanding of the non-energetic melt-coolant and
core-concrete interaction phenomena, and core debris coolability has significantly improved and that the experimental data base has been largely expanded. However, the
situation is still not satisfactory with regard to the phenomena of melt fragmentation, which
is partly due to experimental difficulties, and problems in extrapolating results from
small-scale experiments to full reactor size. Concerning our ability of predicting the debris
coolability limits, the main problem and uncertainty is the particle size distribution and
shape of the debris bed. Another important consideration in the context of debris coolability
is formation and stability of the crust atop molten core material covered with water. The
crust stability issue is closely related to a crucial question if the initially non-coolable melt
configuration can, after some time, change to a coolable one by quenching from top and
fragmentation of the crust.
The issues of core debris coolabilly and melt fragmentation received great attention in the
Swedish research. Thus, experimental studies were conducted of coolability limits in
stratified beds, methods for protecting the penetrations in the lower drywell of BWRs were
developed and tested, and a method to prevent or mitigate steam explosions (to avoid very
small debris particles) by adding small amounts of surfactants to the water has been
investigated. The existing uncertainties, however, motivate continued research in this area,
research which is ongoing in Sweden and abroad.
Pan three of the report addresses possible early containment threats due to energetic
phenomena, i.e. hydrogen combustion, direct containment heating and ex-vessel steam
explosions. These phenomena received relatively detailed treatment in the report since,
even if the threat they represent may be remote, the fact that they could potentially cause
an early containment failure requires proper attention and understanding.
Hydrogen combustion is mainly a PWR problem since Swedish BWRs are inerted, i.e. the
containments arc filled with nitrogen during normal operation. Hydrogen combustion in
the form of global deflagrations and assumed local detonations was studied earlier. For
example, it was concluded that the large dry containments of Swedish PWRs arc capable of
withstanding loads resulting from the deflagration of large amounts of hydrogen (corresponding to the oxidation of at least 85 % of the zirconium content in the core, which
would produce about 700 kg of hydrogen), as well as loads resulting from local detonations
(the detonation regions in the containment were chosen arbitrarily) of significant amounts
of hydrogen (200- 300 kg).
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The hydrogen combustion issue has been subject to extensive experimental and analytical
investigations in many countries. As a result, our understanding of hydrogen production,
transport and combustion has significantly improved. There are, however, uncertainties
remaining as to the likelihood and possible consequences of deflagration-to-detonation
transition, accelerated flames and high temperature combustion, as well as to the distribution of hydrogen at conditions of large volumes, complicated containment geometries
(where the combustion phenomena would be to a great degree governed by turbulence
effects), and steam environment. Hence, the ongoing hydrogen research should continue
to be followed.
High Pressure Melt Ejection (HPME) and Direct Containment Heating (DCH) are also
mainly PWR problems owing to automatic depressurization systems and inerted containments in Swedish BWRs. The comprehensive HPME and DCH research has addressed
three issues, namely:
1.

phenomena related to melt ejection from the reactor vessel at elevated pressures, e.g.
vessel ablation and dispersion of core material from the reactor cavity,

2.

phenomena related to direct heating of the containment atmosphere following
HPME, and

3.

integrity of the primary system boundary during high pressure accident sequences (e.g.
the potential for primary system failure prior to vessel melt-through).

Both experimental and theoretical research (code development) has been conducted. An
important and difficult problem is the scaling of experimental results to full-scale nuclear
plants. Extensive research is ongoing in this area. The response of Swedish PWRs to HPME
and DCH phenomena has been investigated in small-scale model experiments and by code
analyses.
Based on experimental evidence, one can conclude that at high primary system pressures,
say in excess of 4 to 5 MPa, a more or less complete dispersal of the core material from the
reactor cavity should be expected. Another important conclusion is that the so-called
"low-pressure cutoff for debris dispersal", i.e. the maximum primary system pressure at
which a negligible fraction of core debris would be dispersed from the cavity region, appears
to be low, on the order of 1 MPa. However, the "low-pressure cutoff for DCH" would be
different since the DCH loads are heavily dependent upon the amount of hydrogen
produced in the cavity during HPME as well as on the details of the debris transport and
heat transfer in the containment. Although phenomenological uncertainties and uncertainties in initial conditions arc still significant, and the question of extrapolation of experimental results to full reactor-scale is not yet resolved, it is reasonable to assume that vessel
melt-through, while the primary system pressure is high, may pose a problem. Therefore,
at present the best approach to the DCH threats is todepressurize the primary system before
vessel melt-through. This accident management strategy has been adopted for Swedish
PWRs.
The last of the ex-vessel energetic phenomena addressed in the report is steam explosion.
The characteristic feature of the steam explosion phenomenon is its randomness, i.e. for a
given set of initial conditions, a steam explosion may or may not occur. Based on experimental evidence the conditions prevailing in the containment at the time of vessel melt-through
are favourable for energetic interaction due to high water subcooling, low ambient pressure
and large quantity of water (the latter condition applies mainly to BWRs).
Ex-vessel steam explosions may occur both in BWRs and PWRs but it appears that
explosions in BWRs are of main concern. The significance of the ex-vessel steam explosions
for containment accident progression is connected with dynamic loads on containment
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structures, the generation of very small core debris particles, which is of importance for the
core debris coolability, and the possible generation of large quantities of steam and
hydrogen in a short time.
Concerning structural loads, one has to consider two types of loads, namely direct loads on
the containment boundary and loads on containment structures whose stability is vital for
the overall integrity of the containment building, e. g. concrete columns in the condensation
pool of BWRs with external circulation pumps and the pedestal wall in BWRs with internal
circulation pumps. The likelihood of steam explosions posing threat to the containment
integrity is believed to be minor, but still worth some continued attention with respect to
the possible consequences.
As indicated above, a certain amount of concern remains that steam explosions might cause
fragmentation of the melt pour into very small particles, rendering the core debris less
coolablc. The addition of certain surfactants to the water for suppression of the steam
explosions has been considered as a means to further ensure the coolability of the core
debris. Further research is needed and is currently in progress on this subject.
To summarize, we can state that our understandingof the containment accident progression
and phenomena has improved very significantly over the past ten years and, thereby, our
ability to assess containment threats, to quantify uncertainties, and to interpret the results
of experiments and computer code calculations has also increased. Some remaining
phcnomcnological uncertainties should be subject to continued attention. These uncertaintics include some aspects of hydrogen combustion, high pressure melt ejection and direct
containment heating, core debris coolability and melt-coolant interactions.
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